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This manual consists of three parts each containing mfor
mation about different programming utilities that run on the 
Real-time Disk Operating System (RDOS) and Disk Op
erating System (DOS). You should be familiar with assem
bly language. 

* Part I describes the Extended Assembler (ASM) and the 
Macroassembler (MAC). These utilities process source files 
WrItten in assembly language and produce relocatable binary 
files. called RBs by convention. After assembling a source 
file. you can generate an RB library with the Library File 
Editor (LFE). 

,. Part II of this manual explains the Library File Editor. 
which provides a means of updating and interpreting library 
files. 

* Part III describes the Extended Relocatable Loader (RLDR). 
This utility processes and links any number of files and 
libraries to produce an executable save file. RLDR processes 
binary files produced by the Data General assemblers and 
libraries produced by the Library File Editor utility. 

Manual Organization 
We have organized this manual as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces the Assemblers. This chapter contains 
information on Assembler input and output and the macro 
facility within the Macroassembler (MAC). 

Chapter 2 explains the contents and makeup of the source 
programs that are read by the assemblers. Each source pro
gram must conform to a given format containing characters 
within the assemblers' character set. 

Chapter 3 describes the fundamental assembly tools used to 
input characters. The basic unit of assembly language. called 
an atom. is explamed along with each of the five classes 
into which an atom may fall. 

Chapter 4 describes an expression. which is made up of 
operators. symbols. and mstructions. There are many dif
ferent types of symbols and instructions, all of which are 
explained in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 defines all pseudo-ops and value symbols. The 
pseudo-ops are described in categories. followed by a com
plete alphabetical pseudo-op dictionary 

Chapter 6 explains the advanced features of MAC. 

Chapter 7 describes the operating procedures of the Ex
tended Assembler (ASM). 

Chapter 8 describes the operating procedures of the Macro
assembler (MAC). 

Chapter 9 introduces the Library File Editor utility (LFE). 
This chapter contains general information about LFE and 
some terminology pertaining to this utility. 

Chapter 10 describes the operation of the Library File Editor 
(LFE) and the commands used with it. The format of the 
LFE commands IS also described. 

Chapter 11 introduces and describes the RDOS/DOS Re
locatable Loader. The command line is explained in this 
chapter, along with the different files and tables used with 
this utility. 

Chapter 12 explains the RDOS Overlay Loader. It describes 
the command line as well as switches and includes a few 
examples. 

Appendix A lists all valid pseudo-ops for the Extended 
Assembler and the Macroassembler. 

Appendix B lists and describes the error messages for each 
utility. 

Appendix C lists all ASCII characters along with their ASCII 
codes. 

Appendix D describes the Relocatable Binary Block Format. 

Related Manuals 
The following manuals are a part of the series of books 
published on RDOS and DOS. 

Introduction to RDOS (DGC No. 069-400011) describes the 
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fundamentals of uSing RDOS and summarizes the features, 
utilities. and capabihties of the operating system. 

GUide to RDOS Documentation (DGC No. 069-400012) 
describes all of the books that compose the revised docu
mentation set for RDOS. DOS, and RTOS and lists the 
prevIous books that each replaces. 

How to Load and Generate RDOS eDGC No. 069-400013) 
explains how to load. generate. and maintain RDOS. In
structions cover preparing hardware, program loading, disk 
iniuahzation. bootstrapping. tailoring, system backup, and 
system tuning. 

How to Generate Your DOS System (DGC No. 093-000222) 
explains how to generate and maintain DOS. Instructions 
cover preparation of hardware, disk initialization, boot
strapping. tailoring, system backup, patching. and optImi
zation. 

RDOSIDOS Command Line Interpreter (DGC No. 069-
4000 15) describes the user interface with the operating sys
tem. It covers the Command Line Interpreter (CLl) features 
and command mechanisms, and instructs you on how to use 
CLl commands. Features and operation of the Batch monitor 
are also presented. 

RDOSIDOS Text Editor (DGC No. 069-400(16) documents 
how to load, use, and operate the Text Editor (Edit) or 
Multi-user Text Editor (Medit) to create and edit text. 

RDOSIDOS Superedit Text Editor (DGC No. 069-400(17) 
introduces the commands and concepts ofthe Superedit Text 
Editor (Speed), which offers more powerful features for 
editing text. 

RDOS System Reference (DGC No. 093-400(27) describes 
RDOS system features, calls, and user device driver im
plementatIOn for assembly language and high-level language 
programming. 

DOS Reference Manual (DGC No. 093-000201) discusses 
all features of DOS for system programmers, including sys
tem control, memory management, and system calls. 

RDOSIDOS User's Handbook (DGC No. 093-00(105) sum
marizes the commands, calls, and error messages of the 
RDOS/DOS CLl, Batch monitor, and utility programs. 

RDOSIDOS Debugging Utilities (DGe No. 069-400(20) 
describes five utilities that assist you in editing, debugging, 
and patching programs-the Symbolic Editor (SEDIT) , 
Symbolic Debugger (DEBUG), Disk Editor (DlSKEDlT), 
and Patch (ENPAT and PATCH). 

RDOSIDOS SortlMerge and Venical Format Unit Utilities 
(DGC No. 069-400(21) offers functional information on 
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Sort/Merge (RDOSSORT). which help!> you mampulate 
records in data files, and the Vertical Format Unit (VFU), 
which enables you to define data channel line pnnter page 
formatting. ~,,_ 

RDOSIDOS Backup Utilities (DGC No. 069-400022) pre
sents the features and operation of the utilities that involve 
disk and tape backup. These are BURSTITBURST. DBURSTI 
MBURST/RBURST, DDUMP/DLOAD, FDUMP/FLOAD, 
and OWNER. 

Typesetting Conventions 
We use these conventions for command formats In thiS 
manual: 

COMMAND reqUired [optional] .. 

Where 

COMMAND 

reqUired 

(optionan 

Means 

Enter the COlTlmand (or Its accepted abbreVia
tion) as shown. Upper-case letters indicate the 
command mnemonic. 

Enter some argument (such as a filename) 
Sometimes, we use. 

reqUired, I reqUlred2 

You can choose between the arguments listed 
Do not use the vertical bar; it merely separates 
the chOices. Lower-case Italic letters indicate an " 
argument. 

Brackets mean that you have the option of en
tering the argument. (Command switches also 
appear in thiS format.) Do not Include the brack
ets in your code; they only set off the chOiceS. 

Repeat the preceding entry or entries. The ex
planation will tell you exactly what to repeat. 

The process has conbnued without InCIdent, and 
you may now take the next action described. 

Additionally, we use certain symbols in special ways: 

Symbol 

(CR) 

o 

(NL) 

Means 

Press the RETURN key on your terminal. 

Include a space at this point. (We use this 
to clarify in some cases. Normally, you 
can see where you should put spaces.) 

New Line. This convention appears in 
programs that are reproduced as exam
ples. 

All numbers are decimal unless we indicate otherwise; for 
example, 358 , 

--------- ----~-------
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The keys defined as DEL and RUBQUT perform the same 
functIOn. Depending on the console you are using. you will 
find one of these keys on your keyboard In this manual. 
we use only DEL for that functlon_ 

The up arrow symbol ( t ) is also executed by different keys. 
dependmg on your console. It can be executed by presslDg 
either SHIFT-N or SHIFT-6. In this manual we reference 
SHIFT-6 to execute the up arrow symbol. 

In examples of dialogue. we use. 

----------- --- --- -------

THIS TYPEFACE TO SHOW YOUR ENTRY 

THIS TYPEFACE FOR SYSTEM RESPONSES 

R IS the RDOSIDOS Command Lme Interpreter prompt. 

We welcome your suggestions for the improvement of this 
and other Data General publicatIOns. To communicate with 
us. use the postpaid comment form at the end of this manual. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Assemblers 

A language is a set of common characters and conventions 
that convey informatIOn In a well-defined way. Computer 
languages range from those tailored to computer hardware 
operations to those that are more like human language. 
Machine language uses numeric codes that a computer can 
understand directly, while FORTRAN, BASIC, and other 
high-level languages are combinations of letters and num
bers like Enghsh. 

Assemblers process source programs written m assembl} 
language. an ASCII character subset, to produce object files 
in machine language. To do this, the assembler substitutes 
a numeric code for each symbolic instruction code, and a 
numeric address for each symbohc address. Each line of 
symbolic Instruction is translated into one line of numeric 
Instruction by the assembler. Assembly language provides 
mathematical and logical operations for symbol manipula
tion, as weU as a macro facility that permits your own 
character sequences to be expanded into different forms by 
the assemblers. 

There are two assemblers available with the Real-time Disk 
Operating System (RODS): the Extended Assembler (ASM) 
and the Macroassembler (MAC). Both are similar in their 
operation and are discussed together in this manual. Any 
differences are noted. 

Assembly Language Processing 
The assembler translates symbolic instruction codes (such 
as LDA 0,2) and symbolic addresses (such as LDA O,TEMP) 
into numeric codes and numeric addresses. The addresses 
may be either absolute (real) or relocatable; these terms are 
defined at greater length later in this chapter. 

Symbolic language that you input to the assembler is called 
a source file or source module. The assembler's output IS 

called a relocatable binary (RB) file or module. The com
puter cannot execute a source file (it is symbohc), nor can 
it execute a binary file directly. Each must be further pro
cessed to prepare it for execution. This process, called load
ing, turns a binary file into a save file that the computer 
can execute. 

Macro Facility 
Symbolic assembly language programming is simpler than 
machine language programming. Macro assembly can fur
ther simplify programming. 

QUite often, a program uses the same set of symbolIc in
structions many times. Macro assembly permit!. you to wme 
a !.et of mstructions only once and substitute this set wher
ever It I!. needed dUring assembly of a source flie. 

A macro facility works as follows: 

I. You write a set of symbolIc Instructlon!.. called a macro 
defimtlon. and give It a name 

2 Wherever you want that set of symbohc instructions m 
your source file. wme a macro call. At minimum. the 
macro call contains the name of the macro defmltlon. 

3. The assembler contains a macro processor which sub
stitutes the sequence of instructIOns (macro defimtion) 
for the macro call. ThiS substitutIOn IS called macro 
expansion. 

The macro facility also offers more sophisticated features. 
For example. the same set of Instructions (differing only in 
accumulators and addresses) may be used many times withm 
a program. If so, you can write formal (dummy) arguments 
for accumulators and addresses into the macro definition. 
The macro call in the program will contain the actual 
arguments. During macro expansion. the Macroassembler 
will substitute the actual arguments for the dummies. Thus. 
a macro definition is usually a skeleton of the actual in
struction set that will result from macro expansion. 

Intermodule Communication 
Intermodule (interprogram) communicatIOn facilities define 
data addresses and constants in one program and reference 
them in another. By using the mterprogram communication 
pseudo-ops, programmers can write related subprograms 
without concern for the absolute locations of data and ad
dresses shared by these programs at run time. See Chapter 
5 for more information on intermodule communication. 

Conditional Assembly 
Conditional assembly facihties provide you with the capa
bihty to include portions of source code in the assembly 
process. Depending on the evaluation of an absolute expres
sion. the assemblers either assemble or bypass a section of 
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source code. The pseudo-ops necessary for controlling the 
conditIOnal assembly are explained in Chapter 5. 

Assembler Input and Output 
An assembler accepts as Input one or more source files 
wntten m assembly language. The output listmg may con
tam any source program errors. as well as hstmgs of the 
source program itself and the relocatable binary file. All of 
this output IS optIOnal. The program and error lIstings give 
you mformatlon. while the bmary file IS processed by the 
Relocatable Loader (RLDR) to make it executable. Figure 
1.1 illustrates the Input to and poSSible output from the 
Assemblers. 

Input 

ASSEMBLER 

Figure 1.1 Assembler input and output 

Assembler Input 

Output 

r--, 
Llstong I 

File .L __ ..J 

SO.()()420 

The source program input to the assembler consists of char
acters which are a subset of the ASCII character set. The 
assembler reads this Input line-by-line and translates it into 
machine language binary code. The assembler reads the 
source program twice; each read is called a pass. On each 
pass It performs the following elementary functions: 

1. It reads a line of source conSisting of a character stnng 
terminated by a Carriage Return (CR» or a Form Feed. 

2. The assembler ignores the null, Line Feed and RUBOUT 
characters. 

3. It replaces characters that have incorrect parity with a 
backslash ( ). This character IS then transparent to the 
assembler; for example, L A IS processed as LA. 

Types of Assembler Output 
There are three possible outputs from assembly: 

1. A relocatable binary file. 

2. A source program listing file. 

3. An error hsting. 

4 RDOSIDOS Assembly Language and Program Utilities 

Relocatable Binary File 

The assembler beginS the translatIon Into bmal"} output by 
reading the source line. To translate the source line. the 
assembler must. 

I. Build syntactically recogmzable elements called atoms 
Atoms are numbers. symbols. operator~. break charac
ters. or special characters 

2. Recogmze and act upon each atom 

The bmary output IS a translatIOn of source program hnes 
mto a speCial blocked binary code. Most hnes of source 
mput translate mto smgle 16-blt (one-word) binary numbers 
for Input to the relocatable loader. The assembler gives each 
number an address, which may be a relative address that 
RLDR will relocate. The assembler also produce~ as part 
of the binary file the informatIOn which RLDR needs to 
map each address and ItS contents. 

A relocatable bmary file can have three different sectIOns 
of code: absolute, page zero relocatable (ZREL), and normal 
relocatable (NREL) Within a source program. you specify 
absolute code with the .LOC pseudo-op. ZREL code with 
the .ZREL pseudo-op, and NREL code with the .NREL 
pseudo-op. 

You may choose not to output a bmary file. 

Source Program Listing 

The program listing permits you to compare your InpUt 
against the assembler output. One line of the program listing 
contains the following information: 

Columns 1-3 

Columns 4-8 

Column 9 

Contain a two-digit line number followed 
by a blank space if the assembler finds no 
errors in the input. If there are any input 
errors, each error generates a single letter 
code. The first error generates a letter code 
in column 3, the next in column 2, and a 
third in column I. Only three error codes 
can be listed per hne. Lines which have 
errors receive no line number. 

Contain the location counter, if relevant. 
Otherwise, columns 4 through 8 are left 
blank. 

Contains the relocation flag pertaining to 
the location counter. 

Columns 10-15 Contain the data field, if relevant. 
Otherwise, these contam the value, in the 
current radiX, of an equivalence expres-
sion (such as A = 2*3) or of a pseudo- .--. 
op argument (such as .RDX 16). In other 
cases, columns 10-15 are left blank. 



Column 16 Contains the relocation flag pertammg to 
the data field. 

Column 17-on Contain the source line as written and as 
expanded by macro calls. 

An error flag is a single letter indIcating the type of error 
that appeared in the source line. For example. a parity error 
on input would produce the flag I in column 3 of the program 
listing lme. Up to three error flags may appear on a lme. 

The 5-dlgJt location counter (LC) assigned by the assembler 
to an mstruction is displayed In columns 4 through 8. The 
LC is immediately followed by a single-character flag in
dIcating the relocation mode of the address: 

Flags 

space 

Meaning 

absolute 
page zero relocatable 
normal relocatable 

Following the LC flag is the 6-column data value field, 
immediatel) followed by a single-character flag Indicating 
the relocatIon mode of the value 

Flags 

space 

= 

$ 

Meaning 

absolute 
page zero relocatable 
page zero. byte-relocatable 
NREL code 
NREL code. byte-relocatable 
dIsplacement field IS externalI) defined 
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23 
24 
2S 
12 

'-' I 
Line 

Number 

..!22" 
I 

Error Flag 

0001 EXAMP MACRO REV 06 00 15 11 42 07126177 

TITL EXAMPLE 
NREL 02 

03 
04 

05 

OS 

000001 TXTM 1 PACK TXT BVTES LEI'T - TO RIGHT 

ENT START ER TASK1 AGAIN OEFINEO HERE 

EUN TASK PRI TOVLO GET MULTITASK HANDLERS 

07 00000'OOS017 START SYSTM 

08 00001 021052 GCHN 

09 00002' 00077S JNP START 

10 00003' 050427 STA 2 CHNLfol 

11 00004' 020433 LOA 0 NTTO 

12 00005 '126400 SUB 1 1 
13 0000S'006017 SYSTM 
14 00007' 014077 OPE~ 77 

15 00010' 000423 JNP ER 

1S 00011 020432 

17 00012' 077777 
18 00013 020431 

19 00014 024431 

20 00015 077777 

21 

22 0001S'000415 

LOA 0 

PRI 

LOA 0 

LOA 1 

TASK 

JNP ER 

23 00017 006017 AGAIN 

24 00020' 007400 

SYSTM 

GCHAR 

25 00021' 000412 JNP ER 

00017 006017 
00020 007400 
00021 000412 

P4 

IOPRI 

TASt1 

4567B 9 101112131415 

"'----' 

SYSTEM GET A FREE 

CHANNEL NlMlER PuT I~ AC2 

,ON ERROR TRY AGAIN 

,STORE CHANNEL NUMBER IN -CHNLfol

POINTER TO CONSOLE OUTPUT NAME 

USE DEFAULT DISABLE MASK 

SYSTEM OPEN CONSOLE OUTPUT 

ON CHANNEL NlMIER IN AC2 
ON ERROR GET CLI TO REPORT 
GET NlMIER -4-

CHANGE VOUR PRIORITY TO 4 

GET NEW TASK S 10 AND PRIORITY 

START NEw TASK AT THIS AOORESS 

CREATE NEW TASK WHICH GAINS CONTROL 

IMMEDIATELY SINCE ITS PRIORITY IS 3 
GET CLI TO REPORT ERROR 

THIS IS THE MAIN KEYBOARO LISTENER TASK 

-GET A CHARACTER FROM THE CONSOLE 

AGAIN: .SYSTM :THIS IS THE 
. GCHAR :GET A CHAR 
JMP ER 

16 17 

Source Line 

Data Freid Relocation Flag 

Data Freid or ExpreSSIon 

RelocatIon Flag 

LocatIOn Counter (LCI 

Figure 1 ,2 Program listing DG-02S1S8 

The last item on each program hsting lme IS the ASCII 
source lme, This hne is given as mput. except for expansion 
by macro calls, 

You may choose to suppress certain hnes of the listmg 
(macro expansion. for example), You may also choose not 
to output a program lIsting, 
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A program itstlng always Include~ a cross-reference listing 
of the symbol table, whIch Includes user symbols alone, or 
both user and semIpermanent symbols. A sample cross-
reference listing follows In FIgure 1.3 

0006 MTACA 

C377 000075 4/20 4/47 5/04 

C5 000023 4/06 4/10 

erCB 000001$ XO 2/13 2/31 4/11 

CTSUS 000077 4/42 5/08 

CXMT 000076 4/44 5/06 

KILL 000072 XN 2/30 4/59 

MSW 000001 2/01 2/04 2/37 2/40 2/51 

3/08 4/02 4/05 

PCTMI' 000002$ XO 2/14 2/31 2/43 2/57 3/11 

4/26 

lACM1 000031 4/17 4:25 

UCII2 000040 4/24 4/35 

TACIIN 000016 2/46 2/60 4/01 

Tl{1 000054 4/29 4/39 

TAK2 000003 2/45 

TAO 000064 4/47 

TAKIL 000000 EN 2 '17 2
'
29 2/36 

TAPEN 000005 EN 2/18 2129 2150 

TAPR 000042 4/23 4/26 

TAPRX 000052 4/34 4/46 4/49 

TAUNP 000012 EN 2/19 2/29 3/04 

TIIAX2 000073 XN 2130 4/60 

TSAYE 000074 XN 2/30 5/01 

AKRT 000067' 4/39 4/51 

TllN1 000073 2/14 4/18 4/60 

TSAV 000074 2/14 2/44 2/58 3/12 5/01 

I &.......I I J..j Symbol Type of Page and lone where referenced, 

Aoaress Symbol for example 4/20 InOlcates 
page 4 l,ne 20 

RelocatIon Flag 

Figure 1.3 Cross-reference listing DG·25169 

Here is an explanatIon of all cross-reference symbols: 

00 
EN 
EO 
XD 
XN 
MC 
NC 

Error Listing 

User-symbol 
Entry (.ENT pseudo-op) 
Overlay entry (.ENTO pseudo-op) 
External displacement (.EXTD pseudo-op) 
External normal (.EXTN pseudo-op) 
Macro 
Named common (.COMM pseudo-op) 

The error lIsting contains the title of the source program 
and all source lines that have been flagged with an error 
code. If a source program listing is output, the error listmg 
IS optional. Dunng the second pass, all errors In the Source 
program are mcluded as part of the program hstlng. If a 
program listing is not output, a separate error listing is 
produced automatIcally. The error listing output on the sec
ond pass lists only those lines contaimng errors. The format 

of the lines IS the same as that of the source program lIsting 
The error itstlng IS useful In program, \\ Ith ve~ long h~t
lOgs. since It acts as an abstract, nonethele~~. II comaln~ no 
information whIch IS not also present In the a~semt>l~ h~ttng 

Re)ocatability 
Both MAC and ASM are relocatable a~semblers. \\ hlch 
means that they assign to each storage word a relal!\'e lo
cation counter value RLDR takes each relative value and 
gIves 11 an absolute memory address 

The assemblers produce output that IS placed by RLDR for 
execution In eIther the absolute. the ZREL. or the NREL 
sectlons of memory 

The assemblers assign relative values by usmg three counters 
that they maintain for each type of relocatablhty one each 
for absolute, ZREL. and NREL code. The ZREL and NREL 
counters are initially zero and are Increa~ed by one for eve~' 
storage word generated When a program ha~ been com
pletely assembled, It has used x ZREL words and., NREL 
words These words have been aSSigned relatIve addresses 
ZREL 0 to (x-I) and NREL 0 to (\"-1) 

The role of RLDR is to take a number of assembled modules 
and form a nonoverlappmg save file for executIOn II does 
this by taking the assembler's relattve addresses and making 
them Into absolute addresses. uSing Its own counters Like 
the assemblers. RLDR malntams three counters (for abs:o
lute, ZREL, and NREL code). USing these counters. RLDR 
establishes an absolute address for each relative address In 
the modules it processes. It InitialIzes the ZREL counter to 
50g and Imtializes the NREL counter(s) according to the 
length of the UST, the number of tasks specifIed. and the 
size and number of overlay nodes m the program. RLDR 
assIgns to each symbol an absolute address by adding ItS 
relative address to the ZREL and NREL counter(s) After 
loading each module, RLDR updates ItS counters to Include 
the number of ZREL and NREL words used by that module. 
thus setting up the starting addresses of absolute memory 
for the next module. 

In this way, RLDR loads any number of separately assem
bled modules together Without storage conflict. ThIS i!. the 
major advantage of relocatabillty. Figure 1.4 shows the 
actlon of RLDR in a SImple case where only three modules, 
A, B, and C, are loaded together to form a simple program. 
Note that the bindmg of real modules IS more complex: for 
example, true programs do not normally begin at location 
O .. ZREL code usually begins at locatIOn 508 , and .NREL 
code begins after the last system-generated table. For more 
information about tasks, system tables or overlays. consult 
the RDOS or DOS system reference. 
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Operation 
The relocatable loader tape is in binary fonnat and is loaded 
using the binary loader Once loaded, the relocatable loader 
wIll self-start and type. 

SAFE = 

on the tennlnal. ThiS quenes the user about the octal number 
of words to be preserved at the high end of memory. 

The default response is a Carriage Return, which will cause 
the loader to save 200 octal words - enough to preserve 
both bootstrap and binary loaders. 

Otherwise, the user may Input an octal number, tennmated 
by a Carnage Return, giVing the number of octal words to 
be saved. The user response may be up to five octal digits 
long. and must be withm the limits of memory. 

An error on input will cause the loader to repeat the query, 
SAFE = . The error cases are 

I. A character other than an octal digit or a Carriage Return 
is input. 

Order of Binding 

Module C 

2. More than five octal digits are Input 

3. The number specified is too large for the user's core 
configuration; that is, no load space remaIns. 

When the SAFE = query has been correctly answered. the 
value specified is fixed for the duratIOn of the loadmg proc
ess. The loader then prompts a user response by dIsplaYing 
an asterisk (*) on the tennlnal. 

Relocatable loader action IS Initiated by smgle-diglt responses 
to the loader-prompt, *. The possible loader-mode responses 
are tabulated in Table I. I and are descnbed throughour [hl~ 
manual. Each time the loader has completed Us response to 
a user request, it will type an astensk and awau a new 
request. If you enter an illegal response the loader pnnts 

? 

and awaits a legal response. You can end user-loader dIa
logue by respondIng to a prompt with the digit 8 (terminate 
loading process and prepare for execution) 

To reinitialize the loading process, If the process wa~ ter
mmated by a fatal load error, you can Issue the digit 7 m 
response to the * query. 

Position in Memory During Execution 

Relative 
Address ~ 

:I C 1---.. 1 BIND 0' RLDR I----.~ 
m+n+p+2 

m + n + 2 

m"t"n+1 
Module 8 

m 

8 

0 

Module A 
n 

A 

0 
Relative 
Address 

Figure 1.4 How RLDR operates on binary modules 
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Response 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Effect 

Load a relocatable binary or a library tape 
from the teletype reader 

Load a relocatable binary Dr a library tape 
from the paper tape reader 

Force a loading adaress for normally relo· 
catable code 

Complement the load·all·symbols sWitch 

Pnnt current memory limits 

Print a loader map 

Relnltlahze the loader 

Terminate me loaa process to prepare for 
execution 

9 Print all undefined s~'mbols 

Table 1.1 Responses to asterisk loader prompt 

Restart Procedures 
To restart the loadIng process. press RESET. enter 000377 
In the data sWllches, and press START. 

Input to the Stand-Alone Loader 
The Input to the relocatable loader IS In the form of relo
eatable bInary tapes output from the relocatable assembler. 
Each tape IS devlced mto a senes of blocks and must contaIn 
at least a title block and a start block. The order of blocks 
mput to the loader IS shown below. Each block type IS 
descnbed in detail later in thIS manual 

Title block 

COMMON blockls) 

Entry blocklsl 

. CSIZ block(s) 

Displacement 

External blockls) 

Relocatable data block(s) 

Global addition block(s) 

Global start and end block(s) 

Normal external blockls) 

Local symbol block(s) 

Start block 

Figure 1.5 Blocks on binary tape captIon 10·00119 

To load a smgle relocatable bInary tape. the user responds 
to the astensk prompt With 

Input from teletype reader. or 

2 Input from paper tape reader 

The binary tape will be loaded. and the loader will respond 
WIth an astensk after the start block has been processed. 
The user can then Input another relocatable bInary tape or 
gIve one of the other responses to the prompt. 

Relocation Variables ZMAX and 
NMAX 
The load addresses Input to the relocatable loader are In 
three modes: absolute. page zero relocatable. and normal 
relocatable Absolute data IS loaded to the assembler at the 
locations specIfied For relocatable data. the loader IS im
tlalized to assume two relocation vanables called NMAX 
and ZMAX. 

ZMAX has an inItial value of 500 , where 508 is the first 
location to be loaded WIth page zero relocatable data. As 
each locatIOn is filled, ZMAX IS updated to reflect the next 
location available to receIve page zero relocatable data. 

NMAX has an mitlal value of 440M• the fIrst locatIOn avaIl
able to load normal relocatable data. As each locatlon is 
filled with normal relocatable data. NMAX IS updated to 
represent the next available location. 

Determining the Current Values of ZMAX and 
NMAX 
The relocatable loader maIntaInS a symbol table (also called 
a loader map) which IS built down in core from the saved 
area (response to SAFE =::). The current values of ZMAX 
and NMAX are given in the loader map. The user can obtam 
the current table (SST and EST) and CSZE (unlabeled 
COMMON size) by responding to the asterisk prompt with 
a 5 . 

The first two values given are NMAX and ZMAX in the 
formats: 

NMAX nnnnnn 
ZMAX nnnnnn 

where nnnnnn represents the 6-dIgIt current octal value of 
each variable. 

Forcing a Value of NMAX 
Before Input of a relocatable bmary tape, the user can force 
NMAX to a gIven value, thus determmmg the absolute load 
address for normally relocatable data. 
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The user can force NMAX to a given value by 

I. Entenng the desIred octal value In the console data 
sWItches. bits 1-15. 

2. Respondmg to the * prompt with the digIt 3 

The Symbol Table (Loader Map) 

The symbol table IS constructed downward in core from the 
ftrst address below the saved area, determined by the SAFE =0 

query. 

At the top of the symbol table are entnes for NMAX, ZMAX, 
CSZE. EST, and SST. Below these are all entry symbols, 
undefIned externals. and local symbols (if the load locals 
SWitch was set by a response of 4 to the asterisk prompt). 

A defIned symbol IS represented by three words. The fIrSt 
two words contain the symbol name (In radix 50, USIng 27 
bits). There is a sIx-digit octal value in the third word. 

For an entry symbol. Its value IS an absolute number - either 
the core address of the word for whIch the symbol was a 
label or the value of the symbol as defined by an equiva
lence. 

For undefined external normals, the number IS the absolute 
address of the last of a cham of references to the symbol. 
If the number IS - I, there were no references. Each ref
erence to the symbol has been replaced by the absolute 
address of the prevIOus reference, the first reference havmg 
been replaced by - 1. 

For undefined external displacements, there may be more 
than one reference chain. The value printed is the absolute 
address at the last reference in the first such chain. The 
actual symbol table entry has the two-word symbol and the 
end addresses of n chains, where the first n - I have bit 0 
set and the last does not, signifying the end of the symbol 
table entry. WIthIn a chain. references are linked by 8-bJt 
relatIve displacements. contained in the right half of each 
storage word. Each chain IS termInated by a word having 
3778 in ItS nght byte. Thus. if two consecutive references 
are more than 3768 words apart, a new chain must be started, 
as follows. 

At termmatlon of the load, undefined external normals are 
resolved by the relocatable loader to the value - 1. Each 
occurrence of that symbol is replaced with a - I. 
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The symbol may be flagged on the loader map with one of 
two letters. If the symbol is an unresolved external (one for 
which no entry has yet been defined) a U appears to its left. 

An M to the left of the symbol means that the symbol IS 
defined In two or more entnes or .COMM statements. 

An example of part of a symbol table follows EST i~ the 
lowest word of the symbol table. - I. SST IS the hlghe<;t 
word withIn the symbol table CSZE IS the Size of unlabeled 
Common. 

TEMP 
NMAX 
ZMAX 
CSZE 

EST 

044723 
000244 
000000 
050131 

SST 052001 

AHESZ 000000 
BIHAR 006207 
BUFFE 016711 
BUGIH 000000 
CHSII 000174 
CKSQ 000000 
CoL01 035622 
CoL02 035623 
CoL03 035624 
CoL04 035625 
COLDS 035626 
COLDS 035627 
CoL07 035630 
CoL08 035631 
COLDS 035632 
COL 10 035633 
COL11 035634 
CoL12 035635 
CoL13 035636 
COL14 035637 
CoL15 035640 
CoL16 035641 
COL17 035642 

Figure 1.7 Symbol table load map 00·25170 

To obtain a copy of the symbol table, respond to the loader 
prompt by typing a 6. 

To obtain a copy of the undefined symbols in the symbol 
table only, respond to the asterisk prompt WIth the digit 9. 

Execution of Loaded Programs 
When you respond to the loader prompt (*) by typing an 
8. you end the loading procedure. The programs previously 
loaded are then moved to the absolute addresses indicated 
by the loader map. Until the load process is terminated, the 
loader resides in low core, and all programs are loaded 

~~- ... - -_ .... - ~-~--

assuming a pseudo address for location 00000. which exi<;ts 
above the loader Itself. Once you term mate the loadmg. the 
follOWing step~ occur. 

• Location 377 is unCOndI110nally InltJaiIzed to 2406 OMP 
0.+6). provldmg a convement restart addre!>s. 

• The starting address of the loaded core Image h set by 
the loader to location 405 of the User Status Table (USTl. 
See the UST layout m thiS chapter. 

• Memory is shuffled down to reflect the true addresses 
as shown in Figure 1.8. 

The loader pa~ses information to loaded routines that rna) 
be useful for their execution. ThiS information I!. pas!.ed in 
the User Status Table. which starts at locatIOn 400. 

Starting Address for Execution 
After shuffling memory. the relocatable loader Will stop 
(HALT). When you press CONTINUE. the loader will stop 
again if no starting address has been specified on any of the 
binary tapes. 

If only One of the binary tapes loaded contains a starting 
address, that address will receive control, regardless of the 
order in which the tapes were loaded. 

If more than one of the binary tapes loaded contains a 
starting address. the last starting address speCified by a 
binary tape will receive control for execution. 

Loading of Library Tapes 
Library tapes are tapes containing a set of relocatable bin
aries that are preceded by a library start block and terminated 
by a library end block. These tapes are provided by Data 
General as part of the standard software packages. 

Library tapes are loaded in the same way as relocatable 
binaries. You mount the library tape In the appropnate input 
device and respond to the loader asterisk query by tYPing 
either I or 2. 

The library load mode is initiated when the loader encounters 
a library start block. The loader does not request a new load 
mode until after encountering the library end block. 

The loader will load selected relocatable binary programs 
from the library tape. Programs In a library tape are loaded 
only if there is at least one entry symbol defined by that 
program which corresponds to a currently unresolved ex
ternal in a previously loaded program. 

For example, if programs A, B, and C are on a library tape 
and A calls B, which then calls C, none of those programs 
will be loaded unless A IS called by a program loaded before 
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the library tape. If A has an entry corresponding to a pre
viously unresolved external, then programs A, B, and C 
will be loaded. 

Loading Local and Title Symbols 
Local and title symbols are normally loaded only when you 
intend to use the symbolic debugger, since the symbols will 
otherwise occupy symbol table storage space unnecessarily 

The loader maintains a switch for local and title symbols 
which is set by default to inhibit loading of local and title 
symbols. You can complement the switch, altering the mode, 
If you respond to the loader astensk query by typing a 4. 

The loader responds with an S when the switch is set to 
load local and title symbols. You can complement the sWitch 
by issuing another 4. and the loader responds With an R, 
indicating that the switch has been reset. 

Reinitialization of Loading 
If the loading process IS terminated by the fatal error (see 
the upcoming section on error detection), or if you Wish to 
start the loading process again, the loader must be reim
tiallzed. You can reinitlalize loading by typing a 7 in response 
to the loader asterisk query. 

The loader will then reset ZMAX and NMAX to 50 and 
440 respectively, and will reinitialize the symbol table, 
eliminating all entries. 

DUring Loading 

Determining Available Core 
Total core available for program loading IS dependent upon 
loader Size, core configuratIOn. the size of the SAFE area. 
and the number of symbols entered in the symbol table The 
follOWing IS an approxImate formula for determmmg core 
available for program loadmg: 

core avaIlable = sc - 2500 - SAFE - 3 *ne) 

where: 

sc 

ne 

IS the core capablhty of the system con
figuratIOn. 

IS the number of entry pomts (plus the 
number of user symbols when In mode 4) 

defmed by all relocatable program~ to be 
loaded. 

The quantities are given in octal. 

You can obtam a pnntout of the current memory limits 
dunng loading by typing a 5 In response to the loader query 

Error Detection 
The loader detects two types of errors - fatal and nonfatal 
Fatal errors prevent further loader action unless the user 
reinitiallzes (response of 7). Nonfatal errors do not stop 
loading, but may change the intended state of your loaded 
system. 

After Load 

Top of Memory 

Safe Safe 

USTSS 

Symbol Table Symbol Table 

USTES 

Available 
Space Available 

Space 

Loaded User 
Routines 

Pseudo address of location Loaded User -- 00000 Routines 

Loader 

Figure 1.8 Memory map after loader phases 10·00121 
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All errors are mdlcated by a two-letter code The code IS 

pnnted at the termInaL followed b) a symbol name. If 
needed. and by a six-digit octal number. If applicable The 
meanIng of the octal number IS defIned later for each of the 
error codes. The message has the general form. 

ee sssss nnnnnn 

where: 

ee IS the error code. 

SSSSS IS the symbol name 

nnnnnn IS the octal number. 

Nonfatal Errors 
The following table lists nonfatal errors 

Codes 

DO 
18 
IN 
ME 
TO 
XE 

Description 

DIsplacement overflow 
Illegal block type 
Illegal NMAX 
Multiply defined symbol 
Input timeout 
External undefined In extemal expression 

Table 1.2 Nonfatal Errors 

DO Error 
DO nnnnnn 

If, while attempting to resolve an external displacement. 
the loader finds that the displacement IS too large. a dis
placement overflow (DO) error results. The displacement 
is too large if: 

• The index = 00 and the unsigned displacement is > 
377. 

• The index :1= 00 and the displacement is outside the 
range - 200 ~ displacement < + 200. 

The location nnnnnn represents the absolute address at which 
overflow occurred. The displacement is left unresolved with 
a value of 000. 

IB Error 
IB nnnnnn 

If an illegal relocatable block type IS read, an lilegal block 
(IB) error results. The octal number llnnnnn represents the 
block code of the illegal block. The loader will Issue an 
asterisk query after issuing the error code. If the error was 
caused by an Improper tape mounted 10 the reader, you 

should replace It with a relocatable bInary or hbrary tape 
and try loadIng agam 

IN Error 
IN nnnnnn 

If the user types a 3 10 response to the loader prompt and 
the value 10 the switches IS lower than the current value of 
NMAX, an IN error results. The octal number nnnnnn is 
the illegal value of NMAX. NMAX IS unchanged. 

ME Error 
ME sssss nnnnnn 

If an entry or named common (.COMM) symbol with the 
same name as one already defined i~ encountered dunng 
loadmg. a multiply defIned entry (ME) error results. The 
name of the symbol sssss IS followed by the absolute address 
nnnnnn at which It was ongmally defmed. 

TO Error 
TO nnnnnn 

If the time between mput characters becomes exceSSlVe, a 
timeout (TO) error occurs. The usual cause of the timeout 
error IS a binary tape without a start block or a library tape 
without an end block. The location nnnnnn represents the 
locatIOn 10 the loader where the timeout occurred. The loader 
Issues an asterisk prompt when the error occurs. 

XE Error 
XE sssss 

If a .GADD block is encountered referencing a symbol 
which has not yet been defined, an external error (XE) 
(defined in external expressIOn) occurs. Zero IS stored in 
the memory cell. The undefined symbol SSSSS IS printed out 
following the error mdicator. 

Fatal Errors 
The following table contams a list of fatal errors. 

Code 

CS 
MO 
NA 
NC 
OW 
XL 
ZO 

DescrIption 

Checksum error 
Memory overflow 
Negabve address 
Named COMMON error 
Overwrite of memory 
External location undefined 
Page zero overflow 

Table 1.3 Fatal errors 
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CS Error 
CS nnnnnn 

If a checksum computed on any block differs from zero. a 
checksum (CS) error results The octal number nnnnnn rep
resents the Incorrectly computed checksum. 

MO Error 
MO nnnnnn 

If the value of NMAX plus the loader size Itself conflicts 
with the bottom of the loader's symbol table, a memory 
overflow (MO) error occurs The error imphes that the user 
programs are too large to be loaded mto the memory con
figuratIOn. The octal number nnnnnn is the value of NMAX 
that caused the overflow 

NA Error 
NA nnnnnn 

If bit 0 of an address word is set to I. a negative address 
(NA) error occurs The assembler restncts addresses to the 
range. 

° :os; address < 2 1s 

A reader error, however, could cause bit ° to be set. nnnnnn 
represents the negative address. 

NC Error 
NC sssss nnnnnn 

where. 

sssss gives the symbol name of the labeled COMMON and 
nnnnnn mdlcates the size of the labeled COMMON re
quested by the present .COMM. 

A named common (NC) error results from either of the 
followmg conditIOns: 

• Two programs have different sizes for a given area of 
labeled COMMON (defined by .COMM statements) 

• The symbol table flags that are associated with the sym
bol are not 000102, 

OW Error 
OW nnnnnn 

The loader prevents memory cells from being overwritten 
by subsequent data once they are loaded. If an attempt to 
overwrite is made, an overwrite (OW) error occurs. The 
absolute address at which the overwrite was attempted is 
given by nnnnnn. 
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XL Error 
XL sssss 

If a .GLOC block IS encountered With data to be loaded at 
the address of a symbol that IS as yet undefmed. an external 
locatIOn undefined (XL) error results. The undefined symbol 
IS given by sssss. 

ZO Error 
ZO nnnnnn 

If 10 loading page zero relocatable code the code overflows 
the page zero boundary of 377, a page zero overflow (ZO) 
occurs The absolute address of the first word of the data 
block that caused the overflow IS given by nnnnnn 

User Status Table of Loading 
Information 
The relocatable loader provides mfonnatlOn concernmg the 
loading process in a table called the User Status Table (UST) 
The UST onglnates at location 400. Followmg is a template 
With explanatory mfonnatlOn. 

UST =400 ;START OF USER STATUS AREA 
USTPC = 0 ; PROGRAM COUNTER 
USTZM = 1 ;ZMAX 
USTSS = 2 ; START OF SYMBOL TABLE 
USTES = 3 ;END OF SYMBOL TABLE 
USTNM = 4 ;NMAX 
USTSA = 5 ; STARTING ADDRESS 
USTDA = fi ;DEBUGGER ADDRESS 
USTHU = 7 ;HIGHEST ADDRESS USED BY 

LOAD MODULE 
USTCS = 10 ;COMMON AREA SIZE 
USTIT = 11 ; INTERRUPT ADDRESS 
USTBR = 12 ; BREAK ADDRESS 
USTCH = 13 ;NUMBER OF CHANNELSfTASKS 
USTCT = 14 : CURRENTLY ACTIVE TCB 
USTAC = 15 ; START OF ACTIVE TCB CHAIN 
USTFC = 16 ; START OF FREE TCB CHAIN 
USTIN = 17 ;INITIAL START OF NREL CODE 
USTOD = 20 ;OVERLAY DIRECTORY ADDRESS 
USTSV = 21 ;FORTRAN STATE VARIABLE SAVE 

ROUTINE 
USTEN = USTSV ; LAST ENTRY 

Table 1.4 User status table 

Location 400 USTPC is the program counter. The loader 
Imtializes thiS word to 0, mdicating that the program has 
never run. 

Location 401 US1ZM points to the first available location 
in page zero for page zero relocatable code. 

Locations 402 and 403 USTSS and USTES pomt to the 
start and end of the symbol table respectively as shown in 

-



the diagram in Figure 1.7 The loader sets 402 and 403 to 
o if the debugger is not loaded. 

Location 404 USTNM containS NMAX The loader set~ 
the pOinter to the first free location for further loading. or 
for allocation of temporary storage at run tIme 

Location 405 U ST A pOints to the program start I ng addre~s. 
specified by the .END statement. If no ~tartIng addre~~ IS 

specified by any loaded program. - I I~ stored In 405 If 
several programs specify starting addresses. USTSA con
tains the address specified in the last program loaded. (Lo
cation 377 contams JMP (a . = 6. which transfers control to 
the starting address of the program Therefore. the user can 
conveOlently restart his program at 377. assuming that he 
has specIfied a starting address.) 

Location 406 USTDA points to the starting address of the 
debugger. or if the debugger is not loaded, 406 containS 
-1. 

~------~~--

Location 407 USTHU I~ set to the \ alue oj NMAX at the 
terminatIon of loadmg Since no operatmg ~ystem change\ 
USTHU dunng program execution. It can be u!led to re:-.et 
NMAX when a program b restricted 

Location 410 USTCS contam~ the size of the FORTRA1'\ 
unlabeled COMMON area. used when the blOat;. relocatable 
programs be 109 loaded contain .CSIZ blocks. such a\ those 
generated b) the FORTRAN compiler. 

Locations 411 and 412 USTIT and USTBR are ~et to 0 b) 
the loader 

Locations 413 through 416 and 420 through 421 These 
locatIOns are compatible With RDOS. 

Location 417 USTIN contains the address of the start of 
normall) relocatable code (440~). 
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Assembly language source programs are composed of a 
series of lines. A line is composed of all characters scanned 
by the assembler until it reaches a Carriage Return or Fonn 
Feed. The assembler recognizes several types of lines; each 
source line must confonn to a given structure, depending 
on its type. In addition, each line must contain only char
acters in the character set of the assembler. 

Character Sets 
The assemblers accept the followmg characters in a source 
program: 

I. Alphabetics A through Z 
2. Numerals 0 through 9 
3. Special Characters: 

'''#&*+,-./:;(=)@ 
4. Fonnat control and line tenninators: 

Carriage Return, Fonn Feed, Space, Tab 

Appendix C contains a table of the Extended Assembler and 
Macroassembler ASCII character subsets and their octal 
equivalents. As shown in that table, the assemblers also 
accept lower-case alphabeucs, but automatically translate 
them to their upper-case equivalents. 

Three characters are unconditionally ignored by the assem
blers: 

Character Octal Value 

null 000 

Line Feed 012 

Rubout 177 

Any character not in the ASCII character set is flagged with 
a B (bad character) on the assembly listing. 

The assembler substitutes a backslash ( \) for all source 
program characters which have an incorrect parity. This 
character is ignored by higher level processing; that is, L A 
is processed as LA. 

Chapter 2 

Source Programs 

Source Lines 
ASCII characters are combined to fonn source lines. The 
majority of source lines affect the generatIOn of a 16-bit 
value (with relocation properties) for each memory location 
at execution time. Any line of this type is said to produce 
a storage word. The storage word has a value, usually de
fined by an expression or instruction, and an address. At 
assembly time, the address assigned is the contents of the 
current location counter (LC). The generatIOn of each 16-
bit storage word causes the contents of the locatIOn counter 
(LC) to be Incremented by one. Thus, in general, storage 
words are assigned to consecutively increasing LC values. 

Several types of source lines produce storage words. Others 
are used to define symbols, control the assembly process, 
and provide instructions to the assembler. Assembly source 
lines must be one of the following types: 

Data hnes 
Instruction lines 
Pseudo-op lines 
Equivalence lines 

Data Lines 
A data line is one of the simplest in the assembly language. 
It consists of a single numeric expression. 

A data line generates either a 16-bit storage word (if the 
expression is a single preciSion integer) or a 32-bit storage 
word (if the expression is a double precision integer or a 
floating point number). In fact, data lines provide the only 
means for storage of double precision and floating point 
values. 

The special character @ (explained in Chapter 3) can be 
used anywhere in a data line to generate a full word indirect 
address. After the expression is evaluated, the assembler 
places a 1 in bit 0 (the indirect addressing bit) of the storage 
word. Thus, for example, all of the following data lines 
have the same value: 

102644 
102644@ 
2644@ 
@1322*2 
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Instruction Lines 
An mstruction line consists of an instruction mnemonic. or 
op code, and any required or optional argument fields. Every 
instruction line generates a 16- or 32-blt storage word which 
Jrovides an instruction to the assembler, directmg it to load 
an accumulator, add two accumulators, or increment an 
accumulator. Instructions are described in Chapter 3. 

Pseudo-Op Lines 
A pseudo-op hne must begin with a permanent symbol (ex
cept the symbol.) and may be followed by one or more 
required or optional arguments. Some pseudo-op hnes (such 
as .NREL and .ZREL) are merely commands to the assem
bler and generate neither a storage word nor 16-bit value. 
Others (such as .RDX) generate a 16-bit value, but do not 
increment the location counter. 

Pseudo-ops and pseudo-op line syntax are described in Chapter 
5. 

Equivalence Lines 
One means of assigning a symbolic name to a numeric value 
is by equivalence. An equivalence line associates a value 
with a symbol; that symbol can then be used any time the 
value is required. An equivalence line has the form 

usr-sym = exp 

where: 

usr-sym is a user symbol conforming to the rules for symbols 
given in Chapter 4. 

exp is an expression or instruction. 

The symbol to the left of the equal sign in an equivalence 
(usr-sym) must be previously undefined in pass I. The 
expression to its right must be able to be evaluated in pass 
I. Examples of equivalence lines are: 

A = 342 

B = A/2 

INS = ADD# 0, I, SKP 

An equivalence line assembles as a 16-bit value, but does 
not affect the current location counter. 

Labels 
Any source program line can contain a label. A label allows 
you to name a storage word symbolically. By using such a 
label, you can reference the storage word without regard 
for its numeric address. 
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A label IS simply a user symbol: It must appear at the 
begmmng of a source hne and must be followed by a colon 
(:). A label must conform to rules established for any sym
bol. as described in Chapter 4. Like other symbols. a label 
has a value which is that of the current locatIon counter: 
that is. it IS the address of the next storage word assembled. 
Since some source hnes do not generate storage words. this 
defmitlon IS not necessarily associated with the statement 
in which it appears. The following source lme is given the 
label LOOP: 

LOOP: ADD#O. I,SKP (CR) 

A source Ime can consist solely of a label. For example: 

LAB: (CR> 

Any source line can have more than one label, provided all 
symbols are defmed at the begmning of the line. For ex
ample: 

LOOP:l..ABI:LAB: ADD# 0.1, SKP (CR) 

Comments 
An assembly language program can include comments to 
facilitate program checkout, mamtenance, and documen
tation. A comment is not interpreted in any way by the 
assembler and cannot affect the generation of the object 
program. All comments must be preceded by a semicolon 
(;). Upon encountenng a semicolon, the assembler ignores 
all subsequent characters up to a Carnage Return. The fol
lowing source program hnes illustrate the use of comments. 

:THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 
A NUMBER IN ACO 

.TITL .ABSL 

.ENT .ABS 

.NREL 

.ABS: MOVL# 0, 0, SZC 
NEG 0, 0 
JMP 0,3 
.END 

; TEST SIGN 
;NEGATIVE IF NEGATIVE 

; END OF ABSOLUTE VALUE SUBR. 

Source Line Formatting 
Within broad limits, you are free to determine the format 
of the source lines for a program. For example, all of the 
following lines have the same meaning to the assembler; 
they differ only in format. 

LAB: ADD,2,3,SZR#;SKlP IF SUM = ZERO 

LAB:ADD,2,3,SZR#;SKIP IF SUM = ZERO 
LAB: ADD 2 3 SZR # ; SKIP IF SUM = ZERO 



The special character # can appear anywhere in a source 
hne 

A common practice in writing source programs is to divide 
each hne into four columns by means of three tab settings. 
using the left column for labels. the second column for the 
beginning of the source line, the third for arguments. and 
the right for comments. If the listing deVice IS not eqUipped 
with automatic tabbmg. the assemblers simulate tabs by 
spacmg to the nearest assembler-defined tab position (and 
always leaving at least one space between fields) Assem
bler-defined tab positIOns are set eight columns apart; that 
IS. at columns 9. 17.25. and so on. 

Under the Stand-alone Operatmg System. programs for sys
tems that do not u!>e magnetic tape or cassette 110 are loaded 
using the Stand-alone Relocatable Loader, 091-000038. as 
descnbed in Chapter I. Relocatable loader 091-000038 IS 
supplied in absolute bmary. 

Programs for SOS systems that have either magnetic tape 
or cassette 110. however. are loaded by the relocatable loader 
089-000 120. which is supplied as part of the SOS cassette 
or magnetic tape system. 

Operation 
The SOS relocatable loader 089-000120 must be loaded by 
the core image loader in accordance with the procedures 
outlined 10 the Stand-alone Operating System User's Manual. 

Once loaded. the relocatable loader will print the followmg 
prompt at the tenninal: 

RLDR 

The user responds by typing a command hne giving the 
names of files used as input to and output from the relo
catable loader. 

The user response to the RLDR prompt consists of a list of 
file names which may have local switches. The command 
causes the relocatable loader to produce from one or more 
.RB or .LB files, an executable core-resident program and 
a core image (save) file on magnetic tape or cassette. Both 
files start at address zero. The same file cannot be used for 
both input to and output from the relocatable loader. At 
least one input file and an output save file must be designated 
in the command line. 

The SOS magnetic tape/cassette relocatable loader is com
patible with the RDOS relocatable loader and builds a core 
resident program in much the same way: 

The user program ZREL code starts at location 50 and builds 
upwards in page zero. The User StatuS Table is contained 
in locations 400-437. The User NREL code starts at location 
440 and builds upward in memory. 

The symbol table IS retamed 10 core only If the s~ mbohc 
debugger. Debug Ill. IS loaded. At term1Oation of loadmg. 
the symbol table IS moved down to the end of NREL code. 

The maxImum core size of each loaded program cannot 
exceed the maximum core address less 1325 •. The 1325 
locations are reqUired for the core Image loader and pas~ 2 
of the relocatable loader. 

Upon completIOn of a successful load. the message "OK" 
IS output on the termmal and the system halts With the loaded 
program in core. 

Symbol Table 
The symbol table IS built 10 high core and moved down to 
the end of NREL code at termmation of loadmg The symbol 
table is retained in core only if the symbolic debugger. 
Debug III is loaded. Debug III is supplied on relocatable 
binary tape 089-000073 and must be loaded as one of the 
input files in the RLDR command line If a symbol table I~ 
desired. The symbol table is Similar to the one shown on 
page 1-7 for the Stand-alone Relocatable Loader. 

User Status Table 
Locations 400-437 contain the User Status Table (UST). 
The table is given below: 

USTPC 0 
USTZM I ZMAX 
USTSS 2 ;START OF SYMBOL TABLE 
USTES 3 :END OF SYMBOL TABLE 
USTNM 4 ;NMAX 
USTSA 5 ;STARTlNG ADDRESS 
USTDA 6 ;DEBUGGER ADDRESS 
USTHU 7 ; HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 
USTCS 10 ;FORTRAN COMMON AREA SIZE 
USTIT II ;INTERRUPT ADDRESS 
USTBR 12 ;BREAK ADDRESS 
USTCH 13 ;NUMBER OF CHANNELSITASKS 
USTCT 14 : CURRENTL Y ACTIVE TCB 
USTAC IS ;START OF ACTIVE TCB CHAIN 
USTFC 16 ;START OF FREE TCB CHAIN 
USTIN 17 ;INITIAL START OF NREL CODE 
USTOD 20 ;OVERLAY DIRECTORY ADDRESS 
USTSV 21 ;FORTRAN STATE VARIABLE SAVE 

Command Line 
When the prompt RLDR is output, the user responds on the 
same line with a list of input and output file names. SWitches. 
may be attached to one or more of the file names, and each 
space is separated from the next by at least one blank space. 
The general fonn of the command line is: 
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filename) ... filename. 

At a minimum, the command hne must contam at least one 
input file name and one output save file name: 

inputfilename outputfilenamelS 

where: 

S is a switch indicating the save file. 

A number of switches may be appended to the names of 
input and output files in the command line. They are as 
follows: 

Output File Name Switches 

IS 

IL 

IA 

The IS follows the name of a cassette or mag
netic tape file, indicating that that device will 
be used for output of the save file. If no save 
file is specified or if a file is incorrectly specified 
as a save file, an error message will result and 
the loader will reinitiahze itself, displaying the 
prompt "RLDR." 

The IL follows the name of a device and causes 
a numerically ordered listing of the symbol table 
to the device. The output device for the listing 
cannot be the same as that used for the save 
file. 

This switch may be appended to the same device 
as that having the IL switch. It causes an al
phabetic as well as numeric listing to result. The 
IL switch must be present. 

Input File Name Switches 

IN NMAX, the starting address for loading a given 
input file may be changed from the default ad
dress by use of this switch. The IN follows an 
absolute address, given in octal, and precedes 
the name of the input file to be loaded beginning 
at the octal address. The octal address given 
must be greater than the current value of NMAX. 

IP Files to be loaded may be on different cassettes. 
IP following a file name causes a halt before 
the file of that name is loaded that allows the 
user to mount a new cassette containing the in
put file. When the loader halts, the message: 
PAUSE - NEXT FILE filename is printed, where 
filename is the name of the file that had the IP 
switch. When the new cassette is mounted. the 
user restarts loading by pressing any terminal 
key. 
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IU 

n 

IU causes local user symbols appearing wlthm 
the file precedmg the SWitch to be loaded. 

n IS a digit in the range 2-9. The input file 
preceding the switch is loaded the number of 
times specified by the switch. 

Command Line Error Messages 
Following are the command line error messages: 

NO INPUT FILE SPECIFIED 
NO SAVE FILE SPECIFIED 
SA VE FILE IS READIWRITE PROTECTED 

The save file device must be either a cassette or magnetic 
tape and must premit both reading and writing. 

110 ERROR nn 

where: 

nn is one of the following RDOS codes: 

160 Illegal file name 
180 Attempt to read a read-protected file. 
180 Attempt to write a write-protected file. 
180 Non-existent file. 

Examples of Command Lines 

$TIO/UA CT2:0/S $PTR CT1:6 16500/N CT1:0 

Input files are the $PTR. CTl:6 and Cfl:O. NMAX is reset 
for Cfl:O to 165008 , The save file is written to CT2:0 and 
an alphabetically ordered listing is output. 

If one of the input files, CfI:6, CfI:O or the $PTR contains 
the debugger, a symbol table will be generated. 

MT1 :O/S MTO:1 MTO:2 $PTP/L 

Input files are MTO: I and MTO:2. The save file is output 
to MTl :0. A numeric listing is to the paper tape punCh. 

CTO:O/S CT1 :2 CT1 :O/P 

Input files are on different cassettes. so the IP switch allows 
a pause for the user to change the cassette tape on unit I. 
The save file IS output to CTO:O. 

Restart Procedure 
The loader can be stopped and restarted at location 377 any 
time in Pass I (up until the end of the listing of the symbol ~ 
table). Once Pass 2 starts, the loader must be reloaded from 
cassette or magnetic tape. 



Error Messages 
In addition to the command line error messages described 
on the previous page. the loader produces explicit error 
messages that are printed to the console. These include both 
fatal and non-fatal error messages. The error messages are 
followed by an appropriate identifying location, symbol, or 
both. 

Non-fatal Errors 
Non-fatal errors do not stop loading but may change the 
intended state of the output file. The non-fatal error mes
sages are as follows. 

DISPLACEMENT OVERFLOW nnnnnn 

A displacement overflow error occurs if the loader finds the 
displacement is too large when attempting to resolve an 
external displacement. The displacement is too large If: 

• The index = 00 and the unsigned displacement is 377. 

• The mdex 00 and the displacement is not in the range: 
- 200 ::s;; displacement < + 200 

nnnnnn is the absolute address where overflow occurred. 
The displacement is left unresolved with a value of 000. 

ILLEGAL BLOCK TYPE nnnnnn 

The error message normally occurs If the input file IS not 
a relocatable binary or library file. The file in error will not 
be loaded. Octal number nnnnnn is the block code of the 
illegal block. 

MUL TIPL Y DEFINED ENTRY sssss nnnnnn 

This error occurs when an entry symbol or named common 
(.COMM) symbol, sssss, having the same name as one 
already defined is encountered during loading. nnnnnn is 
the absolute address at which the symbol was originally 
defined. 

EXTERNAL UNDEFINED IN EXTERNAL EXPRESSION sssss 

This error occurs if a .GADD block is encountered that 
references an as yet undefined symbol, sssss. Zero is stored 
in the memory cell. 

BINARY WITHOUT END BLOCK 

This error occurs when a binary file has no end block. The 
file is loaded up to the point where the error is discovered. 

ILLEGAL NMAX VALUE nnnnnn 

This error occurs when the user attempts to force the value 
of NMAX to a value lower than the current value of NMAX. 

I.e .. If the octal value following a IN local switch IS lower 
than the current value of NMAX. 111111111111 is the illegal value. 
NMAX IS unchanged. 

NO STARTING ADDRESS FOR LOAD MODULE 

This error occurs if at assembly time the user failed to 
termmate at least one of the programs to be loaded with a 
.END pseudo-op that was followed b)' a starting address 
for the save file. The startmg address can be patched by the 
user into location 405 (USTSA) of the User Status Table. 

EXTERNAL NORMAL/DISPLACEMENT CONFLICT sssss 

ThiS error occurs When a symbol sssss appears in a .EXTD 
block in one module to be loaded and m a .EXTN block in 
another module. 

CAUTION OLD ASSEMBLY ssss 

This error occurs when this program was assembled by an 
incompatible assembler. 

Fatal Errors 
If an error is fatal. the error message and the location at 
Which It was discovered are followed on the next hne by a 
second message: 

··FATAL LOAD EI=IROR·· 

and the loader gives the prompt, RLDR. For example: 

CHECKSUM ERROR nnnnnn "FATAL LOAD ERI=IOI=l°· RLDR 

The fatal errors are as follows. 

CHECKSUM ERROR nnnnnn 

This error occurs if a checksum that is computed on some 
block differs from zero. nnnnnn is the incorrect checksum. 

NEGATIVE ADDRESS nnnnnn 

This error occurs if bit 0 of an address word is set to 1. 
The assembler restricts addresses to the range: 0 address; 
however, the error can be caused by a reader error. nnnnnn 
represents the negative address. 

PAGE ZERO OVERFLOW nnnnnn 

This error occurs in loading page zero relocatable data if 
the data overflows the page zero boundary 3778, The ab
solute address of the first word of the data block that caused 
the overflow is given by nnnnnn. 

NAMED COMMON ERROR sssss nnnnnn 
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This error occurs if two programs have different sizes for 
a given area of labeled COMMON (defined by .COMM 
statements), or if the symbol table flags that are associated 
with the symbol are not OOOlO~. sssss gives the symbol 
name of the labeled COMMON and nnnnlln indicates the 
size of the labeled COMMON requested by the present 
.COMM. 

SYMBOL TABLE OVERFLOW 

This error occurs during loading if the size of the symbol 
table becomes so large that it would overwrite the loader m 
core. 

EXTERNAL LOCATION UNDEt=INED sssss 
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This error occurs If a .GLOC block IS encountered with 
data to be loaded at the address of a symbol. sssss. that IS 

as yet defined 

MEMORY OVERFLOW nnnnnn 

If the value of NMAX plus the loader size itself conflicts 
with the bottom of the loader's symbol table, a memory 
overflow error occurs. The error implies that the user pro
grams are too large to be loaded in the memory configu
ration. The octal number nnnnnn is the value of NMAX 
that caused the overflow. 

------- ---



Chapter 3 

Fundamental Assembly Tools 

Character Input 
You can input characters to the assembler in one of two 
modes: 

string and normal. 

String Mode 

In stnng mode, the assembler accepts any ASCII character 
and returns it unchanged. Stnng mode input is not inter
preted. You can set string mode in one of the three different 
forms: 

1. Comments 

A comment begins with a semicolon, for example. 

; SET MASt< BITS 

is terminated with a Carriage Return or Form Feed. 

2. Macro Definition Strings (not macro calls) 

A macro definition string is valid only when you are 
using the Macroassembler. The string begins with the 
pseudo-op .MACRO, is followed by one or more spaces, 
tabs, or commas, and is terminated with the character 
%. For example, the following three source lines define 
a macro: 

.MACRO 
LOA 
MOVZL 
0/0 

x (CR) 
0,2 (CR) 
1,1 (CR) 

3. Text Strings 

A text string begins with a text pseudo-op, followed by 
a standard delimiter, followed by a delimiter that is any 
character not used in the character string. The text string 
is terminated by the appearance of the same delimiting 
character that was used at the beginning. For example, 

.TXT "EXPECTED VALUE = 60% OF GROSS S." 

.TXT $ THE PROGRAM RESPONDS. 'WHAT?"S 

--------

Normal Mode 
All other input is In normal mode, where the input string 
consists of characters in a subset of the ASCII character set. 
divided into lines. Each line of characters i~ terminated 
either by a Carriage Return or by a Form feed In normal 
mode, the assembler recognizes the following ASCII codes: 

All alphabetics, 
Numerics, 
Relational operators, 
Most conventional punctuation, 
Certain special characters. 

See the ASCII subset in Appendix C. 

In normal mode, lowercase alphabetlcs are always translated 
to uppercase. During assembly, any character not within 
the subset in Appendix C is give a B (bad character) flag 
and is syntactically ignored. 

Atoms 
In normal mode, the assembler recognizes cenam characters 
and certain groups of characters as different types of atoms. 
An atom is the basic unit of assembly language recognized 
by its specific class. Atoms fall into five classes: 

Operators 
Break Characters 
Numbers 
Symbols 
Special Characters 

Operators 
Operator characters are used with single-precision integers 
and symbols to form expressions. There are three classes 
of operators: arithmetic. logical. and relational. Table 3.1 
shows the characters m each class. 

Arithmetic B 
+ 

* 

Bit alignment (shift) 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
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Logical & Logical AND 
Inclusive OR 

Relational -- Equal 
)= Greater than or equal 
) Greater than 

-< Less than 
{= Less than or equal 
() Not equal 

Table 3.1 Operators 

The assembler dlstlnguishes the bit shift operator B from 
the ordinary ASCII B in two ways. A bit shift operator is 
Implied if the preceding atom IS a single-precision integer, 
or if the B Immediately follows a nght parenthesis; for 
example, 8B7 or (377)B7 

Break Characters 
Break characters are used pnmanly as separators. They are: 

o Represents the class of spaces - a space, a comma, 
a honzontal tab, or any number or combination of 
spaces, commas, horizontal tabs. The meaning of 
o IS changed if a colon (:) or equal Sign (=) Im
mediately follows it. We use 0 only where we must: 
normally, spaces are obvious in the formats. 

Note that when a macro call references arguments, 
commas, spaces, and tabs do not produce the same 
results. For example, each of the macro calls 

TEST 1 2 
TEST 1,2 

has two arguments and assembles the same way. On 
the other hand, when written in the following manner, 

TEST,I,2 
TEST,} 2 

each has three arguments; the first a null. Also, a 
space with a comma in a macro call may produce a 
format error, because the assembler tries to use it to 
expand the macro. 

See Chapter 6 for more on break character usage in 
macros. 

A colon (:) defines the symbol preceding it, for 
example, 

COUNT:O 

An equal sign also defines the symbol preceding it, 
for example, 

DATA3=4*DATA 
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( ) Parentheses enclose a symbol or an expressIOn 

[ ] Square brackets may enclose the actual arguments 
of a macro call: for example. 

MYMACRO [3,4 (CR) 
5,6] 

A semicolon indicates the begmnmg of a comment 
stong (stnng mode); for example, 

LDA 0,@'20 ;GET NEXT ADDRESS IN TABLE 

(CR) A Carnage Return termmates a line of source code. 
for example, 

MOVZRO,O,SNR ,CHK FOR ODD NUMBER (CR) 

A Form Feed also terminates a line of source code 

Numbers 
Three types of numbers are defined for the Macroassembler 

I. Smgle-precision Integer. stored In one word. 
2. Double-precision Integer, stored m two words. 
3. Single-precision floating-point constant, stored In two 

words. 

You can use single-preCISion mtegers both m expressions 
and in data statements. but you can use double-preCISion 
integers and floating-pomt numbers only In data statements 

Number Representations 
A single-precision integer is represented as a single word 
of 16 bits, in the range 0 to 65.535 (0 to 1777778), The 
integer may be interpreted assigned. using two's comple
ment arithmetic. If bit 0 equals 0, it indicates a positive 
integer; if bit 0 equals}, it indicates a negative integer, in 
the range 0 through - 32767. 

o 15 

A double-precIsIon integer IS represented in memory in two 
contiguous words. where the first word is the high-order 
word. Using two's complement notation. a double-precision 
integer is represented as: 

I I I high 
1-_

5 
-+-...--....-....,...---.---.--r---.--...----.-..---.----.----.--..---l order 

o 15 

I I lOW 

I---..-....-.....--.--.....--.-....--.----.---.-..--......---......--.-..---l order 
o 

Bit 0 of the high-order word is the SIgn bit. 
Bits } through 31 contam the magnitude. 
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Double-preCISIon Integers cannot be combmed In expres
sIOns; they can be used only In data hnes. 

A smgle-preclslon floatIng-point constant is represented m 
memory In two contiguous words havIng the format. 

CharacterIStic Mant, ... 

o 7 8 15 

Mant •••• 

o 15 

Bit 0 of the hIgh-order word is the sign bit, set to zero for 
posItIve numbers and set to one for negatIve numbers. An 
unsIgned mteger IS consIdered posItIve. 

The Integer characterIStic IS the Integer exponent of 16 in 
excess-641O (I00R) code. Exponents from -64 to +63 are 
represented by the binary equIvalents of 0 to 12710 (0 to 
177 g) Zero exponent IS represented as lOOg. 

The mantIssa IS represented as a 24-bu binary fraction. It 
can be vIewed as SIX 4-bit hexadecimal digits. The range 
of the mantIssa's magnItude IS. 

16- 1 (mantissa ( (1-16- 6 ) 

The negative form of a number IS obtained by comple
mentIng bIt 0 (from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0). The characteristic and 
mantissa remaIn the same. When an expression is evaluated 
as zero, It IS represented as true zero: two words of all 
zeroes in SIgn, charactenstic, and mantissa. 

The range of magnitude of a floating-point number is: 

16- 1 * 16- 16 ( floating-number ( (1-16- 6) * 1663 

which is approximately 

54* 10-79 
( floating-number ( 7.2 * 107' 

Most routines that process floating-point numbers assume 
that all nonzero operands are normalized, and that they 
normalIze a nonzero result. A floating-point number is con
sidered normahzed if the fraction is greater than or equal 
to 1116, and less than 1. In other words, there is a 1 In the 
first four bIts (8-11) of the high-order word. All floating
pOInt conversIons by the assembler are normalized. 

Single-Precision Integer Representation 

The source format of a single-precision integer is: 

{
[ + 1} [_ 1 d [d ... d] [.j [break] 

Each d IS a digIt wIthIn the range of the current mput radIX 
The Inlt!al d must be In the range of 0 through 9 

break is any character or dIgIt outsIde the range of the current 
radIX, or a penod (.). 

If the deCImal point precedes the break character, the Integer 
is evaluated as decimal. If there IS no decImal POInt, the 
integer will be evaluated In the current mput radIx. The 
range of Input radix values is 2 through 20 as set by the 
.RDX pseudo-op. The follOWIng table shows dIgIt repre
sentatIOn. 

If your bighest digit 
will be 

the digit value 
will be 

and your radix 
must be ~ 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
D 
·E 
p' 

'':G' 

·B '" 
[. ~~ \ ·-~:., .. ~1 ~-~ -.. ~, ,:;-;~ : ... ~> 
[,.:.' :' __ ".:, .. ~.L..~ J :. ,.C ~:.. ~ - -. .--' ......... ~ ..... -~.:~- - - ..: .. 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Table 3.2 Digit representation 

any 
any 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

' .. ;,..,.J:;:,.. ..... ,:.,:.. __ ..... . " 

If the input radix is 11 or greater, a number that would 
normally begin with a letter must be preceded by an initial 
zero to distinguish the number from a symbol. The following 
example shows how to represent the decimal numbers 15, 
255, 4095, and 65,535 in hexadecimal. The source repre
sentation is shown in the right column, and the created 
storage word is shown in the left column. 

000020 
000017 
000377 
007777 
177777 

.RDX 16 
OF 
OFF 
OFFF 
OFFFF 

, Decimal 15. 
; Decimal 255. 
; DeCImal 4095. 
; DeCimal 65535. 
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Nonnally, you tenninate a single-precisIon integer by one 
of the folloWIng operators or break characters: 

Operators: + - * I B ' & 
==0(=)=)( 

Break characters 0 ) (CR) : 

Note the folloWIng exceptIOn. The bIt shift operator B will 
be Interpreted as a dlgil if the radIx IS 12 or greater. To 
force the assembler to Interpret B as a bIt operator, use the 
backarrow or underscore conventIons. This breaks the num
ber slnng and is then Ignored. The followmg example 
Illustrates the character B as a dIgIt and as a bit shift operator. 
We use the underscore rather than the backarrow in these 
examples. As usual, the left column Indicates the storage 
word, the rIght column the source lIne (as In an assembly 
listing) 

000020 
025423 

000010 

; RDX 16 
02B13 , B represents dIgIt 

, II (2B13 = 25423 octal). 
02_B 13 ; B represents bit shift 

; operator. 

Within an expression, one integer may have the current radIX 
whIle another is gIven in radix 10 by the decimal point 
conventIon. Some assembled expressions whIch use single
precision Integers of different radIxes are shown below. 

000002 .RDX2 
000012 101 + 101 

000010 .RDX 8 
000202 101 + 101 

000012 .RDX 10 
000312 101 + 101 

000020 .RDX 16 
001002 101 + 101 

Special Formats of Single-Precision Integers 

There is a specIal input format that convens a Single ASCII 
characler to Its smgle-preclsion 7-blt octal value. The mput 
fonnat IS: 

"a 

where' 

a represents any ASCII character except Lme Feed (012s), 

Rubout (l77s). or Null (000). 

Only the smgle ASCII character immediately following the 
quotation mark is Interpreted. The ASCII characters Null, 
Line Feed, and Rubout are invIsible to the assembler, and 
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cannot be Input WIth thIS fonnat. All other ASCII characters 
can be converted to SIngle-preCISIon Integers 

00101 
000065 
000045 
000100 

"A 
"5 
"9c 
U@ 

The fonnat can also be used as an operand wlthm an expre~
slon 

000103 
000026 
177751 

"A+2 
"B/3 
"*-"A 

In every case, "(CR) assembles an octal 15 and also ter
mInates the lIne The "a fonnat character is packed rIght to 
left In the word' 

o • 8 

o 789 15 

A second fonnat, whIch uses apostrophes, can convert up 
to two ASCII characlers to a Single-preCISIon integer. The 
fonnat is: 

'string' or . string' (CR) 

where: 

srring conSIsts of any number of ASCII characters; only the 
first two characters will generate a 16-blt value. 

String characters, unlike an "a formal character, are packed 
left to nght In the word: 

I 0 I A I 0 I B I 
0 7 8 9 15 

I I 
0 8 15 

You may use special formats wherever integers are allowed 
Some SImple expressIons using the string formal follow: 

040502 'AB' 
041101 'BA' 
020040 
000003 "+5-2 
041005 'B'+5 
020101 . A' 

040501 "A+'A' 

A return entered before the second apostrophe tennInates 
the' string' fonnat. For example: 

006400 
040415 
040502 

'A 
'AB 

---... 



Double-Precision Integer Representation 

A double-precision integer has the following source format: 

{
[ + l} [_] d[dd .. dJ {.J D break 

Each d IS a digit wIthin the current radix. The first d must 
be in the range of 0 through 9. 

The character D before the break character indIcates a double
precision Integer. 

The optional decimal point [.J teUs the assembler that the 
mteger is decimal. 

break is a terminal character (typically 0 or : or (CR») that 
indicates the end of the integer. 

Do not term mate a double-precision integer with an oper
ator, or you will receIve a format error (F). 

The radix of a double-precision integer may be m the range 
of 2 through 20. If the radix is greater than or equal to 14. 
the letter D will be interpreted as a dIgit. To force the 
assembler to interpret D as indicating double-precIsIon, use 
the underscore or the backarrow convention: 

000020 
00455 

00000o 
000022 

.RDX 16 
12D 

12-0 

: D represents digit 
; 13 (decimal). 
; 12 is a double-pre
; cision integer. 

On some consoles, you enter the backarrow as a shift-O. 

Some assembled data statements which contain double-pre
cision integers are: 

000010 .RDX 8 
00000o lD 
000001 
177777 -lD 
177777 
000001 200000D 
00000o 
000004 262147.D 
000003 
000001 lOOOOO.D 
103240 

Single-Precision Floating-Point Constants 

Much of the floating-point number format is optional. The 
minimal format of a floating-point number is one digit In 

~__ the range 0 to 9, followed by either a decimal point or the 
letter E (exponent), followed by one digit in the range 0 to 
9. The minimal floating-point format is: 

-------- --------

d {E} d break 

where d IS a dIgit in the range of 0 through 9. 

A single-precision floating-pomt number is represented in 
source format in one of the following ways. 

:!: d[d .. dJ .d[ d .. d][E[:!: dJdJ 

:!: d[ d .. dJE:!: d[d] break 

Each d is a digit 0 to 9. The manrissa and exponents are 
always convened to decimal (for example. 2E9 = ) 2 '" 
109). 

One or two dIgits may represent an exponent following the 
letter E. 

break is typically one of the termmatmg characters 0 or : 
or (CR). 

You can format the same floatmg-point number WIth the 
letter E, the decimal point, or both as shown below: 

()41376 254.333 
052172 
041376 254.33EO 
052172 
041376 25433E-02 
052172 
041376 25433E-2 
052172 
041376 2543.3E-l 
052172 

If the current radix is 15 or larger, the assembler will m
terpret the letter E preceding number as an lDteger in the 
current radix rather than as a floating-point number. To 
avoid this ambiguity. use the backarrow conventIon ( ) 
ASCII 137: 

000020 
155035 
142141 
124000 

.RDX 16 
-25E3 
-25 E3 

; E is hex 14. 
; E indicates 
; floating point. 
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Examples of floating-point constants m source statements. 
with resulting stored values. follow. 

000010 . RDX 8 
00000 040420 1.0 ; Note 

00000o ; locanon 
; counter. 

00002 040462 3.14159 
041763 

00004 140420 -lEO 
000000 

00006 040200 +5.0E-I 
000000 

00010 041421 + 273.0EO 
010000 

Examples of Numbers 

Some addItIonal source program numbers and their assem
bled values follow. 

000020 
053175 

00000o 
002547 
001067 

00000o 
001067 
002547 

005316 

012634 

042026 
023000 

Symbols 

.RDX 16 
567D ; Hex single-pre-

567 

567. 

567. 

567 

567 

567 

567 

; clsion integer. 
D ; Hex double-pre

; cision integer. 
; Decimal single-
; precision integer. 

D ; Decimal double
; precision integer. 
; Hex single-
; precision integer. 

B 14 ; Hex single-
; precision int, bit 
; shifted one bit. 

B 13 ; Hex single-pre-
; cision integer, bit 
; shifted two bits. 

EI ; Floating-point 
; constant (decimal). 

A primary function of the assembler is the recognition and 
interpretation of symbols. Symbols direct the assembly 
process, or they represent numeric values of internal assem
bler variables. A symbol can be written as a series of letters, 
numbers, or periods. Any other character in a symbol is 
interpreted as an error and is given a bad character (B) flag 
In the assembly listing. The various classes of symbols will 
be discussed in Chapter 4. Their source representation is 
given below: 

alb ... bJbreak 

where: 

a can be one of the alphabet characters A through Z, or the 
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penod (.) or question mark (?). 

b can be one of the characters A through Z. 0 through 9 . 
period (.). questIon mark (?). or underscore (_). 

break is any character not rated above. for example. space 
and comma. 

By default. the assemblers recognIze onl) the fIrst fIve char
acters before the break character, although they print more 
than five on IIstmgs You can specIfy eight-character sym
bols with the MAC global IT sWItch (described m Chapter 
8), which produces an extended (rather than a standard) RB 
file. 

Special Characters 
The charac[ers @. #. and *x are transparent during an 
assembly Ime scan. These atoms affec[ a line after I[ has 
been scanned. For more mformatlon on @ and #. see Chap
ter 4, or the appropnate reference manual for your computer. 

Other special characters are a set of square brackets sur
rounding a symbol ([MYSYM]). a dollar sIgn in a macro 
definition (TR$ = ), and a backslash followed by a symbol 
(\ ONES). See the .GOTO pseudo-op (Chapter 4) and 
Chapter 6 for these atOms. 

@ Commercial AT Sign " 
Bits can be set when a commercial at sIgn (@) (or a series 
of such signs) is contained within a memory reference in
struction (MRI), extended memory reference instruction. or 
before an expression, in the following ways: 

I. When the rest of the MRI is evaluated. an at sign any
where in the instruction stores a 1 in bit 5. In the MRI 
format, bit 5 is the indirect addressmg bit. 

020020 
022020 

LDA 0, 20 
LDAO, @ 20 

2. In the data word format, bit 0 is the indirect addressing 
bit. When the expression is evaluated. an at sign sets bit 
zero of the word to I. 

000025 25 
100025 @25 

3. An at sIgn in an extended memory instruction sets bit 0 
in the second word of the instruction. 

00000 103470 EJMP 0, 3 
00000o 

00002 103470 
100000 

EJMP@O, 3 

~~ ~~---------



Number Sign 

A number sign (#) may appear in an ALC instruction. When 
the rest of the ALC is evaluated, the number sign causes 
the assembler to store a I in bit 12, the no-load bit. 

00000 
00001 

Asterisks 

101123 
101133 

MOVZL 0, 0, SNC 
MOVZL # 0, 0, SNC 

Two consecutive asterisks (**) at the start of a source pro
gram line suppress the listing of that line. 

---_.------------

;Source program. 
0,0,2 LOA 

LOA 1, 1, 2 
LOA 0.0,3 
.END 

; Listing' 
00000 021000 LOA 0,0,2 
00002 021400 LOA 0,0,3 

.END 

Note that the relative location numbers Jump from 00000 
to 00002, since all lines of source are assembled. but the 
second source line is not listed. 

"".NOLOC 0 
""PASSWORD: 012345 
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An expression IS a symbol, single-precision Integer. or a 
senes of symbols and/or single-precIsIOn Integers separated 
by operators The fonnat of an expressIOn In ~ource code 
IS 

[opcrand\)operator operand, 

where operator IS a Macroassembler operator. 

An operand must precede each operator. except for the unary 
operators ( + ) and ( -) Either unary operaror may follow 
an operator or precede an expressIOn Note that spaces are 
not allowed In expressions. If an expression containS an 
Illegal operand. such as an external symbol, instructIOn mne
momc, double-precIsion number. or floating-point number. 
the source line IS given an error flag on the assembly hsung 

Operators 
The assembler operators are shown in Table 4.1. 

Type Operator Meaning 

Anthmetlcl 8 
Logical 

+ 

I 
& 

Relational = = 
o 
(= 
( 
)= 
) 

8it alignment 

Addition, for example, (2+3), or 
unary plus. for example, (+ 3) 
Subtraction, for example, (5 - 2), 
or unary minUS, for example, ( - 7) 
Multiplication 
DIvIsion 
Logical AND. The result in a given 
bit posItion is 1 only if operand, = 
1 and operand. = 1. 
Inclusive OR. The result in a given 
bit posItion is 1 If either or both 
operands IS 1. 

Equal to 
Not equal to 
Less than or equal to 
Less than 
Greater than or equal to 
Greater than 

Table 4.1 Assembler operator 

More than one type of operator may appear in an expression. 
Operators are evaluated In the order of their pnority: 

Operator 

B 
,J... _ "/ & \ 
((=))===() 

Chapter 4 

Expressions 

PrioritJ Level 

I (highest pnonty) 
2 
3 Ilowest prIonty) 

When operators are of equal pnonty. they are evaluated 
from left to right Parentheses can be used to alter prIonty. 
an expression In parentheses IS evaluated first Expressions 
are evaluated with no check for overflow An expressIOn 
containing one of the follOWing operators 

((=))===() 

IS a relational expression. It evaluates either to absolute zero 
(false) or absolute one (true) These values are called ab
solute because they are not relocatable 

Examples 
000010 
000025 
177763 
000000 

.RDX8 
A=25 
8= -15 
A= =8 

000001 A()8 

: False (0) Since A 
; doesn't equal 8 
,True (1) since 
; A doesn't equal 8 

000001 A+8-10= =A-(2'10+5) ,True, 

000001 A= =(-8)+10 

000000 A = = ( - 8)&A 

;s\nce 0=0. 
,True, 
; since 25=25 
,False, since 
,AND of (-8) and 
,A doesn't equal A 
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Bit Alignment Operator 
When the bit alignment operator is used. operandi preceding 
operator B IS the value to be ahgned; operand~ following 
operator B represents the right-most bit to which operand, 
is aligned. The value of operand~ has the range 

o ( operand~ < 15'0 

The following fonnula detennlDes the result of a bit align
ment operator: 

for operandi B operand2, the result value will be 

operand,*2(15 -operand2) 

where operand~ is Implicitly evaluated In deCimal unless 
parentheses are used; for example. 

.RDX8 
1 B15 = 000001 
1 B( 1 5) = 000004 

The B operator can be misread as a symbol or pan of a 
symbol. If the operand precedIng the operator is a symbol. 
the operand must be enclosed in parentheses to avoid thiS 
misinterpretation. Some examples of bit alignment opera
tions are: 

000025 
100000 

124000 

012400 
000124 
000025 
N 000000 

A=25 
(A)BO 

(A)84 

(A)B7 
(A)B13 
(A)B15 
(A)B16 

; The radIx IS 8. 
; The right-most bit 
; of 25 IS in bit POSI
; tlon 0 - the rest 
; of "25" is lost. 
; The nght-most 011 
; of 25 is in bit 
; position 4. 
; Here, In pos. 7. 
: And so on. 

; Note N error-there 
; IS no bit 16. 

Parentheses around operandi and operand2 will ensure that 
the correct value is aligned properly. Parentheses affect 
operands as shown below. 

000025 
000010 

:"B(3+C)" 
; 13 octal, 

000640 

000640 
177425 

000640 

A=25 
C=10 
means "ahgn at bIt number 
11 oeclmal". 

(A - Cr2B(3 + C) 

(A - C*2)B(3 + C) 
A - (C*2)B(3 + C) 

A-C*2B(3+C) 

;32 octal IS 
: aligned at bIt 11. 
;Same. 
; (C*2)B(3 + C) 
,equals 400. 25-400 
,equals 177425. 
;32 octal IS 
: ahgned at bit 11 
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Examples of Expressions 
Some example~ of expre!>slon e\ aluation are. 

000025 
000015 
000010 

000015 

000001 
000016 
000000 
000001 

A=25 
B= 15 
A"(B-l0) B 

A&BAIB 

(A-l0)= =B 
AlB-B 
A&B(AIB) 
«BA)-5»0 

: In deCImal, 
,105'13=8--dlscard 
. remainder In Integer 
. arithmetIC. 
,A&B=5, 5'15=0, OIB=B. 
;Q.E.D 
,True (1) sInce 15= 15 
:25115= 1, 1.,.15= 16 
,5/35=0. 
.1525=0.0+5)0, 
: thus true (1) 

Relocation Properties of Expressions 
Each operand In an expressIOn ha!> a relocatIOn propen) 
The relocation propeny of the expresslon's result depends 
upon the relocation propenie., of Ib operand~ So far. all 
expressions have had absolute operands which produced 
absolute results. 

An operand. however. can have one of five propenles. 
These are: 

Absolute 
Page zero relocatable (ZREL) 
Page zero byte·relocatable (ZREL) 
Normal relocataOle cOOe (NREL) 
Normal byte·relocatable code (NREL) " 

RLDR makes a relocatable value absolute by adding a re-
location constant (called c) during the loading procedure. 
The relocation constant is added once if the value is word 
relocatable, and twice if the value is doubly-relocatable 
(byte-relocatable) . 

You cannot USe cenain relocatable operands (such as ZREL 
and NREL) together in one expression. However, some 
mixing of similar relocation propenies is pennined. The 
relocation propenies of operands and the relocation value 
of the results are listed in Table 4.1. The expressions in the 
table are defined as: 

a 
r 

2r 

kr 

Represents an absolute value 
Represents a relocatable value (either ZREL or 
NREL code) 
Represents a byte-relocatable value (either ZREL 
or NREL code) 
Represents a relocatable value that can be con
vened to an absolute value by addition of a relo
catiOn constant, "c", k times. However, if the final 
value of an expression is k-relocatable, the state
ment is flagged with a relocation error (R). 

NOTE: In Table 4.2, the & and! operators indicate logical /~ 
AND and inclusive OR, respectively. 



Expression Relocation 

a+a a 
a+r r 
r+r 2r 
nr+mr (n+m)r 
a-a a 
r-a r 
a-r -1r 
r-r a 
nr-mr (n-m)r 
a"a a 
a"r ar 
r"r Illegal 
ata a 
kr/a (kla)r (only if kla Yields no remainder) 
atr Illegal 
a&a a 
a!a a 
r&r Illegal 
a&r Illegal 
rlr Illegal 
a!r Iligeal 

Table 4.2 Expression definitions 

All expressIOns mvolvmg the operators ( = ( > = > = = 
or ( > result In an absolute value of either zero (false) or 
one (true). When operands in these expressions have dif
ferent reloca[lon propemes, all comparisons result In a value 
of absolu[e zero (false) except when the operator IS < ) (not 
equal to). 

Given these rules, expressions that result in a value of a, r, 
or 2r are legal. ExpreSSions that do not evaluate to a legal 
relocation property will be flagged as relocation errors (R). 

The followmg example shows the relocation properties of 
expressions; the assembler cross-reference showing the re
location propemes of each symbol is mcluded. 

000002 A=2 
NREL 

00000'000020' +20 : Normal relocatable 
00001 '000000 R 0 ,R's address IS relocatable, but 

: ItS contents aren't, thus no 
,final' 

000002' S= R+1 , Relocatable-Operator-Abso-
; lute IS relocatable, 

00002'000001 AlA ; Absolute-Operator-Absolute IS 
,Absolute 

00003'000002" R+R ; Reloc-Operator-Reloc IS Byte-
; Relocatable 

00004' 1 77777' R-A ,Reloc-Oper-Absolute IS 
, Relocatable 

00005'000001 S-R ; Reloc-Oper-Reloc IS Absolute 
ROOO06'000000' AIR :Operators & and I require 

; absolute Operands 
END 

0002 MAIN 

A 000002 1/10 1/07 1/09 1/11 
R 000001' 1/04 1/06 1/08 1/09 1/10 1111 
S 000002' 1/06 1110 

Page zero relocatable operands must reside in page zero 
Normal relocatable operands can be relocated anywhere In 

core except page zero These relocatable operands are con
verted to absolute durtng the loading process by the additiOn 
of a relocation constant. The relocatable loader maintains 
two relocanon constants, a zero relocation (ez) and a normal 
relocation (Cn) constant, to fix the addresses of relocatable 
values, 

Byte relocatable operands are page zero or normal relocat
able storage words that act as byte pointers: bits 0 through 
14 of the pointer contain an address and bit 15 specifies the 
byte to be operated on, A byte pointer of this kmd can be 
formed simply by doubling an address, and can be retrieved 
and regenerated by a shifting operation, The loader adds 
either 2Cz or 2Cn to each byte relocatable value to convert 
it to absolute. 

During loading, the relocatable loader can add one (and 
only one) of five possible constants to a word: 0, Cz, Cn. 
2Cz, or 2Cn. This has two implications when relocatable 
operands are combined in expressions: 
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I. Although the assemblers permit the combining of page 
zero and normal relocatable operands in expressions, the 
operand~ must be such that either the page zero or the 
normal relocatable operands cancel out. For example, 
the followmg expression is valId 

ZI + NI - Z2 + N2 - N3 

(where Zn represents page zero relocatable operands; Nn 
represents normal relocatable operands). 

However, the expression 

ZI + Z2 + NI 

is invalId. 

2. Loader modification of an address by more than twice 
a relocation factor is illegal. 

Symbols 
The assemblers recognize three classes of symbols: 

1. Permanent 

2. Semipermanent 

3. User 

To understand the assembly process, you must understand 
the difference between these classes. 

Permanent Symbols 
Permanent symbols are defined within the assembler and 
cannot be altered in any way. These symbols serve two 
purposes: they direct the assembly process, and they rep
resent numeric values of internal assembler variables. 

The permanent symbol period (.), when used alone, is a 
special symbol with a value equal to the current contents 
of the location counter. Therefore, the instruction 

LDA 3,.+6 

and 

LDA 3,6,1 

have the same meaning. 

Symbols which direct the assembly process are called pseudo
ops. Among other purposes, pseudo-ops set the input radix 
for numeric conversions, set the location counter mode, and 
assemble ASCII text. Chapter 5 describes pseudo-ops in 
detail. 
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Other permanent symbols represent numerIC values of in
ternal assembler variables. For example. the symbol .PASS 
represents the current pass number. On the first assembly 
pass, its value is O. while on the second. its value is I. 

If a symbol could be either a pseudo-op or a value. the 
assembler recogmzes the intended use by the position of the 
symbol 10 a line. If the first atom of a lIne IS a pseudo-op. 
It directs the assembler. If the pseudo-op atom occurs any
where else in the line, it represents a value. A few examples 
will illustrate these rules. 

The assembler pseudo-op . TXTM directs the packing of text 
bytes within a word. The two methods are left/right and 
right/left. The directive takes the form: 

. TXTM expression 

If expression evaluates to zero (the default mode>. bytes are 
packed right/left. If expressIOn evaluates to nonzero, bytes 
are packed left/rIght. 

Example 1 

The line 

.TXTM I (CR) 

directs the assembler to pack bytes left/right. 

Example 2 

When enclosed in parentheses. 

(.TXTM) (CR) 

assembles a storage word, which contains the value of the 
last expressIOn used to set the text mode. 

Example 3 

In the followmg usage: 

000001 .TXTMI 

00000 000005 +.TXTM+4 

the first line sets text mode to pack left/nght while the second 
line generates a storage word containing absolute (non
relocatable) 5. (Note that the first atom of the second line 
is +.) 

Appendix A lists all permanent symbols and Chapter 5 de
scribes each one. These symbols must be used as described 
in this document; they cannot be redefined. Permanent sym- " 
bois will never be printed in the cross-reference listing. 



Semipermanent Symbols 
SemIpermanent symbols form a very important class of sym
bob usuall~ thought of as operation codes. Symbols may 
be defIned as semIpermanent with approprIate pseudo-ops: 
these symbols Imply future syntax analysis. For example. 
a symbol ma) be defined as "requmng an accumulator." 
This symbol will cause the assembler to scan for an expres
sion followmg the symbol. If no expression IS found. a 
format error results If found. the value of the expressIon 
set~ the accumulator fIeld bit positIons to a gIven 16-bit 
mstructlon value. Instruction values are discussed later in 
this chapter 

SemIpermanent symbob can be saved and used. without 
redefimtlon. for all subsequent assemblies. The assembler 
contain~ a number of semipermanent symbols defIned spe
CIfically for the DGC instruction set. 

You can ehnunate these symbols and define your own set. 
or. more commonly. add to a gl ven set. In addItion to 
instructIOn mnemoOlcs. several semIpermanent symbols are 
provided by Data General for use as operands withm expres
sIons. These include the skip mnemomcs (SKP. SZR. SNR. 
and SZC) used in arIthmetIc and logIcal 1Ostructions, and 
device codes (ITI. ITO. PTR. and PTP) used in ItO in
structions. 

SemIpermanent symbols are not pnnted in the cross-refer
ence hst10g unless enabled by the global fA SWItch (see 
Chapter 8). 

User Symbols 
You can define any symbol that does not conflict with per
manent or semipermanent symbols. User symbols can: 

• Name a location symbolically. 

• AssIgn a numenc parameter to a symbol, 

• Name external values. 

• Define global values. 

These user symbols are maintained during assembly in a 
dIsk file table that is printed after the assembly source list
ing. 

User symbols can be further classIfied as local or global. 
Local symbols have a value which is known only for the 
duration of the SIngle assembly 10 which they are defined. 
The value of global symbols IS known at load time. and 
therefore may be used for intermodule communication. The 
assembler always includes global symbols in its RB output; 
you can instruct it to include local symbols in the RB with 
the global IU switch (Chapter 8). 

By default. only the first five characters in any user ~ymbol 
are recogmzed. although longer symbol names may be pnnted 
on the program listmg. The cross-reference lIsting al\\a) s 
shows onl) the first five characters of a symbol You can 
specify eight-character symbols with the global iT switch 
10 the MAC command. thIS also produces an extended (a~ 
opposed to a standard) RB fIle. See Chapter 8. global IT 
switch. for more detail. 

ASCII Character Conversion 
a smgle ASCII character (except NUll. Line Feed. and Rub
out) can be converted to Its 7-bit octal equivalent If It IS 
preceded by a quotatIon mark ("): thus. an ASCll character 
can be represented as a single precisIOn Integer. For ex
ample. 

000053 
000055 

"+ ; ASCII "--r" 

;ASCII"-" 

The quotation mark (") can be used in expressions. for 
example: 

000141 
000172 
000112 

"A+40 
"Z+40 
"A+9. 

Note that the quotatIon mark assembles as octal 15 and also 
terminates the line. 

Special Characters 
The characters @. #, and ** are transparent during an 
assembly line scan. These atoms affect a line after it has 
been scanned. See the appropriate reference manual for your 
computer for more on @ and #. 

Other speCIal characters are a Set of square brackets sur
rounding a symbol (for mstance, [MYSYM1, a dollar sIgn 
in a macro definition (as in TR$ =), and a backslash fol
lowed by a symbol (for instance ONES). See the .GOTO 
pseudo-op (Chapter 4) and Chapter 5 for more on these 
atoms. 
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Commercial At Sign (@) 

In a source program line of memory reference instructIOn 
(MRl), in an extended memory reference, or before an 
expression, a commercial at sIgn (@), or a series of at signs. 
will set bits in the following ways: 

I. When the rest of the MRI has been evaluated, an at sign 
anywhere in the instructIOn stores a I in bit 5. In the 
MRI format, bit 5 is the indirect addressing bit. 

020020 LOA 0, 20 
022020 LOA 0, ca 20 

2. In the data word format, bit 0 is the indirect addressing 
bIt. When the expression has been evaluated, an at sign 
sets bit 0 of the word to I. 

000025 25 
100025 @25 

3. An at sIgn 10 an extended memory JOstruction sets bIt 0 
In the second word of the instruction 

00000 103470 EJMP 0,3 
000000 

00002 103470 EJMP @ 0,3 
100000 

Number Sign (#) 

A number sign (#) may appear in an ALC instruction. When 
the rest of the ALC has been evaluated, # causes the as
sembler to store a I in bit 12, the no-load bit. 

00000 101123 
00001 101133 

Asterisks (**) 

MOVZL 0, 0, SNC 
MOVZL # 0, 0, SNC 

Two consecutive asterisks (**) at the start of a source pro
gram line will supress the listing of that line. 

;Source program: 
LOA 0, O. 2 

** LOA 1, 1,2 
LOA 0, 0, 3 
.END 

; listing: 
00000 021000 LOA 0,0,2 
00002 021400 LOA 0, 0, 3 

.END 

Note that the relative locatIon numbers jump from 0 to 02. 
since all lines of source are assembled, but the second source 
hne IS not listed. 

**.NOLOC 0 
** PASSWORD. 012345 
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Indirect Addressing 
Indirect addressing can be specified for a memory reference 
Instruction or a data word if one or more at signs (0 ) are 
included anywhere in a source program line. Ifrhe assembler ~" 
encounters an at sign. it evaluates the memory reference 
instruction or data word. then sets the indIrect addreSSIng 
bit (bit 5 for a memory reference instruction. bit 0 for a 
data word) to 1 For example: 

000004 JMP RLO 
002004 JMP (cl RLO 

Setting No-Load Bit 
You can set the no-load bit (bit 12) of an arithmetIc or 
logical instruction by including one or more number signs 
(#) in the source program line. If the assembler encounters 
a #, It evaluates the arithmetic or logical instructIOn. then 
sets bit 12 to I. thus preveming the loadi ng of the shifter 
output. 

Instructions 
An IOstruction is the assembly of one or more fIelds, initiated 
by a semipermanent symbol (called the instruction mne
monic) to form a 16-bit or 32-bit value. 

FIelds in an instruction must conform in number and type 
to the requirements of the semipermanent symbol; they can 
be separated by a space, comma, or tab. 

Data General computers recognize a number of Instruction 
types. Each type has a pseudo-op and its own group of 
semipermanent symbols. These pseudo-ops are described in 
Chapter 5. 

Table 4.3 shows the various instruction types. 



Instruction Type Instruction Defining 
Example Pseudo-op 

ArithmetIc And LogIcal (ALC) ADD .DALC 

"Extended ALC 2 Accumulators, lOR .DISD 
No SI<IP 

"Extended ALC 2 Accumulators, SGT .DISS 
SkIp 

1/0 WIthout Accumulator SKION .010 

1/0 WIth Accumulator DIA .DIOA 

lID Without DevIce Code RPT .DIAC 

Memory Reference JMP . DMR 

"Extended Memory Reference EJMP .DEMR 

Memory Reference W,th Accu- LDA . OMRA 
mulator 

"Extended Memory Reference With ELDA .DERA 
Accumulator 

"Commercial Memory Reference ELDB .DCMR 

Count And Accumulator ADI .OICD 

"Extended Immediate AOOI ,OIMM 

"Extended Memory Wlthout SAVE .OEUR 
Argument 

"Extended Memory Operation XOP _OXOP 

"Floating-Point LoadIStore FLOS .OFLM ... 

"Floating-Point Load/Store FLST .DFLS 
No Accumulator 

Oefi.,e a User Symbol as .OUSR 
Semipermanent Without 
Argument Fields 

Table 4.3 Instruction types 
'Instructions marked With an asterisk (") can be assembled on any machine, 
but executed on ECLIPSE computers only 

Arithmetic and Logical (ALe) Instructions 
An arIthmetIc and logical (ALC) InstructIon IS ImplIed by 
one of the folloWIng Instructions mnemOnICs: 

COM 
NEG 

MOY 
INC 

ADC 
SUB 

ADD 
AND 

The format of the source program instruction IS: 

ale-mnemonic [e] [s]Dsouree-aeDdesl-ac[DskIp 1 

where. 

ale-mnemoll/e IS one of the eight semipermanent symbols 
lIsted above . 

e IS an optional carry mnemOnIC (Z. O. or C) 

s is an optional shift mnemOnIC (S, L, or R) . 

source-ae specifies the source accumulator - 0, I, 2. or 3 

desl-ae specifies the destmation accumulator - O. I. 2. or 
3 

skip is an optional skip mnemonic SNR. SZR, SNC, SEC, 
SKP. SBN. or SEZ. 

In addition, the atom number sign (#) can be speCified 
anywhere in the source hne as a break character. ThiS atom 
assembles a I at bit 12, the no-load bit, which prevents the 
destinatlon-ac from being loaded and leaves the carry un
changed. 

The folloWIng bit pattern shows each assembled ALC in
struction and the effect of the instruction, shift, carry, and 
skip mnemomcs. 
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o 

ALe 
Mne. 

COM 

NFG 

MOV 

INC 

ADC 

SUB 

ADD 

AND 

Shift 
Mne. 

L 

R 

S 

carry 
Mne. 

Z 

o 

C 

Skip 
Mne. 

SKP 

SZC 

SNC 

SZR 

SNR 

SEZ 

SBN 

234 5 

Bits 
567 

000 

001 

010 

01 1 

100 

101 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 

Bits 
89 

01 

1 0 

1 1 

Bits 
1011 

o 

o 

1 1 

Bits 
131415 

001 

o o 

o 

o 0 

o 

o 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 

Effect 

Places logical complement of C (source
ac) In destmatlon-ac 

Places negative of C (source-ac) In des
tmatlon-ac 

Moves C (source-ac) to destlnatJon-ac 

Places C (source-ac) + 1 In destmatlon
ac 

Adds logical complement of C (source
ac) to C (destlnatlon-a c) 

Subtracts C (source-ac) from C (destl
natlon-ac) 

Places sum of C (source-ac) and C (des
tmatlon-ac) In destmatJon-ac 

Places logical AND of C (source-ac) with 
C (destJnatlon-ac) In destmatlon-ac 

Effect 

Shifts word left one bit 

Shifts word nght one bit 

Swaps bytes of words 

Effect 

Sets Carry to 0 

Sets Carry to one 

Complements current state of Carry 

Effect 

SKIPS next sequential word (NSW) un
conditionally 

Skips NSW on zero Carry 

Skips NSW on nonzero Carry 

Skips NSW on zero result 

Skips NSW on nonzero result 

Skips NSW on zero Carry or result 

Skips NSW on zero Carry and result 
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For more Information on the effect of the~e InstructJon~ on 
the carry bit. see the appropnate programmer's reference 

for your computer. 
Examples of ALe Instructions follow. 

107000 
112412 
146000 
101123 
120014 

ADD 0,1 
SUB # 0, 2, SZC 
ADC2,1 
MOVZL 0 0 SNC 
COM # 1, OSZR 

110 Instructions Without Accumulator 
An inpuuoutput mstructlOn Without an accumulator field IS 

Implied by one of the followlOg mstructlon mnemoOiCS 

NIO 
SKPBZ 

SKPBN 
SKPDZ 

SKPDN 

The format of the source program lOstructlOn is 

lo-mnemomc{ busy/done JDdeHce-code 

where: 

io-mnemonic IS one of the five sermpermanent symbols listed 

above. 

busy/done IS an optional Busy/Done bit mnemoOiC (NIO 
instruction only). 

device-code is any legal expression evaluating to an Integer 

that specifies a device. 

The follOWing bit pattern shows each assembled 110 mstruc

tiOn without accumulator, and the effect of the mstructlon 

and Busy/Done mnemonics. 

DevIce-code 

o 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 15 

I/O Bits 
Mne. 56789 Effect 

NIO 00000 No operation 

SKPBN 1 1 1 00 Skips next sequential word (NSW) If Busy 
IS 1 

SKPBZ 1 1 1 0 1 Skips NSW If Busy IS 0 

SKPDN 1 1 1 1 0 Skips NSW if Done IS 1 

SKPDZ 1 1 1 1 1 SkiPS NSW If Done IS 0 



The followmg busy/done mnemonics can be appended only 
to the NIO instruction. 

Busy/Done Bits 
Mne. 89 Effect 

S 01 Clears Done and sets Busy, Starting de-
vice (If device = 77 or CPU, sets Interrupt 
On Flag) 

C 1 0 Clears Done and Busy, Idling device (If 
device = 77 or CPU, clears Interrupt 01 
Flag) 

P 1 1 Sets Done and Busy, pulsing 1/0 bus con-
Irol line (If deVice = 77 or CPU, has no 
effect) 

Examples of 110 Instructions without an accumulator follow: 

060112 
060112 
060177 
060177 

NIOS 
NIOS 
NIOS 
NIOS 

12 
PTR 
CPU 
77 

1/0 Instructions With Accumulator 
An mput/output instruction with an accumulator field is 
ImplIed by one of the following instructions mnemonics: 

DIA 
DOA 

DIB 
DOB 

DIC 
DOC 

The format of the source program instruction is: 

ioa-mnemonic [busyldone]DacDdevice-code 

where: 

ioa-mnemomc is one of the six semipermanent symbols 
listed above. 

busy/done is an optional Busy/Done bit mnemonic. 

ac is a 0, I, 2, or 3, indicating the accumulator to receive 
or supply the data. 

device-code is any legal expression evaluating to an integer 
that specifies a deVice. 

The followmg bit pattern shows each assembled 110 instruc
tion with accumulator, and the effect of the instruction as 
well as busy/done mnemOnICs. 

I 0 I I I .,c I lOA ~n.m,on'c I B: D I Dev,ce·code 

o 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 15 

lOA Bits 
Mne. 567 

DIA 001 

DOA 010 

DIB 01 1 

DOS 100 

DIC 1 01 

DOC 1 1 0 

Busy tOone Bits 
Mne. 89 

S 01 

C 10 

P 1 1 

Effect 

Inputs data In deVice's buffer A to AC 

Outputs dala In AC to deVice's buffer A 

Inputs dala In deVice's buffer B 10 AC 

Outputs data In AC to deVice s buffer B 

Inputs data In deVice's buffer C 10 AC 

Outputs dala In AC 10 devlce's buffer C 

Effect 

Clears Done and sets Busy, Slarting de
vice (If deVIce = 77 or CPU. sels Interrupt 
On flag) 

Clears Done and Busy. Idling deVice (If 
deVice = 77 or CPU. clears Interrupt On 
flag) 

Sets Done and Busy, pulSing I/O bus con
trol line (If deVice = 77 or CPU. has no 
effecl) 

Examples of I/O instructions with an accumulator field 
follow: 

074477 
070512 
063077 

DIA3, CPU 
DIAS2, PTR 
DOC 0, 77 

I/O Instructions Without Device Code 
Three common 110 instructions are defined with the CPU 
device code. These instructions require an accumulator field 
but have no device code field: 

READS 
INTA 
MSKO 
*HALTA 

"The HALTA 1/0 Instruction apphes to ECLIPSE computers only 

The format of the source program instruction is: 

iac-mnemonicDac 

where: 

iac-mnemonic is one of the four semipermanent symbols 
listed above. 
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Q( specifies which accumulator will receive or supply the 
data - 0, 1,2, or 3. 

The folloWIng 110 instructions are equivalent. 

1/0 Instruction 
Without DeVice 

Code 

READSaccumulator 
INT Aaccumulator 
MSKDaccumulator 
HAL TAaccumulator 

Equivalent 
Instruction 

DIAaccumulator,CPU 
DIBaccumulator, CPU 
DOBaccumulator,CPU 
DOCaccumulator,CPU 

Remember that the HALT A 110 Instruction apphes only to 
ECLIPSE computers. 

The follOWIng bit pattern shows each assembled 110 instruc
tIOn without device code, and the effect of the Instruction 
mnemoOlcs. 

lAC 
Mne. 

READS 

INTA 

MSKO 

Bits 
567 

001 

01 1 

100 

Effect 

Reads contents of console data sWitches 
IntoAC 

Places device code of first device on bus 
In bits 10 through 15 of AC, acknowledg
Ing Interrupt 

Sets Interrupt Disable Flags In deVices 
according to mask In AC 

Examples of 110 instructions without a device code follow: 

074477 READS 3 

061477 INTAO 

062077 MSKOO 

; Read console sWitch 
; positions Into AC3. 
; Read interrupt device 
; code Into ACO. 
; Disable interrupts 
; from deVice not 
; masked In ACO. 

I/O Instructions Without Argument Fields 
Four common 110 Instructions are defined as semIpermanent 
symbols that require no argument field: 

IORST 
INTEN 
INTDS 
HALT 

The eqUl valent 110 instructiOn and effect of both instructions 
are shown in Table 4.4. 
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1/0 Equivalent Octal Effect 
Instruction Instruction Value 
Without 
Argument 

10RST 

INTEN 

INTDS 

HALT 

DICCO, 
CPU 

062677 Clears all I/O devices 
and Interrupt On flag, 
resets clock to hne-fre
quency 

NIOS CPU 060177 Sets Interrupt On flag, 
enabhng Interrupts. 

NIOC CPU 060277 Clears Interrupt On flag, 
disabling Interrupts 

DOC 0, 
CPU 

063077 Halts the processor. 

Table 4.4 Assembly I/O instructions without argument fields 

Examples of these instructiOns follow 

062677 
063077 
060177 

10RST 
HALT 
INTEN 

Memory Reference 
Instructions (MR) 

Memory Reference Instructions Without 
Accumulator 
A memory reference instruction WIthout an accumulator 
field IS Implied by one of the fOllowmg instrUctlon mne
monics: 

JMP JSR ISZ DSZ 

The format of the source program instructiOn is: 

mr-mnemonicDaddress 

or 

mr-mnemonicD displacement 0 mode 

where: 

mr-mnemonic is one of the four semIpermanent symbols 
hsted above. 

displacement is any legal expressiOn evaluating to an 8-blt 
integer. The valid ranges for an address are from - 2008 

through + 1778 , 

mode is a O. 1. 2, or 3. mdicating a mode for forming an 
effective address (E). Mode 0 or I are ImplIed by the format. 
you do not specify eIther explicitly. The assembler forms-
an effective address as follows: 



Mode Formation of Effective Address (E) 

o Address equals dIsplacement. 

Address IS based on the contents of locatIon counter 
E = C(LC) -r- dIsplacement 
and, therefore 
C(LC) - 2008(E)C(LC) + 1778 

:2 Address IS based on the contents of AC2: 

3 

E = C(AC2) + dIsplacement 
and, therefore 
C(AC2) - 200x(E(C(AC2) + 1778 

Address is based on the contents of AC3: 
E = C(AC3) + dIsplacement 
and. therefore 
C(AC3) - 2008(E(C(AC3) + 1778 

An address can be In one of the following ranges: 

Page zero addressIng 0 through + 3778 AddressIng IS 
dIrect and E = address. 

2 LC-relatlve addressIng: C(LC) - 2008 through 
C(LC) + 1778, Address is based on the contents of the 
locatIOn counter and E = C(LC) + address. 

In addItion. you can Insert the atom @ in the sourCe line 
address field as a break character. This atom assembles a 
I at bit 5, the IndIrect addressing bit. Therefore, the effective 
address In the InstructIOn IS a poInter to another location, 
which may, In tum, contain an indirect address. 

If only address is specified, the assembler detenrunes if this 
address is in page zero (0 through 378) or within 1778 words 
of the locatIOn counter. If the address IS in page zero, bits 
6 and 7 of the instruction word are set to 00 and the dis
placement field is set as follows: 

I. If the address is absolute and fits in 8 bits, the displace
ment field is set to address. 

2 If the address is page zero relocatable (that is, assembled 
with the .ZREL pseudo-op), the displacement field is 
set to address with page zero relocation, and the hne is 
flagged with a dash (-) in column 16 of the source 
program lIsting. 

3. If the address IS an external dIsplacement (that IS, as
sembled WIth the .EXTD pseudo-op), the displacement 
IS set to the assembler .EXTD number and the line is 
flagged with a $ In column 16 of the source program 
listIng. (The assembler assIgns each .EXTD a number, 
whIch RLDR uses to fill 10 the value of the external.) 

If address IS withIn 1778 words of the contents of the location 

counter. bits 6 and 7 are set to 01 and addreSSIng I' based 
on the current contents of the locatIOn counter (as In ad
dreSSIng mode 1) The dIsplacement fIeld of the InstructIOn 
word is set to: 

address-C(LC). 

If address or the evaluatIon of dIsplacement to an address 
does not produce an effectIve address wlthm the appropnate 
range, an addreSSIng error (A) IS reported. 

The follOWIng bIt pattern shows each assembled MR In

struction and the effect of the InstructIOn mnemOnICS 

lolololMR~neml 
0 2 3 4 

MR Bits 
Mne. 34 

JMP 00 

JSR 01 

ISZ 10 

DSZ 1 1 

I 
5 

Mode DISDI8cement 

e e 15 

Effect 

Jumps to effective address (loads effec
tive address Into LC) 

Jumps to subordinate at effective ad
dress, loads C(LC).,. 1 Into AC3 

Increments contents of effective address, 
skips next sequential word (NSW) If reSult 
IS zero 

Decrements contents of effective ad
dress; skips NSW If result IS zero 

Figure 4.1 illustrates how effectIve addresses are formed. 
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address ,n b,ts 8 - '5 
00 on bits 6 + 7 

No 

START 

d,s placement ,n b,ts 8·15 
mode ,n bIts 6 - 7 

address - C(LCI on bIts 8 - '5 
0' In bIts 6 - 7 

Figure 4.1 Formation of effective address for MR Instruction. 

Examples of MR instructions with their assembled addresses 
and values follow. 

010012 SOAT1 ISZ STAK 
014013 DSZ COUNT 

004005 JSA PAOC 

054014 PAOe. STA 3, SAV3 

034014 LOA 3. SAV3 
001400 JMP O. 3 
000000 STAKO 
000400 eOUNT:400 
000000 SAV3' 0 

MR Instructions with Accumulator 

A memory reference (MR) instruction with an accumulator 
field is Implied by one of the following instruction mnemonics: 

LDA 
STA 
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5D·00422 

The format of the source program InstructIOn IS: 

mra-mnemonicDacDdisplacementDmode 

or 

mra-mnemonicD ac 0 address 

where: 

mra-mnemonic is a semipermanent symbol: LDA or ST A. 

ac specifies the accumulator to receive or supply the data 
0, 1, 2, or 3. 

displacement, mode, and address are the same as MR 10-

structions without an accumulator field. 

The atom @ can be specified in the source hne address 
field as a break character. This atom assembles a I at bit 
5, the indirect addressing bit 

The following bit pattern shows each assembled MR 10-

struction with accumulator and the effect of the instruction 
mnemonics. 

--



D,splacement 

o 23. 5 e e 15 

Bits MRA 
Mne. 1 2 Effect 

LOA 01 

STA 1 0 

Load contents of effective address In AC 

Stores contents of AC In effective ao· 
dress 

Examples of MR IOstructions follow. 

000000 
000000 

040064 
024063 
046020 

FB10:0 
FB11.0 

; Indexed MR examples 

035003 
031002 
021425 
000006 

ECLIPSE Instructions 

STA 
LOA 
STA 

LOA 
LOA 
LOA 
TEMP.6 

O. 
1. 
1. 

3.3.2 
2.2.2 

FB11 
FB10 
(Cl20 

O. TEMP. 3 

MAC and ASM recognize certain instructions which will 
execute only on an ECLIPSE computer. The remainder of 
this chapter describes these instructions. If your programs 
will run on NOV As only, skip to Chapter 5. The ECLIPSE
only IOstructions are: 

Extended Memory Instructions (defmed by pseudo-ops 
.DEMR (MAC only) and .DMRA (ASM and MAC): 

EDSZ 
EISZ 
EMJMP 
EMSR 
ELDA 
ESTA 
ELEF 

Commercial Instructions (defined by pseudo-op .DCMR MAC 
only): 

ELDB 
ESTB 

FloatlOg-Point Instructions (defined by pseudo-op .DFLM 
(MAC) and .DFLS (MAC»). 

You can code. assemble, and load these instructions on any 
Data General computer but the resultant save file will ex
ecute only on an ECLIPSE. 

Extended MR Instructions 
Extended memory IOstructJOns can reference an~ memor~ 
location in a full 32K address space. The extended memor~ 
IOstructlons not requmng an accumulator are. 

ELSZ (MAC) 
EISZ (MAC) 
EJMP (MAC) 
EJSR (MAC) 

Those requiring an accumulator are: 

ELDA (MAC) 
ESTA (MAC) 
ELEF (MAC) 

There are two formats for extended memory reference 10· 

structions: one specifies an index. the second specifies no 
mdex. The first format is: 

instructlon[indirectjDdlsplacementOllldexfor EDSZ. etc 

or 

instructionDacD{indirectjDdlsplacementDlIldex for 
ELDA, etc. 

The second format IS: 

mstructlon{indirectJaddress for EDSZ. etc .. 

or 

instruction aC{indirectjaddress for ELDA, etc. 

where: 

instructIOn Is any extended memory reference IOStruC
tion. 

indirect (@) represents an indirect address 10 the sec
ond word (bit zero) of thiS instruction. 

ac Specifies accumulator O. I, 2. or 3. It must 
be given for ELDA. ESTA. or ELEF. 

displacement Represents a displacement in the following 
ranges (r) 

index 

.Index mode 0: 0(r(lOO.0008 
Index Modes 1,2,3: - 40,0008(r(40,0008 

Represents an index field whose value must 
be 0 0 (absolute addressing), 1 (PC relative). 
2 (contents of AC2) or 3 (contents of AC3). 
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address May specify any word in the fu1l32K address 
space. 

Extended memory reference instructions require two words 
of memory. The first word specifies the instruction and 
index. The second specifies the displacement and whether 
the instruction is indirect. 

The first format is used with a specified mode of indexing 
(0. 1.2. or 3). When the second format is used, the assem
bler attempts to form the correct index mode and address 
representatIon. The assembled index mode will always be 
either 0 or I. Rules for determining the assembled index 
mode in the second format are as follows: 

I. Mode is I if the current program counter and addressed 
location have the same address type. The addresses must 
be both NREL, both ZREL, or both absolute. 

2. Mode is 0 if the current program counter and the ad
dressed location do not have matching address types. 

3. Mode is I if the addressed location is external to the 
assembly. In this case, the assembler must make an 
assumption about the ultimate relocation of the desti
nation symbol. The assembler assumes that the resolved 
address of an EDSZ, EISZ, EJMP, EJSR, ELDA, EST A 
or ELEF will be determined by word relocation, not 
byte relocation. Only if the object of an ELEF is byte
relocatable could the assembler's assumption logically 
be false. In this case, force absolute addressing by using 
the first format with an index value of zero. 

Commercial MR Instructions 
There are two commercial memory reference instructions: 
extended load byte (ELDB) and extended store byte (ESTB). 
These instructions are valid only when you are using the 
macroassembler. These instructions can reference any eight
bit byte In a full 32K address space. These instructions have 
the following formats: 

comm'l-mnemonic OacOdisplacemenlO index 

or 
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comm'{-mnemonicDacDaddress 

where: 

comm'{
mnemonic 

ac 

Is either ELDB or ESTB; 

Specifies accumulator 0, I, 2 or 3 using any 
legal expression. 

displacement Represents a displacement that must range 
from - 37,7778 through + 37,7778, or an from 
(0 through 77778 if Index equals 0). 

index 

address 

Represents an index field whose value must 
be 0 (absolute addreSSIng), I (PC relative), 
2 (contents of AC2), or 3 (contents of AC3). 

May specify any word in a 32K address space. 

Each commercial extended MR instructIon requires two words 
of memory. The first word specifies the instruction, accu
mulator field, and optional index; the second specifies the 
dIsplacement. 

Each of the instructions forms a bytepointer by either taking 
the value specified by index (PC, AC2 or AC3), multiplYIng 
it by 2, and adding the low-order 16 bits of the result to 
the value specified by displacement or. if absolute address
ing is used, the bytepointer is simply the displacement. The 
byte addressed by the bytepointer is placed in or stored from 
bits 8-15 of the specified ac. 

The resolved address of an ELDB or ESTB instruction is 
assumed to be byte-relocatable. Here is an example using 
a commercial extended MR instruction: 

ELDB 1, ASC.A ; Load ASCII 
;A into AC1, 
; no IndeXing. 

TX: .TXT "AS" 
ASC.A = TX·2 
ASC.S .. TX·2 + 1 

-----------



Floating-Point Instructions 
Floating-pomt instructions are valid only when you are using 
the macroassembler. There are two general types offloatmg
point instructions: those which USe a displacement, and those 
which do not. 

Instruction Dfpacf indi rectJ displacement f index] 

or 

instructionDac jpac 

where: 

instruction Is any floating-point instruction; examples of 
those whIch use displacements (first format) 
are FLDD, FLDS, and FSTS. Examples of 
those without displacements (second format) 
are FLAS and FFAS. 

(pac 

indirect 

Is one of the four floating-point accumula
tors: 0, I, 2, or 3. 

(@) specifies an indirect address in the sec
ond word (bit 0) of the instruction. 

displacement Is a value used to calculate the effective ad
dress (see the following). 

index Is a value in bits 0 and 1, which the assembler 
used to calculate the effective address. 

- -----~--

Index Value Effective Address Determination 

00 

01 

10,11 

ac 

Displacement is treated as an unsIgned m
teger, whIch is the address of a word in mem
ory. 

Displacement is treated as a signed. two's 
complement number, which the address of 
the word containing the displacement bits 

Index 2 or index 3 IS used as an mdex reg
Ister. The displacement is treated as a two's 
complement number which is added to the 
contents of the appropriate regIster to provide 
a memory address. The value of the sum 
cannot exceed 077777R• 

Is one of the normal accumulators: 0, I, 2 
or 3. 

Instructions of the first type (FLDS) require two words of 
memory while instructions of the second form (FLAS) re
quire only one. 
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Chapter 5 

Pseudo-Ops and Value Symbols 

This chapter lists and descnbes the pseudo-ops and value 
symbols. both by category and alphabetically. 

Both the Extended Assembler (ASM) and the Macroassem
bIer (MAC) assemble a source program, and the Extended 
Relocatable Loader (RLDR) processes it into an executable 
binary file. Pseudo-ops are permanent symbols that direct 
the assembly process. No pseudo-op or facility can change 
or delete them. Symbols defined by pseudo-ops are semi
permanent that is. they can be deleted (.XPNGed), but they 
usually exist for the duration of an assembly. Value symbols 
contain values during an assembly process. The value sym
bol .ARGCT, for example, has the number of arguments 
given in the most recent macro call. 

Symbol Table Pseudo-Ops 
Symbol table pseudo-ops constitute the largest category of 
pseudo-ops; they define machine lDstfUctions, define user 
symbols. and expunge macro and symbol definitions. Cer
tam symbol table pseudo-ops define instructions which can 
be executed only on an ECLIPSE computer, although you 
can code, assemble, and load them on any Data General 
computer. These pseudo-ops are: 

.DCMR 

.DEMR 

. DERA 

.DEUR 

.DFLM 

.DFLS 

.DIAC 

.DICD 

.DIMM 

.DXOP 

The symbol table pseudo-ops listed alphabetically are: 

Pseudo-Op 

DALC 
.DCMR 

.DEMR 

.DERA 

. DEUR 

.DFLM 

.DFLS 

. DIAC 

Instruction 

Define an ALC instruction or expression. 
Define a commerCial memory reference instruction 
or expression. 
Define an extended memory reference InStrucbon 
or expression. without accumulator. 
Define an extended memory reference instruction 
that requires an accumulator. 
Define an extended user instruction or expression . 
Define a floating-load or -store Instruction or expres
sion that requires an accumulator. 
Define a floatrng load or store instruction or expres
sion that requires an accumulator. 
Define an instruction requiring an accumulator . 

.DleD 

.DIMM 

.DIO 

.DIOA 

.DISD 

.DISS 

.DMR 

. DMRA 

.DUSR 

.DXOP 

.XPNG 

Define an Instruction requIring an accumulator and 
a count 
Define an Immediate-reference Instruction requIring 
an accumulator. 
Define an I/O Instruction that does not use an ac
cumulator 
Define an 1/0 Instruction haVing two required fields 
Define an Instruction with source and destination 
accumulators. no skip. 
Define an Instruction witt- source and destination 
accumulators allowing skip. 
Define a memory reference Instruction with diS
placement and Index . 
Define a memory reference Instruction with two or 
three fields 
Define a user symbol without Imphed formaltll1g 
Define an Instruction with source, destination and 
operation flelos. 
Remove all semipermanent symbol deflnluons and 
macros. This instruction IS vahd only when you are 
uSing the macroassembler 

All symbol table pseudo-ops (except .DUSR and .xPNG) 
name assembler instructions (such as LDA) which are de
scribed in the appropriate programmer's reference manual 
for your computer. Parameter files supplied by Data General 
employ these pseudo-ops to define assembler instructions. 
These definitions reside in disk file .MAC.PS. which IS 

usually required for assembly of source programs. and is 
further described in Chapter 8 . 

Symbol Table Pseudo-Op Format 
Symbol table pseudo-ops have the form: 

{instruct~on} pseudo-opOuser-symbol = expression 

where: 

pseudo-op is a symbol table pseudo-op; 

user-symbol is a symbol chosen by the programmer; 

instruction and expression are as defined in Chapter 4. 

In symbol table pseudo-ops, a user symbol is semiperma
nent; its value is the value of the instruction or expression 
following the equals sign. 
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Except for .DUSR and .XPNG. each symbol table pseudo
op defInes a certam type of instruction. After definition, the 
semipermanent symbol must be used with appropriate 
expressIOns. For example, the pseudo-op .DALe defines a 
symbol that IS an impbed arithmetic and logic mnemonic. 
FolloWIng the symbol are expressions entered into bit fields 
that represent the source and destination accumulators and 
the optIOnal skip field in an ALe instruction. The format 
for .DALe definition of a symbol, and the format of the 
symbol as it would later be used are: 

{
instructiOn} 

.DALe user-symbol = expression 

user-symbol expr, expr~ [expr3] 

expr stands for expression. 

expr,. expr2 • and exprJ are stored: 

For example: 

103120 .DALC MULT4 = 103120 
; MUL T4 IS defined as: 
; 1-000-011-001-010-000. 

127120 MULT4, 1, 1, ; MULT4 must be used 
;wlth 2 expressions that evaulate 
; within the limits of an ALC 
;rnstructlon-2 bits for each AC. 
; The assembled Instruction IS: 

; 1-01 0-111-001-01 0-000. 

If the field cannot contain the value of the added expression, 
an overflow error will occur. The field will be unaltered. 

123120 .DALC MULT4 

o 107120 MULT44, 1 

= 123120 

; Note overflOW 
; error. 

If the field is not zero, the expression to be added must 
evaluate to zero. Otherwise, an overflow error will occur. 

123120 .DALC MULT4 = 123120 
;Bits 1-2 not zeroed. 

00002 127120 MULT4 1.1 ;No overflow. 
00003 103120 MULT4 0, 0 ; Also accept

; able. 

If the expressions following a semipermanent symbol do 
not fit the implied format, a format error (F) results. 
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103120 .DALe MULT4 = 123120 
;MULT4 reqUIres 2. optlon
,ally 3. expressions. 

FF MULT4.1 ; Format errors 
F00004 127121 MULT4. 1. 1, 1. 1 

In summary, a symbol defined as semipermanent by a sym
bol table pseudo-op must meet the following conditIOns: 

1. As many expressIOns must follow the semipermanent 
symbol as are requIred by the implied format. Some 
formats permit optional expressions as well as required 
expressions. If the number of expressIOns folJowmg the 
semipermanent symbol does not meet the reqUIrements 
of the Implied format, a format error (F) results. 

2. If an expression does not meet the requirements of the 
field, for instance, if 

expression)(2(supjield-wldth)-I) 

the field is unaltered, and an overflow error (0) results. 

3. If the field In which the expression is to be stored does 
not equal zero, the expression must equal zero (0). Other
wise, the field is unaltered, and an overflow error (0) 
results. 

A given user-symbol defined in one symbol table pseudo
op may be redefined in another symbol table pseudo-op. 

The last definition will be the one assigned to user-symbol. 
A redefinition of a permanent symbol will result in a mul
tiple definition (M) error if the globalJM switch was used. 

Location Counter Pseudo-Ops 
Location counter pseudo-ops are used to reserve a block of 
memory locations and to specify a memory location or class 
of relocatable locations. 

Pseudo-Op 

. BlK 

. NREL 

. ZAEL 

Instruction 

Set the current of storage locations . 
Specify NREL code relocation . 
Specify page zero relocation . 

The period (.) has the value and relocation property of the 
current location counter. 

Intermodule Communication 
Pseudo-Ops 
Intermodule (interprogram) communication pseudo-ops allow 
symbols in one module to be referenced by other modules 
after the modules are bound together. These pseudo-ops 
work by defining entries, external references and named and 
unlabeled common areas for communications: 



Pseudo-Op 

. COMM 
CSIZ 
. ENT 
. ENTO 
.EXTD 
.EXTN 
.EXTU 

.GADD 
GLOC 

.GREF 

Instruction 

Reserve a named common area . 
Reserve an unlabeled common area. 
Define an entry . 
Define an overlay name . 
Define an external displacement reference. 
Define an external normal reference 
Treat undefined symbols as external displace
ments. 
Add an expression value to an external symbol 
Reserve an absolute data block. 
Add an expression value to an eXlemal symbol witn
out affecting the sign bit. 

When a source file defines a symbol which other source 
files use. the defining file must declare thiS symbol with 
. ENT or .COMM at Its beginning. The other source file(s) 
can then reference the defIDed symbol with .EXTN or .EXTD 
pseudo-ops. Symbols named by .ENT can be entry points, 
which can be called or Jumped to, or they can be data 
avaIlable to their modules for external reference. 

ENTO identifies the number and node of an overlay so that 
It can be referenced by name. 

Repetition and Conditional 
Pseudo-Ops 
These pseudo-ops perform two different functions. Source 
hnes following the .DO pseudo-op are assembled a specified 
number of times. Source lines following conditional pseudo
ops will be assembled based on the evaulation of an expres
sIOn provided to the pseudo-op. The following pseudo-ops 
are provided: 

Pseudo-Op 

.DO (MAC onl),) 

.ENDC (MAC and ASM) 

.GOTO (MAC only) 

IFE (MAC and ASM) 
. IFG (MAC and ASM) 

.I FL (MAC and ASM) 

.IFN (MAC and ASM) 

Instruction 

Assembled the following source hnes a 
speCified number of times 
Define the end of a series of conditional
assembly source lines. 
Supress assembly of source lines until 
the specified symbol IS encountered. 
Assemble only If expression equals zero . 
Assemble only if expressIOn is greater than 
zero. 
Assemble only if expression is less than 
zero. 
Assemble only if expression IS nonzero. 

The .ENDC pseudo-op delimits source lines which are to 
be assembled conditionally. 

Macro Definition Pseudo-Op and 
Values 
The .MACRO pseudo-op defines the start of a macro defi
nitIon. and names that macro. Macros are described at length 
In Chapter 6 and are valid only when you are using the 
macroassembler. 

Two symbol values are provided for use In macros .ARGCT 
and .MCALL. .ARGCT has as a value the number of ar
guments speCified by the most recent macro call. .MCALL 
indicates macro usage. Its value IS I if the macro 10 which 
it appears has been called pre\wusly In the assembl) pas~ 
Its value IS zero if this is the first call In the pass. Outside 
a macro call, the value of .MCALL IS - I. 

Stack Pseudo-Ops and Values 
The assembler maintaInS a last-in first-out stack onto which 
you may move the value and relocation property of any 
valid assembler expression. Expressions are pushed onto 
this stack by the .PUSH pseudo-op; they are removed from 
this stack by the .POP pseudo-op . 

The .TOP pseudo-op returns the value and relocation prop
erty of the expression most recently pushed onto the stack. 
Stack pseudo-ops are valid only when you are using the 
macroassembler. 

Text String Pseudo-Ops and Values 
The assembler permits you to Insert ASCII text strings within 
source programs In a variety of ways. Characters can have 
their most Significant bIt set to zero or one unconditionally. 
or to even or odd panty. Even parity strIngs can be ter
minated with two zero bytes or no zero byte: stnngs with 
odd numbers of bytes are always termInated With a single 
zero byte. The following string management pseudo-ops are 
available: 

Pseudo-Op 

.TXT 

.TXTE 

. TXTF 

. TXTM 

.TXTN 

. TXTO 

Instruction 

Set the leftmost bn to zero unconoitlonally 
Set the leftmost bit for even byte panty 
Set the leftmost bit to one unconditionally . 
Set b)'tepacklng to left/nght or right/left . 
Terminate an even bytestr'lng With no zero bytes or 
two zero bytes 
Set the leftmost bit for odd byte panty . 

Enclosing the .TXTN pseudo-op with parentheses, when it 
has no argument, returns the value of the most recent. TXTN 
expression. Similarly, .TXTM can return the most recent 
. TXTM value . 

Listing Pseudo-Ops and Values 
Listing pseudo-ops are valid only when you are using the 
Macroassembler. This assembler provides several pseudo
ops to suppress portions of output IIstmgs. By default, all 
source lines are listed; this includes conditIonal areas, macro 
expansions, and lines lacking a location field. The followmg 
pseudo-ops can affect the listing of source hnes: 
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Pseudo-Op 

. EJEC 
NOCON 
.NOLOC 

. NOMAC 

Instruction 

Begin a new hstlng page . 
Omit or restore listing of conditional source lines. 
Inhibit the listing of source lines lacking location 
fields. 
Inhibit the listing of macro expansions . 

You can ovemde any of the suppression pseudo-ops by 
including the global 10 switch in the MAC command line; 
you can also suppress the listing of an assembly by omitting 
the IL SWItch m the CLl command line. 

Miscellaneous Pseudo-Ops 
These pseudo-ops perform miscellaneous assembly func
tIOns. 

The .REV pseudo-op can be used with an argument to assign 
a numeric major and minor revision level to a save file. 

The. RDX specifies the number base to be used in evaluating 
all numeric expressions input to the assembler .. RDXO 
defines the radix to be used for numeric conversion output . 

. COMM TASK can assign a number of tasks and 110 chan
nels for the save file to use. At load time, you can override 
the values specified with RLDR local switches . 

. TITL assigns a name to an object module . 

. RB names a relocatable binary file. and can be overridden 
by global lB . . LMIT causes the partial loading of an as
sembled binary file; loading of the remainder of the binary 
file ceases when the entry which you specified as an ar
gument to .LMIT is detected. 

The .PASS pseudo-op returns a value corresponding to the 
current pass of the assembler. either 0 (pass 1) or 1 (pass 
2). 

An explicit end-of-file can be established for any source 
module by means of the .EOF pseudo-op. If this pseudo
op is missing from a source module. the system supplies 
an end-of-file for this module automatically. 

The .END pseudo-op specifies the end-of-file for the last 
module in the assembly. If you omit .END. the system 
automatIcally supplies an end-of-file .. END can also supply 
a starting address for the program file. At least one module 
loaded into each program file must specify a starting address 
with the .END statement. 
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Pseudo-Op Dictionary 

Current Location Counter (.) 
The penod (.) has the value and relocation property of the 
current location counter. 

Example 

00000'000003 
000003' 
00003'020010 

.NREL 
3 
.LOC .+2 
LOA 0,10 



·ARGCT (MAC only) 
Number of Most Recent Macro Arguments 
.ARGCT 

. ARGCT has as a value the number of actual arguments 
given in the most recent macro call. If the symbol used 
outside a macro, its value is - I. 

Example 

.NREL 

.MACRO X 
1 + 2 

.ARGCT 
%% 
X 4, 5 ; Macro call has 

00000'000011 ;two args. 
00001'000002 .ARGCT 

------~---- -----~ --~ 

.BLK (ASM and MAC) 
Reserve a Block of Storage 
.BLK expression 

This pseudo-op reserves a bloc k of storage. The tenn expre.l -
sion is the number of words 10 be reserved The current 
location counter is incremented by erpress/oll. 

Example 

.NREL 
00000'044403 STA 1, F-1 
00001'040403 STA O. F ... 2 

00002'000004 .F .BLK4 
00006 '000000 .F1 0 
00007'000000 .F2 0 
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.COMM (ASM and MAC) 
Reserve a Named Common Area 
COMM user-symbol expression 

This pseudo-op reserves a named common area for mter
program commUnIcatIon. The name of the area is user -

symbol, and ItS size In words is expression. The first routIne 
loaded that declares the named user-symbol reserves this 
area. The area is reserved at NMAX, Immediately above 
all NREL code. Other programs bound With the defining 
program can share a .COMMon area, prOVided that they 
declare the same .COMMon size 

SInce user-symbol IS an entry in the program, it cannot be 
redefined elsewhere In the program. You can reference the 
user-symbol from other programs loaded together by USing 
.EXTN, . EXTD. GLOC, or .GADD pseudo-ops. 

.COMM TASK defInes the number of tasks and 110 chan
nels which the entire save file will need to execute. You 
can also specify tasks and channels with local switches in 
the RLDR command line; thiS switch information ovemdes 
any .COMM TASK data. 

. COMM TASK has the follOWing format: 

.COMM TASK,k+400+c 

where k IS the number of tasks, and c is the number of 110 
channels, in octal. 

The . COMM pseudo-op must come before other code, and 
Immediately after the .TITL pseudo-op. 
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Example 

.TITL A 
000100 .COMM X, 100 .100 wores for X 
000040 .COMM Y. 40 .40 for Y 
000050 .COMM Z. 50 ;50 for Z 

.END 

.TITL B 
000100 .COMM X. 100 

.END 

After loading, A and B would appear as shown In Figure 
5.1 when the program executes 

NMAX 

z 
Y 

X 

Initial NMAX 

o 

B 

A 

50 words 

40 words 

100 words 

• 
• 
• 

Figure 5.1 A and B after program execution 10·00122 



.CSIZ (ASM and MAC) 
Specify an Unlabeled Common Area 
CSIZ expreSSIOn 

This pseudo-op specIfIes the size m words of an unlabeled 
common area for Interprogram communication. 

The assembler evaluates expressIOn and passes this value 
to the RLDR. More than one .CSIZ pseudo-op may appear 
in a program; the RLDR uses the largest value specified by 
ail .CSIZ blocks. 

Example 

TITL 
000020 .CSIZ 

000050 

.END 

.TITL 
CSIZ 

.END 

A 
20 ,A allots 20 words 

X 
50 ,X allols 50 words 

After assembly. you issue the command' 

RLDR A X (CR) 

A 
X 
NMAX 
ZMAX 
CSZE 

001037 
000050 
000050 

RLDR selects the largest .CSIZ value for USTCS(50). 

.DALC (ASM and MAC) 
Define ALC Instruction 

{
inSTrUCTIOn} 

.DALC user-symbol = expressIOn 

The .DALC pseudo-op defmes user-s.\mbol as a semI
permanent symbol havmg the value of inSTruCTIOn or expres
sion. This symbollmpbes the format of an ALC instructIOn 
At least two fields, and optIOnally three. are reqUired These 
fields are assembled as shown below. 

o 3 • 5 e e 9 10 11 12 13 15 

The format for user-symbol is: 

user-symbol expressIOn] expr: [expr,] 

Example 

FF 

103400 
00021'103000 
00022' 1 03002 
00023 '133001 

Notes 

.DALC ADD = 103000 
ADD 0, 0 
ADD 0, 0, SZC 
ADD 1, 2, SKP 
ADD 1 

You can insert the atom # before the arguments In the source 
lme to specify no loading of the destmatlon accumulator 
If you use # m a source lme without a skip field. the 
assembler wiIl return a Q error (because such hnes assemble 
as speCial ECLIPSE instructions). 

A given user-symbol defined m one .DALC pseudo-op may 
be redefined in another .DALC pseudo-op. The last defi
nition will be the one assigned to user-symbol. 

If you use thiS pseudo-op to define a three-character symbol 
which includes. or is followed Immediately by, the letters 
Z, O. C, L, R, or S (or any combmatIon of them). the 
Macroassembler will set bits 8 and 9 to 10 and II as follows: 

Mnemonic 

L 
R 
S 
Z 
o 
C 

Bits 8, 9 

01 
10 
11 

Bits 10. 11 

01 
10 
11 
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.DCMR (MAC only) 
Define Commercial Memory Reference 
Instruction 

{
instructIOn} 

.DCMR user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as any semipermanent 
extended commercial memory reference symbol havIng the 
value of instruction or expression. This symbol implies the 
format of an Instruction that requires an accumulator and 
displacement. and permits an optIonal Index. The fields are 
assembled as shown below. 

I I I I .,C I I In~x I I I I I I I I 
o 2 3 4 5 e 1 e 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Dlaplacemanl 
o 

The fonnat for USIng thiS semipennanent symbol IS: 

user-symbol displacement [Index] 

Example 

000001 

102170 

000000' 112170 
001400 

000002'112170 
001401 

000600'041101 
000000 
001400" 
001401" 

TXTM 1 

. DCMR 
NREL 

ELDB 2, 

ELDB = 102170 

ASC.A 

ELDB 2, ASC.B 

ALPHA: .TXT "AB" 

ASC.A = ALPHA *2 
ASC.B=ALPHA*2+ 1 

;Get "A" 
;In AC2. 

,Get "B" 
;In AC2 

.5 
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.DEMR (MAC only) 
Define Extended Memory Reference 
Instruction 

{
znstructlOnl 

.DEMR user-symbol = expresslonI 

ThiS pseudo-op defInes user-symbol as a semlpennanent 
extended reference symbol and gives it the value of instruc· 
tion or expreSSIOn This symbol ImplIes the fonnat of an 
Instruction that does not require an accumulator One field 
is required; an index is optIonal They are assembled as 
shown below. 

I I I I I I Iln~ex I I I I I I I I I 
o 2 3 4 5 e 1 e 9 10 " 12 13 14 15 

I I Displacement 

o '5 

The format for USIng the semipermanent symbol IS. 

user-symbol displacement [zndex] 

The displacement and index fields are set accordIng to the 
fonnat used, and the set of addreSSIng rules descnbed In 
Chapter 4 . 

Example 

102070 

00000'102070 
077777 

00002'102470 
000002 

000004 '1 03470 
000002 

.EXTN ADDR1, ADDR2, ADDR3 

.DEMR EJMP = 102070 

.NREL 

EJMP ADDR1 

EJMP +3 

EJMP 2, +3 :There IS no AC 

,00004+3 

00006'103470 EJMP @TABLE, 3 ;Go to either 
100013' 

00617'onm 
00620'077777 
00621 '077777 

TABLE: ADDR1 
ADDR2 
ADDR3 

;ADDR1, ADDR2, or 
;ADDR3, based on 
,value In AC3 

NOTE: You can use the @ atom In the address field as a 
break character, to specify indirect addressing. 



.DERA (MAC only) 
Define an Extended Memory Reference 
Instruction with Accumulator 

{
instruction} 

.DERA user-symbol = expressIOn 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipennanent 
extended memory reference symbol havmg the value of 
instrUCtion or expressIOn. This symbol implIes fonnat of an 
instruction that requires an accumulator. Two fields are 
required and mdex IS optional. They are assembled as shown. 

I a,e I I In~.. I I I I I I I I I 
o 2 3 • 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1. 15 

Dlaplacement 

o 15 

The format for usmg thiS semipennanent symbol is: 

user-symbol ac displacement [index] 

The displacement and index fields are set according to the 
fonnat used, and the set of addressing rules are described 
In Chapter 4. 

NOTE: You can use @ in the address field to specify 
mdlrect addressing. 

Example 

FFO 

122070 

00034'133470 
000041' 

00036'122470 
000002 

00040'132470 
0000003 

.TITL TEST 9 
.DERA ELDA = 122070 
NREL 
ELDA 2, .+5. 3 

ELDA 0, .+3 

ELDA 2 .. +4 

ELDA .+3 ;AC needed 

.DEUR (MAC only) 
Define Extended User Instruction 

{
InStructIOI1} 

.DEUR user-symbol = expressIOn 

This pseudo-op defmes user-symbol as a semipermanent 
extended symbol haVing the value of IIlstructlOll or expre~
slOn. The expressIon can be either an expressIOn. an external 
nonnal, or an external displacement ThiS symbol lmpJtes 
the fonnat of an instructIOn that does not reqUire an accu
mulator. One field IS reqUired and IS assembled as shown 

o 

o 

The fonnat for uSing thiS semlpennanent symbol IS 

user-symbol expressIOn 

Example 

163710 
061n7 

00042'163710 
000004 

00044'061n7 
on7n 

.DEUR SAVE = 163710 

.DEUR VCT = 061777 
NREL 
.EXTN SYMS 
SAVE 4 

VCT SYMS 

15 

15 
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.DFLM (MAC only) 
Define Floating Load or Store Instruction 

{
instruction} 

.DFLM user-symbol = expresslOn 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
floating-point load or store memory reference symbol hav
Ing the value of instruction or expressIOn. This symbol 
Imphes the format of an mstruction that requires an accu
mulator. Two fields are required and one IS optional. They 
are assembled as shown. 

I I ~x I Field I I I 

0 1 2 3 4 5 15 

I @ I Dlaptaceme.t I 
0 15 

The format for uSing this semipermanent symbol IS: 

user-symbol/pac displacement [index] 

NOTE: You can specify the atom @ In the addressmg field 
as a break character to specify indirect addressing. 

Example 

102050 

00046'122050 
000001 

00050'146050 
000053' 

FFO FLDS 

.DFLM FLDS = 102050 

.NREL 
FLDS O ..... 2 

FLDS 1 •. +3. 2 

+ .3 ; Format error
;AC neeaed, 
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.DFLS (MAC only) 
Define Floating Load or Store Instruction 

{
instruction} 

.DFLS user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
floating load or store memory reference symbol having the 
value of instructIOn or expression. This symbol Implies the 
format of an instruction that does not require an accumu
lator. One field is required; an mdex is optIOnal. These are 
assembled as shown. 

I I.~.X I 
0 2 3 4 Ii 15 

I .. I D1aplacement 

0 15 

The format for uSing this symbol IS: 

user-symbol displacement [index] 

NOTE: You can specify the atom @ in the address field 
as a break character to specify indirect addressmg. 

Example 

123350 .DFLS FLST = 123350 
.EXTD ADDR1 

00052'123350 FLST ADDR1 
000005% 

FF FLST ; Format error
;displacement needed. 



.DIAC (ASM and MAC) 
Define an Instruction Requiring 
an Accumulator 

{
Instruction} 

.DIAC user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol and gIves It the value 
of Instruction or expression. This symbollmpJies the format 
of an instruction requiring an accumulator. One field is 
required, and it is assembled as shown below. 

o 2 3 4 5 

The format for usmg thiS symbol IS: 

user-symbol expression 

Example 

123370 

123370 
FOO054 '123370 

FF 

.DIAC XCT = 123370 

.NREL 
XCT 1 
XCT 0,0 
XCT 

;ok 
; Illegal 
; number of 
; expressions 

15 

.DIeD (MAC only) 
Define an Instruction Requiring 
an Accumulator and Count 

{
instructIOn} 

.DICD user-symbol = expression 

ThIs pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
symbol havmg count and destmatIOn fields. The symbol has 
the value of instruction or expressIOn. This symbollmpJies 
the format of an Instruction that requires an accumulator 
and a count from 1 to 4. Two fields are required and are 
assembled as shown 

o 2 3 4 

The format for usmg this semipermanent symbol IS. 

user-symboIDcountDdestznatlOn-ac 

Example 

100010 

00055'104010 
00056'110010 
00057' 16001 0 

000060 '104010 

.DICD ADI = 100010 

.NREL 
AD11,1 
AD11,2 
AD14,0 
ADI 5, 1, , Overflow 

; error- count field too large 
FF ADI 1 ; Format 

;error- 2 fields needed. 

15 

NOTE: Counts are entered in the instruction as (specified 
value-I). Thus, the range of permitted values is 1 through 
4. 
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.DIMM (MAC only) 
Define an Instruction Requiring 
an Accumulator and an Immediate Word 

{
instruction} 

.DIMM user-symbol = expressIon 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanem 
Immediate-reference symbol having the value of instructIOn 
or expression. This symbollmphes the format of an instruc
tion that requires an accumulator and a 16-bit immediate 
word. Two fields are required and are assembled as shown. 

o 2 3 • 5 

immedIate held 

o 

The format for using this semipermanent symbol is: 

user-symbol zmmediate-value destmatlon-ac 

Example 

FF 

163no 

00061 173370 
001002 

.DIMM ADDI = 163no 

.NREL 
ADD I 1002, 2 

ADDI 0 ,Format error-
; 2 fields neeaed. 

15 

16 
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.DIOA (ASM and MAC) 
Define an 110 Instruction With Two Required 
Fields 

{
instructIOn} 

.DIOA user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
symbol having the value of instructIOn or expressIOn This 
symbol implIes the format of an I/O mstruclJon with two 
required fields. One field is required. it is assembled as 
shown below. 

o 2 3 4 5 

The format of user-symbol IS: 

user-symbol expressIOn] exprz 

Example 

060400 .DIOA DIA = 060400 

070410 
070610 

.NREL 
DIA 

DIAC 
2, TTl 
2, TTl 

9 10 15 

NOTE: If you use thiS pseudo-op to defme a three-character 
symbol which IS followed immediately by the letters S. C, 
or P, the Macroassembler will assume that letter to be an 
optional expression and will set bits 8 and 9 of the InstruClJon 
word as folows: 

Mnemonic 

s 
C 
P 

Bits 8 and 9 

01 
10 
11 



oDIO (ASM and MAC) 
Define an 1/0 Instruction Without 
an Accumulator 

{
instructIOn} 

.010 user-symbol = expressIOn 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
symbol having the value of instructIOn or expression. This 
symbol Implies the format of an lJO instruction Without an 
AC field. One field IS reqUired; It IS assembled as shown 
below. 

I optIonal I s.c.p 
I 

Expre.slon 

o 8 9 10 

The format of user-symbol IS. 

user-symbol expressIOn 

Example 

063400 
063402 

FF 
F 063402 

.010 
SKION 
SKION 
SKION 

SKION = 063400 
2 ;ok 
,1 field needed. 
2,3 ,Too many 

; fields 

15 

NOTE: If you use this pseudo-op to define a three-character 
symbol which IS followed Immediately by the letters S, C, 
or P, the Macroassembler will assume that letter to be an 
optIOnal expression and will set bits 8 and 9 of the instructIOn 
word as follows: 

Mnemonic 

S 
C 
P 

Bits 8 and 9 

01 
10 
11 

.DISD (MAC only) 
Define an Instruction With Source and 
Destination Accumulators 

{
mstruction} 

.DISD user-symbol = expressIOn 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
reference symbol WIth source and destinatIOn fields: 1l does 
not allow the no-load flag or skip conditions The instruction 
cannot cause a skip. The symbol has the value of illstructlOn 
or expressIOn. Thls symbollmpJies the format of an InStruc
non that requires a source and a destinatIOn accumulator 
Two fields are reqUired, and are assembled as shown 

023 • 5 

The format for USing the semipermanent symbol IS. 

user-symbol source-ac destmatlOn-ac 

Example 

000001 TXTM 1 

102710 

030402 
146710 

000162" 
041101 

.OISO 
NREL 
LDA2, 
LOB 2, 

LOB = 

.PTR 

042103 PTA. + 10 2 
000105 TXT "ABCOE" 

102710 

,AC1 loads 
,byte "A" 

15 
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.DISS (MAC only) 
Define an Instruction With Source and 
Destination Accumulators Allowing Skip 

{
instruction} 

.DISS user-symbol = expressIOn 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
reference symbol with source and destination fields. The 
no-load flag cannot be used and no skip condition can be 
specified, but the instruction may cause a skip to occur. 
The .DISS symbols differ from the .DISD symbols only in 
that .DlSS symbols may cause a skip and .DlSD symbols 
never cause a skip. The symbol has the value of instruction 
or expression. This symbol imphes the format of an instruc
tion that requires a source and a destination accumulator. 
Two fields are required and are assembled as shown. 

I I A~' I A~ I 
o 2 3 • 6 16 

The format for using this semipermanent symbol is: 

user-symbol source-ac destirzatlOn-ac 

Example 

101010 

131010 
FF 

.DISS SGT = 101010 

.NREL 
SGT 1, 2 
SGT 1 ; Format error-

; 2 fields needed. 
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.DMR (ASM and MAC) 
Define a Memory Reference Instruction 
With Displacement and Index 

{
instruction} 

.DMR user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semIpermanent 
symbol having the value of Instruction and expression. This 
symbol implies the format of an MR instruction with either 
one or two required fields (an address or a displacement 
and mdex). The fields are assembled as shown below. 

o Ii II 7 8 16 

The format for using this symbol is: 

user-symbol displacement [index] 

The displacement and mdex fields are set according to the 
format used and the set of addreSSing rules described In 

Chapter 4. 

Example 

000000 .DMR JMP = 00000o 
.NREL 

00000'000402 JMP. -r 2 
00001 '003001 JMP @1. 2 
00002'001401 JMP 1. 3 

NOTE: You can use the atom @ m the address field as a 
break character to specify indirect addressing. 



.DMRA (ASM or MAC) 
Define a Memory Reference Instruction 
With Two or Three Fields 

{
instructzon} 

.DMRA user-symbol = expressIOn 

ThIS pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
symbol havmg the value of instructIOn and expression. This 
symbollmphes the format of an MR mstruction With either 
two or three requrred fields. The first field specifies an 
accumulator. Where there are two fields, the second IS an 
implied address. Where there are three fields, the second 
and third fields are displacement and index, respectively. 
The fields are assembled as shown below. 

o 1 2 3 • 5 9 10 15 

user-symbol is used in one of these formats: 

user-symbol expresszon, expr2 

user-symbol expressIOn, expr2 exprJ 

The displacement and index fields are set according to the 
format chosen and the set of addressing rules described in 
Chapter 4 

Example 

020000 

00000'035400 
00001 '030402 
00002'000100 
00102'000004 

. DMRA LOA = 20000 

.NREL 
LDA 3,0,3 
LOA 2, .B+1 
.BlK 100 

.B: .BlK 4 

NOTE: You can use the atom @ in the address field as a 
break character to specify indirect addressing. 

.DO (MAC only) 
Assemble Source Lines Repetitively 
.00 expressIOn 

.00 assembles all source program hnes between Itself and 
ItS correspondmg .ENDC, the number of times given by 
expression. 

Note that nondisk devices, like a card reader or magnetic 
tape, cannot execute a .00 loop more than once, because 
they cannot go back to the begmning of the loop. We rec
ommend that all files you input to the assembler be on disk: 
if any are not, transfer them to disk with the CLl command 
XFER or LOAD, then assemble the disk file. 

Example 

000000 
000004 

00001 '100000 
000001 

00003' 020000 
000003 

00112'010000 
000004 

; Source program 

1=0 
.DO 4 : Assemble loop 

,4 tImeS. 

1BI 
1=1+1 
.ENDC 

, listing 

1=0 
.DO 4 ;Assemble loop 

;4 tImes . 
1BI 
1=1+1 
.ENDC 

1BI 
1=1+1 
.ENDC 

1BI 
1=1+ 1 
.ENDC 

;4 tImes. 

;4 tImes. 

NOTES: .DOs may be nested to any depth, the innermost 
.00 corresponding to the innermost .ENDC, etc. 

Chapter 6 describes the handling of .DOs and other con
ditionals within macros. 
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. DUSR (ASM and MAC) 
Define User Symbol Without Formatting 

{
instruction} 

.DUSR user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a semipermanent 
symbol havmg the value of instruction or expression which 
follows the equal sign. UnlIke other semipermanent sym
bols, a symbol defined by .DUSR is merely given a value 
and has no implied formatting. It may be used anywhere a 
single-precision operand would be used. 

Symbols defined by .DUSR do not become part of the 
RLDR symbol table. 

Example 

.zREL 
000025 .DUSR S = 25 
000250 .DUSR C = S·10 

. NREL 
00001 " n555 B-C 
00002'006712 S·C+2 
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.DXOP (MAC only) 
Define an Instruction With Source, 
Destination, and Operation Fields 

{
i nstructlOn} 

.DXOP user-symbol = expression 

This pseudo-op defines user-symbol as a reference symbol 
With source and destination fields and an optional operation 
number field. The symbol has the value of Instruction or 
expression. This symbol Implies the format of an instructIOn 
that requires a source and a destination accumulator. Two 
fields are required; a third is optional. The fields are as
sembled as shown. 

~~I __ AC~ia-+I __ A~~+I~~~~_~~:~~n~_m_w~i-4--r-~~~--~I 
o I 2 3 4 5 9 10 15 

The format for using this semipermanent symbol IS . 

user-symbol source-ac destmatlOn-ac operatIOn-no . 

Example 

100030 .DXOP XOP = 100030 
.NREL 

00000'130630 XOP 1, 2, 6 
00001'154030 XOP 2, 3 ; Operation no. 

; IS optional 



~---

~--
/ 

.EJEC 
Begin a New Listing Page 
.EJEC 

(MAC only) .END (ASM and MAC) 
End-or-Program Indicator 
.END [expression] 

.EJEC begins a new page in the listing output. This pseudo-op tennmates a source program. providing an 
end-of-program indicator for RLDR. The expressioll is an 
optional argument specifying a starting address for execu
tIOn. RLDR intlalizes the fIrst TCB PC to the last address. 
if any, specified by an assembled binary. ExecutIOn of the 
save file begms at this address. (If RLDR fmds no starting 
address among modules bound, an error message IS given.) 

Example 

; Source program 

.EXTD SYM 

MOVS 1, 2 
.EJEC 
LDAO. SYM 

.END 

,Listing page 1 . 

131300 

. EXTN SYM 

MOVS 1,2 
.EJEC 

,listing page 2 

020001$ LOA 0, SYM 

.END 

Example 

.TITL GTSET 
102440 GTSET' SUBO 0, 0 ;Inrtlahze 

tor startup 

.ENDGTSET 
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.ENDC (ASM and MAC) 
Specify the End of Conditional Assembly 
.ENDC [user-symbol] 

If you omit user-symbol, .ENDC terminates lines for re
petitive assembly (lines following .00) or lines whose as
sembly is conditional (lines following .lFE, .IFG, .!FL, or 
. IFN). 

If your syntax is .ENOC user-symbol, this pseudo-op both 
terminates assembly of lines following the last .00 or .IFx 
and suppresses the assembly of lines following .ENDC until 
the scan encounters another user-symbol enclosed in square 
brackets. 

Example 

000001 
000000 

.IFN HDR 
o 
.ENDC LABEL 

000022 (LABEL) 22 

; Assemble only if 
; HDR is nonzero. 
; Skip to LABEL 
;If HDR IS nonzero. 
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.ENT (ASM and MAC) 
Derme a Program Entry 
.ENT user-symbol. [user-symbol.] 

This pseudo-op declares each user-symbol as a symbol that 
is defined within this source file and that may be referenced 
by separately-assembled programs . 

A user symbol appearing in a .ENT pseudo-op must be 
defined as a user symbol w1thin the program. This symbol 
must be unique from external entries defined in other bin
aries loaded together to form a save file. If it is not unique, 
RLDR will issue a message indicating multiply-defined en
tries. 

You can reference any user symbol from separately-assem
bled programs by using one of the following pseudo-ops: 

.EXTD 

.EXTN 

.GADD 

.GLOC 

.GREF 

Example 

00000-077777 

00000'006000-

.TITLA 

.ENTB, .C 

.EXTN C 

.zREL 

.C:C 

B:JSR@ .C 
.END 



.ENTO (ASM and MAC) 
Define an Overlay Entry 
.ENTO overlay-name 

The . ENTO pseudo-op enables you to assign a symbohc 
name to a file which will eventually be an overlay. (If you 
omit .ENTO, you must reference the overlay later by mem
ory node number and overlay number-which is a nuisance.) 

You can then access the overlay from the root program by 
overlay-name, which must be declared as an .EXTN in the 
root program. 

CAUTION: An overlay name cannot appear elsewhere in 
the file which delcares it as an overlay name, since its value 
is assigned at load time. 

Example 

)0001 

)2520 PROC1' 

000001 

077777 

020411 START: 
006017 
012004 

020000-
126000 
006017 
020004 

000024" 
051117 
047524 
027117 
046000 

~---~~-

.TITL METER 

.ENTO METER 

. ENT PROC1 

.TXTM 1 

.NREL 
SUBZL 0, 0 

.END 

.TITL ROOT 

. EXTN METER 

.TXTM 1 

.ZREL 

.METER: METER 

.NREL 
LDAO .. OFILE 
.SYSTM 
.OVOPN 4 

;Thls is the 
: overlay . 

; Root program . 

; Get name 
;and open ROOT.OL 
;on channel 4. 

LOA 0, .METER ; POinter. 
ACC 1, 1 ; Uncono. 1080. 
.SYSTM 
.OVLOD 4 ; Load METER. 

.OFILE .. + 1·2 

.TXT "ROOT.OL" 

---- --~----

.EOF, .EOT 
Explicit End-of-File 
.EOF 
.EOT 

(MAC only) 

Either pseudo-op indicates the end of an input file, but not 
the end of an input source; It provides an explicit end-of
file for any source module but the last one in a series for 
assembly. If .EOF pseudo-ops are missing from source mod
ules, the assembler supplies them implIcitly. 

Example 

.TITLMPROG 

.EOF 

Note that .EOF could be omitted in the example, with no 
effect on the assembly. 
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• EXTD (ASM and MAC) 
Define an External Displacement Reference 
.EXTD user-symbol J [ ••• user-symbol.] 

This pseudo-op declares each user-symbol as a symbol which 
may be referenced by this program but which IS defined in 
some other program. The user-symbol must be declared by 
an .ENT pseudo-op in the program which defines it. 

Any .EXTD user-symbol may be an address or displacement 
of a memory reference instruction. It can also specify the 
contents of a l6-bit storage word. 

If used as a page zero address or as a displacement, the 
value of the entry must meet these specific requirements: 

O(page-zero-address( 377 
- 200 (displacement (200 

NOTES: As a restriction, .EX1D can have only 25610 unique 
user symbols. 

Because the displacement field of memory reference in
structions must fit in 8 bits, RLDR will usually report an 
error if the user symbol referenced has an address displace
ment of more than 8 bits. RLDR will not check the symbol, 
and thus not report an error, if the left byte of the instruction 
word is 0 (as it would be for a JMP instruction with an 
index mode of 0). Therefore, you should make sure that 
any JMP instruction without an index, which uses an .EXTD 
address, can be resolved in a displacement within 8-bit 
bounds. 

Example 

.TITLC 

.ENT LIST 

.LOC 100 
LIST: LlST1 

LlST2 
LlST3 

.END 

.TITL 0 

.EXTD LIST 

.NREL 
LOA 2, C2 
LOA 0, LIST, 2 ; Pick UP 3rd 

; LIST entry, LlST3. 

C2: 2 
.END 
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.EXTN (ASM and MAC) 
Define an External Normal Reference 
.EXTN user-symbolJ [ ... user-symbol.] 

This pseudo-op declares each user-symbol as a symbol that 
is externally defined in some other program but may be 
referenced by the current program. The user-symbol must 
be declared using an .ENT pseudo-op in the program which 
defines it. 

.EXTN user-symbol specifies only the contents of a l6-bit 
storage word. The value at load time must therefore be a 
number from 0 through 65,535. 

Example 

.TITLB 

.EXTN C 

.ZREL ; Put pOinter In ZREL 
00000-077777 .C· C 

.NREL 

00000'006000· JSR @ .C 



.EXTU (ASM and MAC) 
Treat Undefined Symbols as External 
Displacements 
. EXTU 

This pseudo-op causes the assembler to treat all symbols 
that are undefmed after pass I as If they had appeared in 
an .EXTD statement. Use .EXTU carefully; if you forget 
to define each .EXTU symbol elsewhere, RLDR will detect 
each undefined symbol. 

Example 

.TITLE A13 

. EXTU 
'020001$ LOA 0, MURKO 

.END 

-- ---- -----

.GADD (ASM and MAC) 
Add an Expression Value to an External 
Symbol 
.GADD user-symbol expressIOn 

.GADD (global add) generates a storage word ""hose con
tents are resolved at load time. The value of user-symbol 
is sought and. if found. Its value IS added to expresSIOn to 
form the contents of the storage word. If the user-symbol 
is not found, an RLDR error will result and the storage word 
will contain just the value of expression 

The user-symbol must be a symbol defined in some sepa
rately-assembled binary in conjunction with a .EI\'1". ENTO . 
or .COMM pseudo-op. 

NOTE: To resolve .GADD user-s~·mbol. RLDR requires 
that user-symbol be defined In a precedmg relocatable bi
nary. The file which defines user-symbol must precede any 
file(s) which use .GADD user-symbol, in the RLDR com
mand line. If, after assembling the example below. you 
issued the command RLDR Y X, the value shared would 
be 207. If you transposed the loading order (RLDR X Yl. 
then RLDR would resolve the value 7, and an errcr message 
would result. 

Example 

00100 

.TITLE Y 

.ENTA 
000200 .LOC 200 

A. 
.END 
.TITLE X 
.EXTN A 

000100 .LOC 100 
000007 .GADD A, 3+4 

. END 

;Value of A is 200. 

; Assembler 
; assigns value of 7 . 
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.GLOC (ASM and MAC) 
Reserve an Absolute Data Block 
.GLOe user-symbol 

This pseudo-op tells RLDR to load the following block of 
data starting at the location assigned to user-symbol. You 
can tenninate the absolute block by a .LOC, .NREL, .ZREL, 
or .END pseudo-op. 

Within the .GLOe block, there can be no external refer
ences, no label definitions, and no label references. 

.GLOe reserves locations in memory, and these locations 
may have impact on binaries loaded earlier or later in the 
RLDR command line. 

NOTE: One source file cannot both define user-symbol and 
use it in a .GLOe statement. You must define user-symbol 
via the .eOMM (or .ENT) pseudo-op in one source file 
before you can use .GLOe user-symbol in another source 
file(s). The .GLOe file(s) must declare user-symbol external 
(.EXTN), or an assembler U error will occur. The defining 
binary must precede the .GLOe binaries in the RLDR com
mand hne or a fatal RLDR will occur. 

Example 

.TITLE A 
000003 .COMM MYAREA,3 

.END 

.TITLE B 

.NREL 

.EXTN MYAREA 

. GLOC MYAREA 
00000'000001 1 
00001'000002 2 
00002'000003 3 

.END 

; Program B 
; will initialize 
;prog A's 
; named common area . 
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.GOTO (MAC only) 
Suppress Assembly Temporarily 
.GOTO user-symbol 

This pseudo-op suppresses the assembly of hnes until the 
scan encounters another user symbol enclosed in square 
brackets. 

Example 

.GOTO LABEL 
LOA 0,0,2 

040001 [LABEL] STA 0, TEMP 

00000o TEMP: 0 

; Don't assemble 
; thiS instruction. 
; Start 
;assembling again here 

~----- --~ -----



.GREF (MAC only) 
Add an Expression Value to an External 
Symbol (080) 
.GREF user-symbol expression 

The .GREF (global reference) pseudo-op functions exactly 
like the .GADD pseudo-op except that when RLDR resolves 
the contents of the storage word (adds the value of symbol 
and the value of expressIon), a carry out of the low order 
fifteen bit positions is never allowed to alter bit zero. 

Example 

See .GADD. 

.IFE, .IFG, .IFL, .IFN (ASM and MAC) 
Perform Conditional Assembly 
.IFE expression 
.IFG expression 
.IFL expression 
.IFN expressIOn 

The lines followmg these pseudo-ops will be assembled if 
the condition defined in the pseudo-op is met. You must 
always terminate the conditional lines with an .ENDC. The 
pseudo-ops define the following conditIOns: 

.IFE expr 

.IFG expr 

.IFL expr 

. IFN expr 

Assemble if expr equals O. 
Assemble if expr is greater than 0 
Assemble if expr is less than O . 
Assemble If expr is not equal to 0 

The value field of the hstmg IS I If the condition IS true 
and 0 if the condition IS false. 

Example 

00000o A=O 
00000o B=A 

.NREL 
000000 .IFE B-2 

LOA O,A ; Expression eval-
. EIII OC ;uates to false 

00000'020000 LOA 0, B ;in these cases, 
;50 the LOAs aren't assembled. 

000001 .IFL B·2 ; Expr evaluates 
00001'020000 LOA 0, A ;to true in 

.ENOC ;these cases, 
000001 .lFN B-2 ; so the LOAs 

00002'020000 LOA 0, A ;are assembled . 
. ENOC 

NOTES: .IFs may be nested to any depth, with the inner
most .IF corresponding to the innermost .ENDC, etc. Note 
that all .IF conditions are degenerate forms of .DOs. For 
example: .IFG A is equivalent to .DO A > O. 

Chapter 6 describes handling of .IFs and DOs within macros. 
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.LMIT 
Load Part of a Binary Module 
.LMIT user-symbol 

(MAC only) 

ThIS pseudo-op specIfIes partIal loading of the assembler's 
binary output by RLDR. A .LMIT pseudo-op in one RB 
file will cause an RB later In the loadmg process to be 
partially loaded. The user-symbol must appear as an .ENTry 
pomt In the later-loaded RB file. At load time, the RB will 
be bound only as far as the first occurrence of user-symbol; 
see Figure 5.2. 

Order of Loading 

. TITL A } 

.END 

L 

_____ L_M_IT_S_Y_M_-' Module A 

SYM' 

TITLB 
.END 

TITLC 
END 

TITLD 
.ENTSYM 

END 

II Module B 

II Module C 

I ModuleD 

) 
Figure 5_2 Partial loading of a binary module SD-00645 

In this example, Module D contains the entry point SYM 
that corresponds to the user-symbol SYM appearing in the 
.LMIT pseudo-op in Module A. RLDR will bind D up to, 
but not including, the line identified by SYM. 

The limiting symbol, in this case SYM, must be declared 
an entry pomt in the module to be partially loaded. If the 
limiting symbol is in NREL, all of Module D ZREL will 
be loaded and Module D NREL will be loaded up to the 
hmiting symbol. If the hmitmg symbol IS in ZREL, NREL 
will be completely loaded and ZREL will be loaded up to 
the limiting symbol. A module may be limited in NREL 
and in ZREL by two different symbols. If two symbols limit 
either NREL or ZREL, the lower symbol in value will be 
the limning symbol. There are no restrictions on the number 
of hmitmg symbols that you may use. 

If the hmlted module IS in a library, the module will be 
loaded up to its hmiting symbol, even if the module would 
otherwise not have been loaded (that is even if there is no 
undefined external to cause the library to be loaded). 

If there is an undefined external that references an entry 
point in the unloaded part of the module, the module will 
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still be only partially loaded. as mdicated by the hmitmg 
symbol. 

All of the entry pOints of a partially loaded module Will 
appear on the load map as if the correspondmg parts of the 
module were actually loaded. Any references to them will 
be resolved, but, of course, will actually pomt Into the 
succeedmg module. 

NOTE: The .LMIT mechamsm enters user-symbol 10 the 
RLDR symbol table as an entry point with a value of lOOOOOR 

After defimng a .LMIT symbol. you must use it only as a 
hmiting symbol in the program, because RLDR assumes 
that any later reference to this symbol is a .LMIT instructIon . 
and does not flag It as a multiply-defined symbol 



·LOC (ASM and MAC) 
Set the Current Location Counter 
.LOC expression 

This pseudo-op sets the current location counter to the value 
and relocation property given by expressIOn. The default 
value IS absolute zero. 

Exceptions 

If .LOC IS pushed (.PUSH) to the assembler vanable stack 
(see Stack Pseudo-op and Values In this chapter) and IS 
subsequently used to restore the location counter. for ex
ample. 

.PUSH 

.LOC 
.LOC 
.POP 

then the value IS Ignored and only the relocation property 
IS changed This allows you to save the current relocation 
mode withIn a macro and restore it correctly. wlthout af
fecting the relative locatIOn counter value which may have 
been altered within the macro. 

Example 

00000 000000 

00000'000000 

00000-000000 
000100 

00100 000000 
U00101 000000 
U00102 000000 

000001 
00001 000000 

000001-
00001-000000 

000003-
00003-177777-
00004-000000· 

AO 
NREL 

NOO 
ZREL 

2:0 
.LOC 100 
A 
B 
C 
.LOC A+ 1 
A 
.LOC Z+1 
A 
.LOC +1 
2-1 
Z 

,Undefined 
;Oltto 

,MinUS 1. 

.MACRO (MAC onl~') 
Name a Macro Definition 
MACRO macro-name 

This pseudo-op defmes macro-name as the name of the 
macro defInition that follows Any lIne or hnes that 1'0110\\ 

are part of the macro defmItion up to the first q character 
encountered. 

After defInitIOn. macro-name calls the macro. 

Example 

MACRO TEST ,Macroname 
1 . Macro 
2 ,deflm-
3 ,tlon 

,Call macro With arguments 4,5.6 
TEST 4,5,6 

00000 000004 4 , Macro 
00001 000005 5 ,dellnl' 
00002 000006 6 , lion 

. Change radiX, call macro With 
:arguments OA, OB, OC 
000024 ROX 20 

TEST OA. OB. OC 
00003000012 OA ; Macro 
00004 000013 OB ,dellnl-
00005000014 OC :tlon 
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.MCALL 
Indicate Macro Usage 
[condl1ional-or-.DO].MCALL[expression] 

(MAC only) 

.MCALL has a value I if the macro containing it has been 
called on the assembly pass, and a value 0 if this is the first 
call on this pass. If used outside a macro, its value is - 1. 

Example 

. MACRO TEST2 

.00 .MCALL)O 
JSR @ .X ; JSR if not 1 st call. 
.ENDC 
. 00 .MCALL= =0 ;If 1st call. gen-

.PUSH .LOC 

.ZREL 

.Z: X 

.LOC .POP 
JSR X 
JMP XEND 
X: 'HI' 

JMP 0, 3 
XEND .. ENDC 
% 

; erate subroutine. 
: Save location counter 

: Pointer to subroutine. 
; Restore loc. counter. 
;CaIiX. 
; Jump past X on rtn. 
; Code Which will 
;assemble only once. 
; Retum. 
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.NOCON (MAC only) 
Inhibit or Re-enable Listing Condition Lines 
.NOCON expression 

This pseudo-op either inhibits or permits hsting of those 
conditional portions of the source program that do not meet 
the conditions given for assembly. If the value of expression 
is not zero, listing is inhibited; if the value of expression 
equals zero, listing occurs. If you omit .NOCON. listing 
occurs . 

.NOCON does not affect conditional portions of the source 
program that would be assembled . 

The value of .NOCON is the value of the last expression. 

Example 

; listing: 
000003 A=3 
00000o .NOCON 0 
000000 .00 4 = = A 

5 
3 
.ENDC 

000001 .D04==(A+1) 
00007'000005 5 

3 
.ENDC 

000001 .NOCON 1 

000001 .004= = (A+ 1) 
00011 '000005 5 

3 
.ENDC 

Source Program. 
;A=3 
; .NOCON 0 
; .004= =A 
: 5 
;3 
; .ENDC 

; .004= =(A+1) 
;5 
;3 

.ENDC 

; .NOCON 1 
; .D04=mA 
; 5 
;3 
; .ENDC 

; .004= =(A+1) 
; 5 
;3 
;.ENDC 



. NOLOC (MAC only) 
Inhibit or Re-enable Listing Source Lines 
Without Location Fields 

~- .NOLOC expressIon 

~--

This pseudo-op either inhibits or pennits listing of lines 
which lack a location field. If the value of expression does 
not equal zero, listing is inhibited; if the value of expression 
equals 0, listing occurs. If you omit .NOLOC, listing oc
curs. 

The value of .NOLOC is the value of the last expression. 

Example 

; Source Program. 

.TXTM 1 

.NREL 

.NOLOC 0 

.TXT "ABCDEFGHIJKL" 

.NOLOC 1 

. TXT "ABCDEFGHIJKL" 
LOA 0, .TMP 

.LOC .+10 

.TMP:O 

. END 

;Usting: 

000001 .TXTM 1 
.NREL 

00000o .NOLOC 0 
040502 .TXT "ABCDEFGHIJKL" 
041504 
042506 
043510 
044512 
045514 
000000 
040502 .TXT "ABCDEFGHIJKL" 
020411 LOA 0, .TMP 
00000o .TMP. 0 

;Won't pnnt. 
; Nor will thiS print . 
:Pnnts. 
; LOA pnnts 
; because i1 has a 
; location held. 
; This won't print. 
;Thls pnnts . 
; .END won't print. 

: Prints. 
; LOA prints. 
; ThiS prints. 

.NOMAC (MAC only) 
Inhibit or Re-enable Listing Macro Expansions 
.NOMAC expression 

This pseudo-op either inhibits or permits the hstmg of macro 
expansions. If expression evaluates to zero, macro expan
sions will be listed; otherwise, macro expansions are mhl
bited .. NOMAC can also be used within a macro definition 
to inhibit listmg selectively. If you omit .NOMAC, expan
sions are listed. 

The value of .NOMAC is the value of the last expression. 

Example 

.MACRO OR 
COM 1 1 
AND 1, 2 
ADC 1, 2 

000001 .NOMAC 1 

00000 124000 

000000 .NOMAC 0 

00003 174000 
00004 163400 
00005 162000 

00006 000005 
00007 000006 

; Do not expand 

; Call macro with args 1 and 2' 

OR [1,2) 

; Resume expanding. 
;Call macro with args 3 and O' 

OR [3,0) COM 3, 3 
AND 3,0 
ACC 3, 0 

; Here IS another macro' 
.MACRO TEST 4 

5 
6 
.NOMAC 1 :You can Inhibit 
;or re-enable expansions 
;at any time In a macro. 
7 
10 
% 
;Now, call TEST 4: 
TEST 4 
5 
6 
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.NREL (ASM and MAC) 
Specify NREL Code Relocation 
.NREL 

This pseudo-op assembles the following code using NREL 
code relocation. 

Example 

00000'000123 
00001 '000456 

.NREL 
EXMP1' 123 

456 
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.PASS 
Number of Assembly Pass 
[conduional-or- . DO) PAS S [ express ion) 

(MAC onl)') 

.PASS has a value of zero on pass I and a value of one on 
pass 2 of assembly. 

Example 

The following macro. HIFND. picks the largest argument 
from a list of posItive numbers and assembles it into a 
location at the end of pass I: 

.MACRO HIFND 

.lFE .PASS 
1 = 2 ; Init counter. 

1=0 
.00 .ARGCT*1 
.lFG 1- 1 

1= I 
.ENDC 
1=1+1 

.ENDC 

%1 

The calling sequence for thIS macro IS as follows: 
HIFND temp-sym value) ... , value" 

HIFND uses temp-sym to hold the current highest value and 
the resulting highest value In the argument list. That value 
is then put into a storage word at the current location counter. 



/-

.POP (MAC only) 
Pop and Value and Relocation of Last Item 
Pushed Onto Stack 
[expression] POP 

The value of .POP is the value and relocation property of 
the last expression pushed onto the vanable stack (.PUSH 
pseudo-op). In addition .POP pops the value and relocation 
property. 

If there are no values on the variable stack .. POP has a 
value of zero (i.e .. absolute relocation) and an overflow 
flag (0) will be given to the line in which it is used. 

Example 

000025 
00000 000025 

000025 
000015 

00001 00001 5 

000025 
00002 000025 

000003 000000 

00000'000100 
000100' 

00100' 000100' 
000100' 
000101' 

00101'000101' 
000100' 

00102'000100' 

A=25 
A 
PUSH A 
A= 15 

A 

A=.POP 
A 
.POP ; Overflow 

; error 
.END 

.NREL 

.BLK 100 
A= 

.PUSH A 
A=. 
A 
A=.POP 
A 
.END 

.PUSH (MAC only) 
Push a Value and its Relocation Propert~· 
Onto a Stack 
.PUSH expression 

ThIS pseudo-op allows you to save the value and relocation 
properties of any vahd assembler expressIOn on the assem
bler stack. Additional expression~ may be pushed until the 
stack space is exhausted The stack is referenced by the 
permanent symbols . POP and. TOP. As wIth any pu~h do\\ n 
stack, the last expression pushed is the first expre~sion to 
be popped. 

Example 

The current value of the input radix may be saved. Its value 
altered, then restored. by the followmg statements 

000010 RDX8 
000010 .PUSH .RDX 
000012 .RDX 10 
000010 .RDX POP 
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·RB (MAC only) 
Name a Relocatable Binary File 
.RB fiLename 

This pseudo-op names the relocatable binary file, fiLename, 
that is the output of MAC assembly. If more than one .RB 
pseudo-op occurs in the source, the .RBs will be flagged 
With an M (multiply-defined symbol) and the binary file 
will have the name given in the first pseudo-op encountered. 

If you insert the global IN switch in the MAC command 
line, denoting that no binary file is to be created, the .RB 
pseudo-op is ignored. If you use the local IB switch, the 
. RB pseudo-op will be ovemdden and the bmary file will 
have the name given preceding the IB switch. The prece
dence for naming the relocatable binary file is as follows: 

Precedence Binary Name 

Highest IB name 
.RB name 

Lowest Default name (first name in MAC line) 

One of the primary uses of .RB is in conditional assembly 
code when alternative file names are to be used, depending 
upon the type of assembly; for example, in mapped and 
unmapped versions of an .RB file. 

Example 

000001. IFE MSW 

. RB SYSTEM.RB 

.ENDC 
000000. IFN MSW 

.RB MSYST.RB 

.ENDC 

;MSWmeans 
; mapped switches- See file 
; "oRDOS.SR" . 
; Name binary 
; "SYSTEM.RB". 
; Name binary 
; "MSYST.RB" 
; (mapped). 
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.RDX (ASM and MAC) 
Radix for Numeric Input Conversion 
.RDX expression 

This pseudo-op defines the radix to be used for numeric 
input conversion by the assembler. The expression is evalu
ated in decimal and the range of expression is: 

2(expression(20 

The default radix is 8. 

The numeric value of .RDX is the current input radix. 

NOTE: Input and output radices are entirely distinct. Setting 
the input radix does not affect the listing radix. 

(.RDX) 

Example 

(Assuming a listing output radix of 8:) 

000010 .RDX8 
00000 000123 123 

000012 .RDX 10 
00001 000173 123 

000020 .RDX 16 
00002 000443 123 
00003 000020 (.RDX) ; Current value of 

; input radix. 



.RDXO (MAC only) 
Radix for Numeric Output Conversion 
.RDXO expression 

This pseudo-op defines the radix ro be used for number 
conversion by the assembler. The expression is evaluated 
in decimal and the range of expression is: 

8 (expression (20 

The default output radix is 8. 

The numeric value of .RDXO is always expressed as 10. 
.RDXO is printed as (.RDXO). 

Example 

00012 .RDX 10 ; Input radix 10. 
00010 . RDXO 10;Output radix 10. 

00004 00077 77 ; DeCimal listing. 
00005 00022 22 
00006 00045 45 

00008 .RDX 8 ; Input radix 8. 
000010 .RDXO 8 ;Output radix S. 

00007 000077 77 
00010 000022 22 
00011 000045 45 

000020 .RDX 16 ; Input rdx 16. 
0010 .RDX016;Output rdx 16. 

OOOOA 0077 77 ; Hex listing. 
00008 0022 22 
OOOOC 0045 45 

000010 .RDXO S ; Output rdx S, 
00015 000167 77 ; input stays 16-
00016 000042 22 ; octal hsting. 
00017 000105 45 ;hex Input. 

00010 .RDXO 10;Output rdx 10-
00016 00119 77 ; Decimal listing, 
00017 00034 22 ;Hex Input. 
00018 00069 45 

00010 .RDX 10 ; Input rdx 10, 
0010 .RDXO 16; Output rdx 16. 

00013 0040 77 ; Dec. input, 
00014 0016 22 ; hex listing. 
00015 0020 45 
00016 0010 (.RDXO) ;Value of output rdx 

; always prints as 10. 
OOOS .RDX 8 ; Restore radixes. 

000010 .RDXOS 

.REV (MAC only) 
Set the Revision Level 
.REV major-revIsion-no. mmor-renSI01l-no. 

This pseudo-op Identifies the revision level of a program: 
it may be placed anywhere in the source module. The major 
and mmor revision levels are entered as numbers 10 the 
current radix. Revision levels are carried IOtO the RB file 
and then into the save file. Both the major and minor reviSIOn 
levels have a numeric range of 0 through 99. 

If two or more RB files containmg revision numbers are to 
be loaded into a program, RLDR chooses the revision level 
for the file as follows: 

• If the save file is to have the same name as any RB file. 
the revision in that RB will be carried over to the save 
file . 

• Otherwise, reviSion level IOformatlon will be selected 
from the first RB loaded that contains such information. 

• If none of the modules being loaded contams revIsion 
information, the save file will be assigned major and 
minor revision number 00.00. 

For example, assume that SCHED.RB, IODRIV.RB, and 
DISP.RB are to be loaded into SCHED.SV. If SCHED.RB 
contains revision information, that revision information will 
be passed to the program file. If SCHED.RB does not con
tain revision information, the revision information contamed 
in either .I0DRIV.RB or DISP.RB will be passed depend
ing upon which module is loaded first. 

Use the eLI command REV to obtain revision information 
of a save file. 

Example 

000001 
00422 005001 

.TITL MART 

.EXTN .TASK, .LlM 

.TXTM 1 

.REV 12, 1 ; Revision 
: level information IS 
;In octal (default Input 
,radiX.) 
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·TITL (ASM and MAC) 
Entitle an RB file 
. TITL user-symboL 

This pseudo-op names a binary file. This title IS required 
by the library file editor to distinguish binaries that have 
been grouped into a library. The title given is printed at the 
top of every listing page. The user-symboL need not be 
unique from other symbols defined by the program, but it 
should not be used as a macro name. 

If you omit .TITL. the assembler supplies the default title: 
.MAIN. 

Example 

.TITL SYMS 
000001 . TXTM 1 
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.TOP (MAC only) 
Value and Relocation of Last Stack Expression 
.TOP 

.TOP has the value and relocation property of the last 
expression pushed to the vanable stack .. TOP differs from 
. POP in that the symbol does not pop the last pushed expres
sion from the stack. If no expressions are pushed. zero 
(absolute relocation) is returned and the overflo\\- flag (0) 
is given. 

Example 

000020 
00027 000020 
00030 000020 

PUSH 20 
.TOP 
TOP 



. TXT, . TXTE, . TXTF, . TXTO 

Specify a Text String 
. TXTasTrlllga 
TXTEastri'lga 
. TXTFastringa 
.TXTOastringa 

(ASM and 
MAC) 

These pseudo-ops cau~e the assembler to scan the input 
folloWIng the character a up to the next occurrence of the 
character a In stTlng mode. The character a rna) be any 
character not used withIn the stTlng except null. line feed. 
or rubout: a delimits. but is not part of. the string. You may 
u!>e RETURN or FORM FEED to continue the string from 
hne to line or page to page. but these characters are not 
stored a~ part of the text string. 

Every two bytes generate a single storage word containmg 
ASCli codes for the bytes Storage of a character of a string 
requlre~ seven bIts of an eight-bit byte. You can set the 
leftmost (panty) bit to O. I. even panty or odd parity as 
follows: 

.TXT Sets leftmost bIt to 0 unconditionally . 

. TXTF Sets leftmost bit to I unconditionally . 

. TXTE Sets leftmost bit for even parity on byte . 

. TXTO Sets leftmost bIt for odd parity on byte. 

By default. bytes are packed left/nght. and a null byte is 
generated as the terminating byte. 

You can change the packing mode with the. TXTM pseudo
op. If an even number of bytes are assembled. you can 
suppress the null word following these packed bytes WIth 
the . TXTN pseudo-op. 

WIthin the string. you can use angle brackets (0) to delimit 
an arithmetiC expression. The expression will be evaluated. 
masked to seven bits. and the eighth bit set as specified by 
the pseudo-op. ThiS is the only means. for example. to store 
a carriage return and/or line feed character as part of the 
text string. Note that no logical operators are permitted 
wIthIn the expressIon . 

. TXT "LINE) (15) (12)" (CR) 

Example 

000001 TXTM 1 
00000 040502 TXT 'AS CO . Each example 

020103 
042000 

00003040502 .TXTE 'AS CD" : assembles 
120303 
042000 

00006140702 TXTF 'AS CD' . text string 
120303 
142000 

00011 140702 .TXTO "AS CD . AB CD 
020103 
142000 
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. TXTM (ASM and MAC) 
Change Text Byte Packing 
. TXTM expression 

This pseudo-op changes the packing of bytes generated us
ing the text pseudo-ops, . TXT, . TXTE, . TXTF, or . TXTO. 
If expression evaluates to zero, bytes are packed right/left; 
if expression does not evaluate to zero, bytes are packed 
left/right. If you omit .TXTM, bytes are packed right/left. 

The value of .TXTM. expressed as (.TXTM), is the value 
of the last expression. 

Example 

000000 .TXTM 0 
00000 041101 . TXT "AS CO" 

041440 
000104 

00003 000000 (TXTM) 
000001 . TXTM 1 

00006 040502 .TXT "AS CO" 
020103 

042000 
00011 000001 (.TXTM) 
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. TXTN (ASM and MAC) 
Determine Text String Termination 
. TXTN expression 

This pseudo-op detennines whether or not a string that con
tains an even number of characters will tenninate With a 
word consisting of two zero bytes. (When the number of 
characters 10 the string is odd, the last word contams a zero 
byte in all cases.) If you omit .TXTN, the string tenninates 
on a zero word. 

If expression evaluates to zero, all text strings containing 
an even number of bytes will termmate with a full word 
zero. If expression does not evaluate to zero, any text string 
containing an even number of bytes tenninates With a word 
containing the last two characters of the string . 

The value of .TXTN, expressed as (.TXTN), IS the value 
of the last expression . 

Example 

00000 

00003 

00004 

00006 

000000 
030462 

031464 
00000o 
000000 
000001 
030462 
031464 
000001 

.TXTN 0 

.TXT·1234·· 

(.TXTN) 
.TXTN 1 
.TXT "1234" 

(.TXTN) 



.XPNG (ASM and MAC) 
Remove All Nonpermanent Macro and Symbol 
Definitions 
.XPNG 

This pseudo-op removes all macro defimtions and all symbol 
defimtions, except permanent, from the assembler's symbol 
table .. XPNG is used primarily as follows: 

l. You write a program containing .XPNG followed by 
definitions of any semipermanent symbols. 

2. The program IS assembled using the global switch IS to 
the MAC command. This causes the assembler to stop 
the assembly after pass I and save the symbols in MAC. PS. 

3. You can then use the MAC.PS with those semipermanent 
symbols defined m step 2 to assemble other files. 

Chapter 8 further describes this mechanism. 

Note that file NBID.SR begins with a .XPNG. 

Example 

.TITL 

.XPNG 

.DMRA 
DMRA 
.END 

XP 

LOA = 20000 
STA = 40000 

After assembling and loadmg XP, you issue the CLI com
mand: 

MACIS XP (CR) 

The assembler's symbol table now contains values for LDA 
and STA. 

.ZREL (ASM and MAC) 
Specify Page Zero Relocation 
.ZREL 

This pseudo-op assembles subsequent source hnes using 
page zero relocatable addresses (these addresses extend from 
50s through 3778, If ZREL mode is exited during assembly. 
the current .ZREL value is mamtamed and is used if .ZREL 
mode is entered agam. 

Example 

00064 000000 

00000-000000 
00001-000000 

000100 
00100 000064 

00002-000064 

AL:O 
.ZREL 

Z:O 
ZL.O 

.LOC 100 
AL 
.ZREL 
AL 
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Chapter 6 

Advanced Features of the Macroassembler 

The Macro Facility 
The macro facility allows a string of source characters, 
sometimes consisting of many lines, to be named and sub
sequently referenced by name. This string of source char
acters if the macro definition (or simply macro). While 
defining a macro, you assign it a symbol; this symbol will 
represent a macro call whenever it appears withm your 
program. During assembly, the symbol expands to the orig
inal string. The onginal string may contain formal argu
ments. and the macro call actual arguments; the actual 
arguments replace the formal arguments as each macro call 
expands the macro symbol. 

Macro Definition 
Although you may write a macro definition only once, you 
can use the macro as often as needed. Each macro definition 
has the form: 

.MACRO 0 user-symbol (CR) 
mac ro-definition-string% 

where: 

user-symbol is the name that calls the macro. This name 
cannot exceed five characters. 

macro-definition-string is a string of ASCII characters to be 
substituted for the macro call. 

% terminates macro-definition-string and is not part of the 
definition. 

Your user-symbol must conform to the standard rules for 
user sym bois. Within macro-definition-string two characters 
(-- and t ) have special meanings. The back-arrow (-) 
stores the very next character without interpretation; the 
back-arrow is otherwise ignored. The back-arrow conven
tion is generally used to render literally a character that 
would otherwise be interpreted (%, ,or ). It can be 
used with any ASCII character: X and X will both be 
read as X. On some terminals, you enter a backarrow as 
SHIFf-a. 

For example, if you want to use a percent sign (which 
terminates a macro definition) within a macro definition 
string, you use the backarrow. For the definition string 

ABC IS 15% OF 0 

the format would be 

ABC IS 15.-% of 0% 

For a macro-definition-string which actually contains a 
backarrow, such as: 

X-YZ 

the format would be 

X-YZ 

The second character with a special meanmg is the uparrow 
( • ). An uparrow followed by an alphanumeric character 
specifies arguments for macro expansion. This convention 
has the following form: 

• n where n is a digit from 1 to 9. 
+ a where a is a single letter from A to Z. 
+ ?a where a is a single character from the following 

set: A-Z, 0-9, and ? 

A digit following + represents the position of an actual 
argument in the argument list of the macro call. The ar
gument in position n will replace the formal argument n 
wherever n appears within the macro definition. For ex
ample, if the formal argument + 3 occurs in the macro 
definition string, then + 3 will be replaced by the third 
argument in the macro call, as described in the next section. 
(A zero following ~ is unconditionally replaced by the null 
string.) 

t n can be used only for arguments 0 through 9. To ref
erence arguments 10 through 63, you must define a symbol 
in the form of a or ?a having the desired argument number 
in the range 10 through 63. By convention, we use ?0-?9 
to reference arguments 10 through 19. For example: 
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?O= 10. 

.MACROA 
CB= t?O 
% 

Z=7 
; Call macro with ten args: 

A123456789Z 
; CB now has the value of the 
;temh arg, Z, which ,s 7. 

An a or ?a following t is a symbol whose value the as
sembler looks up when it expands the macro. The value of 
the symbol indicates position of the macro argument that 
replaces it (as in + n). The value of a or ?a ranges from 1 
through 63, since no macro can have more than 63 argu
ments. 

The carriage return followmg user-symboL is required to 
distinguish user-symboL from the macro definition string. 

Aside from the +, _ , and %, all characters return from 
macro expansion as they were written. Carriage returns are 
not inserted automatically into macro definitions; when a 
macro definition string contains more than one line of source 
language, you must terminate each line (except the last) 
with an explicit carriage return. 

You must define each expression in a macro deftnition string 
within one line; an expression cannot be broken by a carriage 
return or comments. Thus, each single expression can have 
a maximum of 132 characters, the line limit of the assem
bler. 

If the macro defmition string requires more than one line, 
you should use the % terminator as the last line. If the 
definition does not ftll a single line, terminate the deftnition 
with a %. 

Example of macro definitions are: 

.MACROT 
LOA 0.0,3 
MOVO.O, SNR 
% 
.MACRO EXP 
TEST t 1 +t 2% 

; T is equivalent 
;to this two-
; instruction sequence. 

; EXP defines TEST as 
;the sum of two 
; arguments . 

. MACRO COMM ; COMM expands to a 
;TEST FOR 95-% DONE.%;comment line. 

The use of macros is illustrated further in the remainder of 
this chapter. 

The definition of a macro may be temporarily terminated 
and then continued. This is especially useful when you use 
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a first macro to define a second macro. The first macro may 
terminate definition of the inner macro temporarily, assign 
new values and continue. The macro VFD, described later, 
illustrates this continuation property. 

Syntactically, when a macro of the same name as the last 
defined macro is encountered, the second and subsequent 
definitions are appended, In order, to the first definition. 
For example. 

.MACROTEST 
1=0 
% 

.MACROTEST 
J=O 
% 

;These two macros are equivalent to: 

.MACROTEST 
1=0 
J=O 
% 

Macro Calls 
You can place any number of macro calls for a given macro 
in your source program. A macro call consists of the user 
symbol in a macro definition followed by actual arguments 
to replace the formal arguments (if any) in the macro defi
nition string. 

A macro call has one of the following forms: 

1. user-symbol 
2. user-symbol 0 string, [Ostring] 
3. user-symbol, [0] left-bracket [0] string, t (CR) 

[string][ .. ]right-bracket 

where: 

user-symbol is the name you assigned to the macro defi
nition. 

Each string is an actual argument that will replace the ap
propriate formal argument during macro expansion. 

Left-bracket and right-bracket are ASCII brackets (we use 
these terms because the brackets themselves are notation 
conventions, meaning optional entries). 

The first form of the macro instruction presumes that there 
are no formal arguments within the macro definition. Forms 
2 and 3 presume that one or more formal arguments must 
be replaced by actual arguments. If an argument list extends 
to one or more additional lines , the carriage return character 
acts as an argument delimiter (and therefore should not be 
preceded by comma or space). 



During macro expansion, stnng l replaces every occurrence 
of t 1 (or replaces t a where a evaluates to I), srring2 

replaces every occurrence of t 2, and so on. If more actual 
arguments are given by the call than were specified formally 
by the definition, they are ignored; if the definition specified 
none, all call arguments will be ignored. No macro can have 
more than 6310 arguments. 

The following rules govern argument lists: 

I. All leading spaces and tabs are ignored. 

2. Multiple, contiguous imbedded spaces and tabs are treated 
as single break characters. 

3. Multiple commas are treated as multiple null arguments, 
and a leading comma is treated as a null fIrst argument. 

Figure 6.1 shows how spaces, tabs, and commas in macro 
calls expand. 

.MACRO EXAMP ;Deflne the macro. 

:**.* •••• ***** ••••• *************** 

EXAMP ABC .1 space between args. 

: 1.1=1. 1.2=6 AM 1.4= 1.5= 
; •••••••••••••••••• ** •••• ** ••• ***. 

EXAMP ABC .2 spaces between args. 

:1.1=1. 1.2=6 AM 1.4= 1.5= 
; •••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••• 

EXAMP ABC: 1 tab 
: 1.1=1. 1.2=6 AM 1.4= 1.5= 
•• ** •••••••••••••• ********.** ••• * 

EXAMP ABC :2 tabs. 1 space. 

: A 1=1. 1.2=6 AM 1.4= 1.5= 
.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••• 

EXAMP B C :1 tab.2 tabs. 

: 1.1=8 A2=C 1.3= 1.4= 1.5= 
.•••••••••••••••••• **.*** ••••••••• 

EXAMP ,B.C ;Leading cOllllla. 

; 1.1=8 1.2=6 AM 1.4= 1.5= 
: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** 

EXAMP .. B.C ; 2 leading COlmaS. 

:1.1= 1.2= A3=B A4=C 1.5= 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

EXAMP ... B.C 3 leading COBRas. 

;1.1= 1.2= 1.3= A4=B A5=C 
:* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• END 

figure 6.1 Macro calls and expansions 00·25171 

The list. of arguments in a macro call may either be enclosed 
in square brackets (form 3), or not (form 2). Form 2 calls 
are terminated with a carriage return before the fIrst byte 
of macro expansion, whereas form 3 calls are not. To replace 
the index field of an instruction, use a form 3 call. 
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In form 2, you use a return to terminate the argument list. 
In form 3, you use a right bracket (]) to terminate the 
argument list. Therefore, if you have more arguments than 
you can write on one line, use form 3. Remember that 
RETURN acts as an argument delimiter. For example: 

ABC [1,2 (CR) 
3,4] 

caIls macro ABC with 4 arguments. The call 

ABC [1,2, (CR) 
3,4] 

calls macro ABC with 5 arguments. The third argument 
(which foIlows the second comma) is a nuIl. 

Figure 6.2 shows a simple macro, form 2 and 3 calls to the 
macro, and a consequent macro expansion. 

Macro Definition 

.MACRO 0 

TEMP 11% 

Macro Calls and Their Expansions 

02+3 

TEMP2+3 

STA 3,0 [2] 

STA 3, TEMP2 

;FORM 2 MACRO CALL 

;MACRO EXPANSIOIII 

;FORM 3 MACRO CALL 

;(BRACKETS ARE LITERAL 
ENTRIES). 

;MACRO EXPANSION 

Figure 6.2 Forms 2 and 3 macro calls 00-25172 

The action performed by the two asterisks atom (**) is 
unique in form 3 calls. If the fIrst line in a form 3 macro 
defInition starts with two asterisks, the last line of arguments 
will not be printed but the macro will assemble correctly. 

Argument strings, like text strings, may consist of any char
acters. You can separate argument strings by a space, comma, 
horizontal tab, or return; but a leading comma indicates a 
nuIl fIrst argument. 

In a macro call, the assembler stops scanning arguments 
when it encounters a semicolon (;). To include arguments 
which follow a semicolon, insert a backarrow immediately 
before the semicolon. For example, in the call 
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--~----- -- ---- -----

MYMAC ARGA ARGB; ARGC 

ARGC would be dropped, but 10 the calJ 

MYMAC ARGA ARGC ;ARGC 
ARGC would be included. 

Listing of Macro Expansions 
Macro definitions replace macro calls in the binary fIle and 
in listings of macro expansions. However, the listing output 
showing the expanded source text differs from the macro 
expansion that generates RB fIle output. The listing shows 
both macro calls and macro expansions, while the fIle con
tains only the RB codes of the macro expansions with thelT 
appropriate actual arguments. An example is: 

.MACRO MYMAC 
two 

LOA 0 MYMAC [121]3 ;Llne from source 
; program. 

LOA 0 MYMAC [121]121 3 : Expanded 
;hne from 
;hsting file. 

LOA 0 + 121 3 ; Expanded line from 
;RB binary file. 

You can suppress the listing of macro expansions with the 
pseudo-op .NOMAC. If suppressed, the load instruction 
above would appear on the listing exactly as it appears in 
the source listing line. The foIlowing example shows the 
results of suppressing macro expansion Iistmgs. 

.MACROZ 
5 
LOA +1, +2 
% 

;By default, expansions are listed: 

Z 
5 
LOA 

0,4 ;caIiZ. 

0,4 

; .NOMAC suppresses expansion in 
; listings, unless it preceaes an 
:expression which evaluates to O. 

.NOMAC 1 
Z 0,4 ;CalIZ. 

; Re-enable listing of expansions: 

.NOMAC 0 
Z 0,4 ;Call Z. 
5 
LOA 0,4 

.ENO 

----------



.DO Loops and Conditionals 
In any macro, you should terminate each .00 loop or .IF 
conditIOnal with a .ENDC. If you omit .ENDC in a .IF 
conditional, the assembler supplies the .ENDC before the 
terminating o/c. It IS good programming practice, however, 
to include the .ENDC. If you omit .ENDC from a .00 loop 
and terminate this .00 with %, the code will be assembled 
once (If the argument to .00 IS more than 0), or not at all 
(if the argument to .00 is 0). 

Figure 6.3 shows a macro, X, which defines four storage 
words contaimng the values 1, 2. 3, and 4 respectively. 
This maCro contains a .00 statement which is not terminated 
by a .ENDC statement. Since it goes unterminated, the .00 
is Ignored (m other words, the macro is not written as it 
should be, but is presented here to make the point that .00 
statements must be termmated by .ENDC statements or they 
will be Ignored). 

:The macro defInitIon of X IS: 

.MACRO X 
1 :Flrst arg In macro 
2 
.00 2 ThIS DO does notnlng 
3 
4 .Last arg In macro 

.~ 

The macro call to x IS part of a properly-
termInated DO loop as follows 

.00 3 
7 All args In thIS DO 
X .loop and In the macro 
3 repeat 3 tImes because 

ENOC 

MACRO 
1 FIrst arg In macro 
2 
.00 2 ·ThIS DO does nothIng. 
3 
4 :Last arg In macro 

% 

000003 DO 3 
00000 000007 7 

X 
00001 000001 1 .First arg in macro 
00002 000002 2 

000002 .00 2 :ThIS DO does nothIng 
00003 000003 3 
00004 000004 4 :Last arg In macro 
00005 000003 3 

.ENOC 
00006 000007 7 

X 

00007 000001 1 :Flrst arg In macro 
00010 000002 2 

000002 .00 2 :ThIS DO does nothIng 
00011 000003 3 

00012 000004 4 :Last arg In macro 
00013 000003 3 

.ENOC 
00014 000007 7 

X 
00015 000001 1 .Flrst arg In macro 
00016 000002 2 

000002 .00 2 .ThIS DO ooes nothIng 
00017 000003 J 

00020 000004 4 :Last arg In macro 
00021 000003 3 

.ENDC 

Figure 6.3 Incorrect .00 example 00·25173 
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The calling sequence contains a .00 statement and a ter
minating .ENDC statement. Smce this application of the 
.00 facility is proper, it causes the macro and storage words 
7 and 3 to be repeated three times. Note that in the assembly 
listing the line .00 2 appears three times, since it is part 
of the macro X. 

However. because the .00 statement in X has no .ENDC 
terminator, it has no effect in the macro expansion even 
though it does appear in the listmg. 

In this example, no K error occurs because the .ENDC 
always terminates the .00 3, not the .002 in the macro. 
The .00 2 loop is never repeated, because it is discarded 
before it hits a .ENDC. 

Macro Examples 
A number of macro examples follow in Figures 6.3 through 
6.6. Note the use of the recursive property in the macro, 
FACT. and the use of macro continuation and the special 
character within the macro VFD. 

The first example is a macro to compute the logical OR of 
two accumulators. Its call takes a form similar to 

OR source-acOdestination-ac 

The source accumulator is unchanged by the call. Note also 
that actual arguments replace formal arguments within the 
comments. 

If you have an ECLIPSE computer, you could use the lOR 
instruction to OR the accumulators. Treat this macro as an 
example. 
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--- ---------

:Loglcal OR macro 

:Macro deflnltlon: 
.MACRO OR 
COM "1. "1 
ANO "1."2 
ADC "1."2 
COM "1 "1 
% 

: Clear 'ON" bits 
:of AC"1. 
:OR res~lt to AC"2 
; Res tore AC" 1. 

:The macro call has the form 
: OR acs.acd 

:and the expanSlon IS: 
: acs .OR. acd 

:The followlng calls to OR: 
OR 1.2 
OR 0.1 

:produce thlS expanslon. Note affect on 
;AC cOmtents. 

OR 1.2 
00000'124000 CON 1.1 :Clear "ON" blts 
00001'133400 AND 1.2 :of AC1. 
00002'132000 ADC 1.2 :OR result to AC2. 
00003'124000 CON 1.1 ;Restore AC1. 

OR 0.1 
00004'100000 CON 0.0 :Clear "ON" bits 
00005'107400 AND 0.1 ;of ACO. 
00006'106000 ADC 0.1 ;OR result to AC1. 
00007'100000 COM 0.0 :Restore ACO. 

Figure 6.4 Logical OR macro 00·25174 

FACT is a factorial macro, and illustrates the recursive 
property of macros. Its input consists of an integer, i, and 
a variable, v, and it computes the value: 

v=i! 

using the recursive formula 

i! = i*(i -I)! 

First, FACT checks for a negative number and either a 0 
or I; then, it expands the macro as follows: 

Until the input integer becomes 1, the second conditional 
expands and recursively calls FACT. When the input be
comes 1, the first conditional expands and terminates its 
expansion. This begins the succession of returns to each 
level at which a recursive call was made, in the process 
computing iL All these recursive calls stack up until I 
becomes 1; they are then executed. After the final call, the 
macro will return the string: 

and terminate. 



000002 

000006 

000030 

000170 

001320 

:The macro def1nit1on is. 

. MACRO FACT 
** DO "1 < 0 . If negat1ve. 
** "2=0 . return 0 
** ENDC DONE 

.. .DO"1<=1 : If arg 1 is O . 
** "2=1 :or 1. return 1 
** .ENDC DONE 

FACT "1-1."2 :Else call yourself recurs1vely 
"2="1*2 

[DONE] 
% 

.tne macro call 15 FACT 6.1 

FACT 6 I 

FACT 6=1.1 :Else call yourself recurs1vely 

FACT 6-1-1.1 :Else call yourself recursively. 

FACT 6-1-1-1.1 :Else call yourself recursively. 

FACT 6-1-1-1-1.1 :Else call yourself recurs1vely. 

FACT 6-1-1-1-1-1.1 :Else call yourself recursively. 

FACT 6-1-1-1-1-1-1.1 :Else call yourself recurslvely. 
1~-1-1-1-1-1'1 

[DONE] 
I~-1-1-1-1*1 

[DONE] 
I~-1-1-1*1 

[DONE] 
I~-1-1*I 

[DONE] 
1~-1'1 

[DONE] 
I~*I 

[DONE] 

Figure &.5 Factorial macro DG·25175 

A macro to output packed decimal IS given next. It Illustrates 
a number of useful techniques . 

In packed decimal, each decimal digit is represented as a 
4-bit binary nibble. The sign of the number al ways occupies 
the least significant nibble. The translation of decimal to 4-
bit binary is: 

Decimal 4-Bit Binary Nibble 

+ 

o 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

0011 (same bit pattern as 3) 
0100 (same bit pattern as 4) 
0000 
0001 
0010 
00 II 
0100 
0101 
OIlO 
01 II 
1000 
1001 
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:The .acro call has the form· 
PACK d d ... d s.w 

;where each d 1S a d1g1t. S lS the slgn 
;(+ or -) and t 1S the number of words. 

;Here is the macro def1n1t1on. We have 
:shown lS as part of the _aero expans10n 
:to avoid repetition 

.MACRO PACK 
** .PUSH .NONAC 
** .NOMAC 1 

.PUSH .RDX 

.PUSII . ROXO 

.RDX 10 

.RDXO 16 
1= .ARGCT 
J= 1-1 
B= 11 
IfF 3+(-" J- -+/2) 

J= J-1 
.LOC .+"1-1 
.DO "1 
.DO B+1/4 

IfF wtD"JBB 
B= B-4 

.DO J<>O 
J= J-1 

.ENDC 

.ENDC 
.* .NOMAC 0 

W 
.* .NONAC 1 
IfF 0 
B= 15 

.LOC .-2 

.ENDC 

.LOC .+"1+1 

.RDXO .POP 

.RDX .POP 
•• .NOMAC . POP 

" 
figure &.& Packed decimal macro 

The input to PACK is the decimal string of digits. separated 
by spaces, followed by an explicit sign (+ or -) and the 
precision in 16-bit words. The macro outputs the least sig
nificant word first, and the number sign is stored in the 
rightmost nibble of this word. 

Some further explanation is necessary: 

1. The input radix within the macro must be decimal. 
Therefore, it is saved, set to decimal, and restored WIthin 
the macro body. 
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.The following four calls to PACK 
:produce the expans10ns below. 

.LOC 100 
PACK 123.i5+3 
PACK 12345-3 
PACK 654321-.4 
PACK 32768+.6 

. (Normally. the macro def1n1t10n would be 
:repeated here) Expans10ns are. 

000100 .LOC 100 
PACK 12345+.3 

00042 3453 W 
00041 0012 W 
00040 0000 W 

PACK 12345-.3 
00045 3454 W 
00044 0012 W 
00043 0000 W 

PACK 6 5 4 3 2 1 -.4 
00049 3214 W 
00048 0654 W 
00047 0000 W 
00046 0000 W 

PACK 32768+.6 
0004F 7683 II 

0004E 0032 W 
00040 0000 W 

04 0004C 0000 " 05 0004B 0000 W 
OS 0004A 0000 II 

00·25176 

2. To present the output as 4-bit nibbles, the output radix 
within the macro must be hexadecimal. Therefore, the 
output radix is also saved, set to hexadecimal, and re
stored. Note the order of the save for these radices is 
the opposite of the order of the restore. (See .PUSH and 
.POP descriptions in Chapter 5.) 

3. Many statements are assembled with each macro call. 
but listing is inhibited except for the storage words as
sembled. 

~" 



A powerful macro, used to assoCIate a specified field layout 
with a given name, is shown below. The macro, VFD, 
defines a new macro named as the first argument in the call 
to VFD. Subsequent use of the name given in the VFD call 
generates a 16-bit storage word with a primary value to 
whIch fIelds are assembled as described in the call to VFD. 
The call has the form: 

VFDDrype-nameDprzmary-valueOjieldl-right-bitO ~ 
(CR) 
jield,-maskD ... fie/d.-mask ... 

the 3rd, 5th, ... arguments specify the rightmost bit positions 
of the 1 st, 2nd, ... fields. The 4th, 6th, ... arguments specify 
the field masks for the 1st, 2nd •... fields. To assemble the 
fields in the proper bit positions, with overflow and field 
zero checking, a call is made: 

t;.pe-nameDfie/dl Dfie/d2 ••• 

The example that follows defines a type-name SPECL. This 
name is for words of the following layout: 

I ' I FIeld, 

o 4 5 11 12 15 
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We deflne three .acros In th1S flgure VFo ERROR 
and SPECl VFo actually uses ERROR to deflne SPECL 
Note that SDaces are critlcal 1n these lIIacros- for example 
SPECL 1 1 1S NOT the same as SPECL 1 1 When you call VFo 
you can use values otner than we snow-- on Certa1n results 

. ERROR wIll Drlnt one of two error lllessages 

The macro aef1nl tlon for 1Fo IS 

MACRO VFo 

1=4 
MACRO ~1 

•• PUSH . NOMAC 
•• NOMAC 1 

VALUE~2 

J=1 

Here 1S the macro deflnItlon for macro ERROR 

MACRO ERROR 
•• PUSH NOMAC 
•• NOMAC 0 

•• NOMAC POP 

The follow1ng call to macro VFo creates macro SPECL 
vFo uses ERROR In tne process) 

VFo SPECL 100000 3 7 1S 17 

000004 1=4 

..J. MACRO SPECL 

DO ARGCTi 2-1 
MACRO A1 

IFN AI> =_AJ 

MASK~I 

oATA=_~ J 

1=1-1 

oA U=OA TA' 2 
ENoC 

.MACRO A1 

ENoC 

. IFE ~I > =..: J 

IFN VAlUE&MASK 
ERROR [FIELD NONZERO] 

ENoC 

IFE VALUE VAlUE&MASK 
VAlUE=(VlLUE&( -MASK -1) )-'{)AT A 

ENDC 

ERROR [FIELD OVERFLOW] 
• ENoC 

1=1+2 
MACRO ~1 

ENoC 

000002 

% 

000003 

% 

000004 

IUCRO h1 % 

•• NOMAC 0 

VALUE 
•• NOMAC POP 

Figure 6.7 VFD. ERROR and SPECL macros 
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000006 

•• PUSH NOMAC 
•• NOMAC 1 

VALUE=100000 
J=1 

DO ARGCT/2-1 
MACRO SPECL 

IFN 7 > ~ J 

MASK=7 
oATA~ J 

1=1-1 

IUCRO SPECL 
DO 1S -3 

MA SK=MA SK' 2 
oA U=OAT A' 2 

ENDC 

MACRO SPECl 

IFN VllUE&MASK 

ERROR [FIELD NONZERO] 
.ENDC 

IFE VAlUE&MASK 
VlLUE=( V AlUE& ( -MASK -1) )-1llTA 

ENoC 
ENoC 

IFE 7 > ~7 
ERROR [FIELD OVERFLOW] 

ENDC 

1=1+2 
IUCRo SPECl 

J=jt1 

.ENoC 
MACRO SPECl 

DG·2S177 



" 000005 

% 

000006 

000D10 

1=1-1 

.ENDC 

IFN 17 > =" J 
MASK=17 
OATj=" J 

MACRO SPECl 

.00 15 -15 

OA TA=DAT A' 2 
.ENDC 

MACRO SPECl 

.IFN YAlUE&MASK 

ERROR [FIELD NONZERO] 
.ENOC 

IFE VALUE&MASI: 
VALUE=( VALUE&( -MASK -1) )+nAT A 

ENOC 

IFE 17> ="J 

ERROR [FIELD OVERFLOW] 
• ENOC 

I=I+2 

MACRO SPECL 

J=J+1 

ENDC 
.MACRO SPECl 

··.NOMAC 0 
VAlUE 

: Now. Ie can issue tlO calls ta SPECl. 
: 11 th arglJllents 1.1 and 7.17. 

00000 110001 

00001 170017 

SPECl 1.1 

VALUE 
SPECL 7.17 

VALUE 

Figure 6.7 VFD, ERROR and SPECL macros (continued) 
DG-251n 

Generated Labels 
You can use the dollar sign ($) to generate unique labels 
within macros. In nonnal (nonstring) mode, each occurrence 
of the character $ is replaced by three characters from the 

set 0 through 9, A through Z. The three characters are 
determined by converting a count of the number of macro 
calls in radix 36 to ASCII. In nested macros, the replacement 
string for $ in the outer macro is saved and restored when 
the inner macro has been expanded. 

When used in labels, $ should generally not be the first 
character, as the first replacement character may be a digit. 
If the number of macro calls on pass two differs from the 
number on pass one, the label will receive a different value 
on each pass, and produce phase errors when used. 

Figure 6.8 shows the generation of label entries in the macro 
BKT. 

;The lacro definition 1S: 

.MACRO aXT 
DSZ COUNT 

TR$= . ;Unique label. 

" 
;Now, call arT 5 tiles with a .DO 5, BKT, 
:ENOC sequence. to prOduce 5 labels . 

COUNT: 
,NREL 
.00 5 
arT 
.ENDC 

;The expanded llsting is: 

00000 000000 COUNT: 
.NREL 

000005 .005 
arT 

00000'014000 DSZ COUNT 
0000D1' TR$D01= ;unique label. 

.ENDC 
arT 

DODDO'0140oo DSZ COUNT 
000002' TR$OO2= :li1ique label . 

. ENDC 
arT 

00002'014000 DSZ COUNT 
000003' TR$OO3= ;lJn1que label. 

.ENDC 
8KT 

00003'014000 DSZ COUNT 
OODOO4' TR$OD4= ;unique label. 

.ENDC 
arT 

00004'014000 DSZ COUNT 
000005' TR$OO5= ;li1ique label . 

. ENDC 

Figure 6.8 Generating labels 00·25178 
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Literals 
All memory reference instructions must specify an address 
field. This address is used to: 

I. Access the contents of the memory 10catlOn in the case 
of an LDA. 

2. Modify the memory location in the case of an ST A, ISZ, 
or OSZ. 

3. Transfer control in the case of a JMP or JSR. 

Often, however, you may merely wish to specify the con
tents of a memory location and are not concerned about its 
address. Such a specificatlOn is called a literal reference (or 
simply a literal). 

Literals are permitted for all memory reference instructions. 
The macro assembler dumps these literals and assigns re
locatable memory locations using the first and subsequent 
.ZREL locations available after pass 1. Therefore, all literal 
references are directly addressable. 

To conserve ZREL address space, defme literals before you 
use them. The assembler assigns two storage locations to 
each forward reference to a location but only one to each 
backward reference. For example, 

LOAO. 

LOA 1. 
AFTER:O 

= AFTER 

= AFTER 

requires two locations-one for each reference to the literal. 
Whereas, 

BEFORE:O 
LOA 0, = BEFORE 

LOA 1, = BEFORE 

requires only one ZREL location. 

The syntax of a literal reference is as follows: 

{
eXpreSSiOn} 

memory-reference lac,] = instruction 

Note that a literal may be any expression or instruction. 

Frequently, literals are used to load an accumulator with 
some constant. For example, 

LDA 1, = 3 
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loads ACI with the value 3. 

Expressions are acceptable: 

LOA 0, = lBO+"A/2 

loads ACO with the value 40040. 

Instructions are also acceptable: 

LOA 1, = SUBZ#2,3,SNC 

loads ACl with the value 156433. 

The previous examples give absolute expre~sions as literals. 
However, any relocatable expression is legal. For example: 

NREL 

A 

LDA2.=A 

loads the value of A into index register 2. You can also use 
a literal to form a bytepointer to a text string labeled TX: 

LDA 1, = 2"TX (CR) 

TX: .TXT ''TEXT STRING" (CR) 

Literal labels permit communication with subroutines with
out concern for addressing errors. To call SUBI (whether 
or not SUB 1 is directly addressable), the following creates 
a directly-addressable reference: 

JSR@=SUBI 

Generated Numbers and Symbols 
The format: 

\ symbol 

may appear anywhere in assembly code. When assembled, 
\ symbol is replaced by a three-digit number, representmg 
the current value of \ symbol, truncated if necessary and 
in the current input radix. \ symbol may stand alone in the 
code to form an integer, or it may immediately follow char
acters that, together with the value of \ symbol, will form 
a number or symbol. The number or symbol consists of any 
number of combined characters. For example: 



; Source program: 

.RDX8 

I = 1234 

A \ I 

BB \ I 
CCC\ I 

450. I 

; will become symbol A234 
;(1 will be dropped). 
: WIll become symbol BB234 
; will become symbol CCC23. 

; will eQual 450 234. 

;Assembled listIng, 

000010 
001234 
000000 

000000 
000000 

041434 
021676 

.RDXB 
I = 1234 
A \ 1234 

BB \ 1234 
CCC \1234 

; WIll become symbol A234 
; (1 will be dropped) 
;WIII become symbol BB234. 
: will become symbol CCC23. 

450 1234 ,WIll equal 450.234. 

\ symbol will be printed in the assembly hsting (but not in 
the cross-reference) even though It is suppressed in the gen
erated relocatable code. For example, 

Source Code: Listing: 

ONES = 111 
A \ ONES: 

ONES = III 
A \ ONESllI 

\ symbol can be mcremented. usmg the .00 facility. to 
provide labels for a table. For example. 

this source code: 

TABLE 
A\I. 

.RDX8 
1=0 
.0064. 
o 
1=1+1 
.ENDC 

assembles into this: 

TABLE. 
A \ 1000: 
A \ 1001 
A \ 1002 

A\lon: 

.RDXB . 

. 0064 
o 
o 
o 

o 
.ENDC 

Note that \ I, included in the labels AI \ 1000. etc .• IS not 
included in the actual symbol. It appears in the symbol table 
as AOOO:. 
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Chapter 7 

Extended Assembler Operating Procedures 

One or more source files can be assembled by the ROOS 
Extended Assembler usmg the CLI command: 

ASM filename l ••• filenamen 

Input to the assembler must be ASCII source files. Output 
can be a relocatable binary file, a listing file, or both. 

Switches 
The following global switches can be appended to the ASM 
command name: 

Switch Result 

IL Produces a listing file. 
IN Does not produce a relocatable binary file. 
IV Includes local (user) symbols in the relocatable 

binary output. 
IE Suppresses error messages. 
IS Skips pass two. A BREAK is signaled after 

pass assembler containing user semipennanent 
symbols. 

IT Does not produce a symbol table list as part of 
the hsting. (If a listing is requested, a symbol 
table is produced by default; this switch must 
be used to suppress the symbol table.) 

IX Produces a cross reference list of the symbol 
table. 

The following local switches can be appended to a filename. 

Switch Result 

File Name Searches 
For input files, a search IS perfonned first for.tilename.SR 
If It is not found and filename has no extenslOn, a search 
is then made for filename. On output, a relocatable bmary 
file. filename .RB and a listing file (if the global IL switch 
is specified), filename.LS, are produced; filename is the 
first source file specified without a IS, IL, or IB local sWItch. 

Warning: The following command would cause the loss of 
the first relocatable binary disk image: 

ASM ($PTR,$PTR)$LPT/L 

Although two distinct source files are read by the high
speed reader, each relocatable binary produced is labeled 
SPTR.RB. Thus, the first relocatable binary is overwntten 
by the second. 

Error Messages 
The following error messages may be produced during as
sembly. 

Message 

NO SOURCE FILE SPECIFIED. 

ILLEGAL FILE NAME. 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST. 

FILE ALREADY EXISTS. 

Meaning 

No input source file was 
specified in the com
mand line. 
A file name is illegal. 
An input source me does 
not exist. 
An output file already 
exists. 

IB Outputs the relocatable binary to the specified FILE WRITE PROTECfED. An attempt has been 
made to write to a write
protected output file. 
An attempt has been 
made to read from a 
read-protected input file. 
The same file has been 
specified for both the 
listing and binary files. 

IE 
IL 

IS 

IN 

file name. 
Outputs error messages to the specified me name. 
Outputs the listing to the specified file name, FILE READ PROTECTED. 
overriding the global IL. 
Skips this file on pass two. (This switch should 
be used only if the files do not assemble any SWITCH ERRORS 
storage words.) 
Does not list the specified file. (This sWitch is 
used when a listing is requested and only a se
lected number of files are to be assembled.) 
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Examples 
The following command line assembles source file Z, pro
ducing the relocatable binary file Z.RB. 

ASM Z (CR) 

This command line assembles file A, producing a listing 
file A.LS. 

ASM/N/L A (CR) 

The following RDOS command assembles six files. It reads 
files A, B, C, and D from your current directory, file E 
from the fixed-head disk unit 0, and the sixth file (which 
has no name) from the paper tape reader. (The source pro-
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gram mounted on the reader must be reloaded, since the 
assembler requires two passes.) Binary relocatable files for 
each source me are output on the high-speed punch. Sep-
arate assembly listmgs are produced on the hne pnnter. "' 

ASM(A.B,C.D.DKO:E,$PTR) $PTP/B $LPT/L 

RTOS Operation 
To assemble one or more relocatable binaries, use the ROOS 
Macroassembler only. 

To load and execute relocatable binaries under RTOS, fol
low the procedures given in Appendix B of the RTOS Man
ual, 093-000056. As described there, the relocatable binaries 
may be loaded using the ROOS relocatable loader. 



Chapter 8 

Macroassembler Operating Procedures 

Assembler Files 
Data General has supplied the macroassembler along with 
your operating system in the following files: 

File 

MAC.SV 
MACXR.SV 

Definition 

The assembler program. 
Cross-reference file. 

Often, during RDOS system generatIon, these files are placed 
In the master directory (the directory which holds the op
erating system). For DOS, you may need to load these files, 
as well as the files listed under microNOV A Systems below, 
from your Data General Utilities diskette. 

Before you can use MAC, you must create a tailored version 
of the initial symbol table file, MAC.PS. You can do this 
with the assembler itself. by typmg the appropriate com
mand from the master directory. 

For NOV A 3 systems: 

MAC/S NBID, OSID, NSID, systype [,PARU] (CR) 

For microNOV A systems: 

MACIS MBID, OSID, NSID [,PARU,] (CR) 

For other NOVA systems: 

MACIS NBID, OSID systype, [,PARU] (CR) 

For ECLIPSE systems: 

MACIS NBID, OSID, NEID, [NCID]systype t (CR) 
[,NFPID] [,PARU]. (CR) 

To find systype, type LIST -DOS.SR (CR) from the master 
directory, and insen the name displayed. PARU is the sys
tem parameter file, which you will need if you plan to use 
system mnemonics (like EREOF for end-of-flle error). NFPID 
is the hardware floating-point instructions. Other files are 
defined later in this chapter. You can examine the contents 
of any of these files with the TYPE command. The names 
of all these source files end in .SR; thus PARU is PARU.SR 

~~~ -- ~~--- ~~~ 

and OSID is OSID.SR. 

The proper MAC command produces a tailored initial sym
bol table file, which the assembler Will then access auto
matically for all future assemblies. 

If you want to use the macroassembler from a different 
directory, you can create link entnes to the assembler flies 
in the master (or directory which holds the MAC fIles) For 
master directory Dxx, you would type the follOWing com
mands from the nonmaster directory: 

LINK MAC.SV 
LINK MACXR.SV 
LINK MAC.PS 

Dxx:MAC.SV (CR) 
Dxx:MACXR.SV (CR) 
Dxx:MAC/PS (CR) 

File LITMACS.SR 
File LITMACS.SR, supplied with your system. contains a 
number of useful macros, already coded, for stonng literals 
in NREL space. You may want to examme this file and 
copy the macros you like from it. 

Operating Procedures 
MAC can assemble source files input from nondisk devices, 
such as magnetic tapes or card readers, but It works far 
more efficiently if the source files are on disk. The assembler 
cannot execute certain operators, like the iteration of .DO 
loops, from a nondisk file. We recommend that you code 
all your source files on disk with one of the text editor 
utilities, and that, if a file is not on disk, you transfer it to 
disk via the CLI command XFER or LOAD before trying 
to assemble it. 

You invoke the macroassembler by typing the CLI command 
MAC, followed by one or more arguments. You can modify 
execution of a MAC command by inserting optional global 
switches, and modify an argument by inserting optional 
local switches. 

The format of the Macroassembler command line is: 

MAC[gJobal switches ... ]filename[local switch ... ] (CR) 

The MAC command line assembles one or more source file~ 
(filenames), and produces either an RB file, a listing file. 
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or both. MAC assigns the extension .RB to filename; you IS Skip the second assembly pass (produce no .RB 
must then processfilename.RB wIth RLDR in order to ex- file) and save a version of the assembler's sym-
ecute it. bol table, MAC.PS. This procedure IS described 

Unless you specify otherwise wIth switches, the assembler 
in detail later in this chapter. under Macroas- ~ 

output will receive the name of the ftrst source program in 
sembler Symbol Table Files. 

the MAC command line; no listing will be produced, and IT Invoke the eight-character symbol feature. This 
assembly errors will be sent to the console. 

instructs MAC to recogmze symbol names of 

Global Switches as many as eight characters, and to store and 

You can include the following switches In the assembler 
output eight characters for each symbol name. 
Nonnally, MAC recogmzes and stores only the 

command line: 
ftrst five characters of each symbol, although it 

Switch Meaning prints longer symbol names m program lIsting. 
To allow for longer symbol names, the RB pro-

IA Add semipennanent symbols to the cross-ref- duced by a MACIT command will be in ex-
erence listing (used with global or local/L). By tended RB fonnat. If you plan to use global 
default, these symbols are not included. IT, be aware of the following restrictions when 

you write your source program: 
IE Do not report assembly errors unless there is no 

listing file (globallL). In any case, error codes l. No macro name can exceed five characters. 
will always go to the console (unless you use 
both IE and IL). Error codes are described in 2. The fIrst five characters of each macro name must differ 
Appendix B. from the fIrst five characters of any other symbol name; 

IF Generate or suppress fonn feeds as required to 
for example, .MACRO TESTI and TEST)()(): MOVS 
0,0 could not be used in one module. If MAC encounters 

produce an even number of assembly pages. 
such a symbol, it treats it as a macro call and tries to 

This feature keeps the fIrst page of successive 
expand the symbol (for example, it would try to expand 

listings on the outsides of paper folds, and makes 
TESTI 00 using the macro definition of TESTI). 

refolding unnecessary. By default, a fonn feed 

" is always generated at the end of a listing, whether 
the number of pages is odd or even. 3. The cross-reference listing will show only the first five 

characters of each symbol name. 
IK Keep the assembler's temporary symbol me 

(MAC.ST) at the end of the assembly. Since Eight-character symbols may also affect debugging, if 
virtually no programs require the use of this ftle, you plan to use the debugger. See the Program Symbol 
it is deleted by default. Using the IL switch will Table in Chapter 11 for debugger restrictions associated 
give you a list of all symbols in this me which with eight-character symbols. 
are used in the assembled program. 

IL Produce a listing of the assembly, including cross-
4. A MAC.PS file created without a global IT switch will 

not work properly with ftles that need global IT. If you 
reference. If you omit local IL, the listing will plan to use eight-character symbols in your sources, create 
go to a disk file, named for the fIrst source me 

a MAC.PS ftle speciftcally for assembly of these files. 
in the command line, with the extension .LS. 

You will use the MAC.PS created without global IT to 

1M Flag multiple-deftnition errors on pass one. Nor-
assemble ftve-character symbol sources. See the local I 
T and the Symbol File sections of this chapter for more 

mally MAC flags these errors only if they re-
details. 

main at the end of pass two. 

IN Produce no RB file. This switch is often used If you omit global IT, MAC defaults to ftve-character 

the ftrst or second time that a file is assembled, symbol names and standard RB output. 

since there will probably be assembly errors (and 
the resulting binary would not be useful). IV Include local user symbols in the RB file. When 

the IV switch is also applied to the RLDR com-
10 Override all listing control pseudo-ops: .NOCON, mand line, then the debugger will be able to 

.NOLOC, and .NOMAC. Also override the list- ftnd local user symbols. This facilitates program 

" ing suppression feature (**). debugging. 
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12 For DGC personnel only: list the DGC proprie
tary license heading at the top of each assembly 
and cross-reference page. By default this head
mg is not listed. 

Local Switches 

Switch Meaning 

namelB Direct RB output to name. Normally, the as
sembler places its output under the filename of 
the first source file m the MAC command line, 
with the RB extension. unless an RB module 
contains the .RB pseudo-op. 

namelE Direct assembly errors to file name, when a 
listing file has been specified. 

ruzme/L Direct assembly listing to file name (global IL 
is not required with this switch). 

namelS Slap file name on the second pass of the assem
bly. File name must not defme any storage words. 
Typical files that might be skipped include pa
rameter defInition files and macro definition files. 
Skipping such a file on the second assembly 
pass does not hinder the assembly of other files 
in the command line; it merely decreases the 
size of the output listing and reduces assembly 
time. 

namerr This file holds the initlal symbol table. If you 
omit namerr, the assembler uses MAC.PS as 
the initial symbol table file. 

Whether or not any filename in an assembly command line 
bears the source file extension, .SR, the assembler will 
always search frrst for name.SR, and only if this file cannot 
be found will the assembler search for filename without an 
extension. In every case, the assembler will name its output 
after the first source file in the command line (unless you 
specify IB, or insert the .RB pseudo-op). That is, the fol
lowing commands. 

MAC ABC (CR), and MAC A.SR B.SR C (CR) 

each produce file A.RB. Error messages from these com
mands go to the console, and no listing file is produced. 
If, instead, the command was 

MAC ABC $LPT/L (CR) 

then A.RB would be produced as before, the assembly list
mg would go to the line printer, and error codes (and copies 
of the offending source code lines) would go to the console. 
You can give your source files any extensions you want 

(.SR is conventIOnal). but avoid the extension .RB. because 
two identical filenames cannot exist in the same duectory. 

You may not want a separate error file (local IE) since all 
assembler error messages consist simply of a lener code 
beside a bad line of source code and since all bad lines of 
source code are also flagged wlthm an assembly listing. 

The global IF switch is useful when you are performing a 
series of assemblies. For example: 

MAC/F PROG(I .2,3,4)TFILEIL (CR) 

assembles PROG I, PROG2, PROG3. and PROG4 (see the 
CLI Reference Manual for other uses of (». TALE will 
contain hstlng of the four files In the order they were as
sembled. The Macroassembler will insert either one or two 
form feeds between listing so that each separate hsung starts 
on an even-numbered page. Before typing the command. 
poSition the paper In the pnnter so that the first page of 
TFILE will fold facing up. (The proper Starting posiuon 
will vary from one printer model to another.) This will make 
the first pages of the PROG2, PROG3, and PROG4 listmg 
also fold facing up. 

Macroassembler Symbol Table Files 
The assembler maintains its symbol table and macro defi
nition table in a disk file called MAC.PS. The symbol table 
is required to associate standard DGC machine instruction 
names (such as LDA) wlth their appropriate machine in
structions (see the diSCUSSion of symbol table pseudo-ops 
in Chapter 5). 

These machine instructions are provided in file NBID (NOV A 
Basic Instruction Definition). Additional instructions are 
contained in NSID.SR (NOVA Stack Instruction Definition, 
for NOVA 3 and microNOVA computers only), and NEID.SR 
(NOVA Extended Instruction Definition, for ECLIPSE ma
chines). Additional instructions, for CommercIal ECLIPSE 
computers, are defined in NCID.SR. 

Operating system call definitions are in file OSID.SR, and 
in another file whose name varies with your operating sys
tem (as described at the beginning of this chapter). The 
macro definition part of the table is used during assembly 
of your own macros. 

At the start of each assembly, the permanent symbol table 
file, MAC.PS, is copied to create a temporary symbol file. 
Thus MAC.PS can be used to save symbol and macro def
initions from assembly to assembly. 

When the assembler detects the .XPNG pseudo-op, it deletes 
the symbol file and creates a new, empty symbol file. The 
IS function switch stops the assembler at the end of its first 
pass; the new symbol file then receives the name MAC.PS. 
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The requirements of MAC.PS will vary with your needs. 
If, for example, you will use operating system mnemonics 
for error codes, the system, parameter definitions (found in 
PARU.SR) must be part of MAC.PS. You will probably 
find it convenient to build different versions of this file, and 
specify them at assembly time with the local IT switch. You 
could create such a file this way: 

MAC/S sourcefile, .. . source file. (CR) 

Then, rename the MAC.PS file to a useful name: 

RENAME MAC.PS SYMBOLS3.PS (CR) 

Then, use the IT switch to specify your special file: 

MAC FILEA SYMBOLS3.PSIT (CR) 

After each rename step, you need to recreate the original 
.PS file, as shown at the beginning of this chapter. 

You can also change the original MAC .PS file by inserting 
global IS for a source file that begins with an .XPNG pseudo
op; or you could add to the retained symbols and macros 
by using global IS on a source file not containing .XPNG. 
These procedures allow you to define symbols or macros 
for one assembly and use their definitions for subsequent 
assemblies. You could also use .XPNG and the IS switch 
to assign new mnemonics to machine instructions (such as 
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JUMP or some foreign language equIvalent to the instructIon 
that DGC names JMP). File NBID.SR, which is pan of 
most MAC.PS files, starts with .XPNG. 

Any MAC command has the following effects on the symbol 
table: 

I. Copies MAC.PS mto MAC.ST. 

2. During pass I, copies all user symbols, macros, and 
semipermanent symbols to MAC.ST (if it encountered 
.XPNG, it would have deleted the old table before adding 
these). 

By including global/S, you effectively instruct the assem
bler to rename the MAC.ST to the MAC.PS; it will then 
use this MAC.PS file for subsequent assemblies unless you 
specify another file with the IT switch. 

The symbol table portion of the symbol file can hold ap
proximately 8.000 symbols. By default. MAC truncates 
symbols longer than five characters to five characters; if 
you include global IT, it truncates symbols to eight char
acters. It then stores the symbols in radix 50 representation 
to save space. Using smaller symbols will not increase the 
potential total beyond 8,000 symbols. The macro definition 
portion of the file can hold approximately 112 million char
acters or macro definition strings. Radix 50 representation 
and MAC's formats for different binary blocks are described 
in Appendix C. 

------- --- - - --- ----



Part II 

Library File Editor 
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Chapter 9 

Introduction to the Library File Editor 

The Library File Editor (LFE) provides a means of updating 
and interpreting library files. A library file (also called a 
library) is composed of a set of relocatable binary files 
(produced by the Extended Assembler or by the Macro
assembler) and IS marked by special beginning and ending 
blocks. For example. 

LIBRARY START BLOCK 

prog).RB 

LIBRARY END BLOCK 

where each prog.RB represents one of a set of relocatable 
binary programs. -

Library START and END blocks are described in Part ill 
of this manual. Library tapes are supplied with the DGC 
operating systems and with subsystems such as ALGOL and 
FORTRAN. 

With LFE. you can analyze the contents of a library flIe, 
list titles in a library file, merge or update libraries, extract 
logical records from a library file, and create new library 
files from existing system files or new material. The LFE 
is of special importance in ordering relocatable programs in 
a library file, since the relocatable loader uses this order to 
detennme which programs will be loaded. 

To be loaded. a program must have a global entry which 
resolves to an external declaration in a previously loaded 
program, or you must have included the LFE IF switch, 
which force-loads thiS library. This means that If program 
A on library file I has been loaded and contains a call to 
program B on library file 1. then B must follow A in the 
RLDR command line. If there are no unresolved external 
symbols defined as entries in the relocatable binary program 
and thus no calls to the program, the program is not loaded 

(unless you included the LFE IF switch). 

In some cases it may be necessary to prOVide two or more 
copies of a given program on a library file to insure proper 
referencmg. For example: 

Program A calls B calls C calls A 

(Assume that C follows A in the library file.) If a previously 
loaded program has called A. then A. Band C are loaded 
by the standard mechanism. However, if a previously loaded 
program has called B, then only programs B and C would 
be loaded. In this case, a second copy of program A should 
be placed after program C. One of the LFE commands, 
Analyze (A), allows you to detennine whether the programs 
on the file are the proper selection and in the correct order 
for your purposes, since the command creates a listing of 
global declarations of the library file. 

All fonns of the LFE operate in nearly identical fashion, 
their principal differences being the ways in which they 
communicate with the operator (error messages, operator 
cues, command fonnat, and so on). 

The tenninology used to describe the relocatable binaries 
that make up a library is as follows: 

. Term Meaning 

logical record A relocatable binary record contained 
Within a library. 

binary 

update 

Outside the library file, the relocatable 
binary may be a separate file called a bi
nary. It may be produced by extracting 
one or more relocatable binary records from 
a library, or it can be the output of an 
assembly. 

A binary that is to be inserted into a library , 
either to replace a current logical record 
or to create a new logical record. 
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Chapter 10 

RDOS Library File Editor 

The RDOS Library File EdItor (LFE) is supplied with RDOS 
and DOS systems. or as a DUMP tape. and has the name 
LFE.SV. 

The LFE works with conventional RB files and with ex
tended RB files (produced by certain compilers and by the 
Macroassembler if global IT was specified to MAC). 

Operation 
You communicate with the LFE through the command line 
interpreter (CLl). When the CLl prints its ready prompt (R) 
on your console, you can enter an LFE command string. 
Error and caution messages are issued by the program on 
the console output. 

Commands 
Each command string starts with the CLl command LFE, 
followed by a single LFE command key letter. This key 
letter indicates what operation is to be perfonned on the 
arguments that follow the key letter. Key letters and the 
commands they represent are: 

Key Letter Command 

A Analyze a set of library files and/or binaries, 
or analyze selected records in a library. 

D Delete logical records from a library. 
Insert binaries into either a new or an existing 
library. 

M Merge libraries to form a new library. 
N Create a new library from one or more bi

naries. 
R Replace logical records in a library with new 

binaries. 
T List titles in a set of libraries or binaries. 
X Extract specific logical records from a li-

brary. 

Command String Structure 
An LFE command string consists of LFE, followed by a 
command key letter, followed by arguments. Arguments 
can be filenames or logical record names. Arguments must 
be separated by at least one space; additional spaces are 
ignored. 

An argument can have one or two switch options. A switch 
is indicated by a slash (I) following the argument; the slash 
is immediately followed by a letter or a number. 

Each command string IS termmated by a carriage return 
The command stnng structure is: 

LFE keyletter filenamelswitch recordname 

The following five rules apply to LFE command strings and 
to the commands involved. 

1. Only one command key may be given for each command 
string. 

2. An input library file and an update file cannot reside on 
the same device, for example, the $PTR. Both can, of 
course, be on disk. 

3. An input file is searched for in the specified RDOS 
directory as znputname. LB; if not found, a search is made 
for inputname. 

4. An update file is searched for in the specified RDOS 
directory asfilename.RB (or .LB when using A, M or 
T command keys); if not found, a search is made for 
filename. 

5. All references to logical records are satisfied by the first 
matching five-character record title in the library file. 
Therefore, each logical record on a file should have a 
unique title. 

Command strings can be extended beyond one line by typing 
SHIFf-N (or SHIFf-6 on a DASHER) immediately before 
the carriage return «CR~). 

Switches 
Arguments can be modified by switches. A switch is in
dicated by a right slash (I) followed by either a letter or a 
decimal digit. A blank space between the switch indicator 
(I) and the argument it modifies is optional. However, no 
space is permitted betweeen the slash and the letter or num
ber following. 
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Letter Switches 
Letter switches have distinct meanings that depend upon the 
arguments they modify and the command string in which 
they are found. All allowable letter switches will be ex
plained in the descriptions of specific command functions. 
Arguments having switches II (input library), IL (listing 
switch), 10 (output switch). or IF (force-load switch) can 
be situated anywhere in the command string following the 
key letter. 

Numeric Switches 
Numeric switches specify the number of times that the pre
vious argument is to be repeated. For example, SPTRI2 is 
equivalent to SPTR SPTR. A numenc argument of 1 (II) 
has no effect. If two numeric switches are used, only the 
last one listed will be used. For example: 

SPTRl3/2 

will result in 

SPTR SPTR 

Command Descriptions 
The following pages describe LFE commands. Optional 
switches and arguments are enclosed in square brackets in 
the command string format. 
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Analyze (A) 
The A command itemizes the global declarations of a library 
file, of specific logical records within a library file. or of ~ 
single relocatable binary records. Records are analyzed in 
the order of their appearance dunng the senal scanning of 
the input. 

The A command produces the following output: 

1. The name of the library, printed at the Start of the anal
ysis. 

2. A listing of all global declaratIons (symbol, symbol type, 
and flags). 

3. A cross-reference of all external records in the file called 
by each analyzed record. 

4. The title of the module contaming each external record 
referenced by the analyzed record. 

5. A count of ZREL and NREL locations required by each 
analyzed record. 

At the end of a library analysis a total count of all needed 
ZREL and NREL locations is given. (The total count given 
after a single binary analysis is the same as the count named 
in 5 above.) 

Symbol types are: 

eM Named common symbol 
ED Entry displacement (a page zero entry) 
EN Entry normal (an entry outside page zero) 
EO Entry overlay 
GD GADD reference 
GL GLOC reference 
GR GREF reference 
T Title of record 
XD External displacement 
XN External normal 

Each entry containing either a definition error or phase error 
is also flagged. Symbol flags are: 

M Multiply-defined entry. Symbol definitions must 
be unique in their first five characters. References 
to multiply-defined entry names are preceded by 
an asterisk (*). 

U Undefined entry which is referenced by an external 
normal or external displacement. 

P Phase error is an external normal or external dis- .~~ 
placement whose entry was defined before the ex-
ternal reference. 

--- ---- ------ -- ------- -- ------
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Format 

LFE A [Llstingname/L] inputname [recordname] ... 

LFE AIM [lmingname/L inputname mputname] ... 

Where: 

listingname is the name of the file into which the analysis 
IS to be wntten 

inputname IS the name of the file from which the input is 
read 

recordname specifies a particular logical record in the input 
library to be analyzed. 

Switches 
1M Multiple input library files. The switch modifies 

the command key A and causes all file names 
following. with the exception of a listing file, 
to be analyzed as one library. 

IB inputname IS a binary. Default extension is .RB. 

IF Fonn feed. Each logical record analysis is on a 
separate page. 

IL Listing file. By default the analysis is listed on 
$LPT. 

The switch assigns the preceding file of listing. 

Examples 

LFE AIM MATHl.LB MATH2.LB $LPT/L (CR) 

The library files MATHl.LB and MATH2.LB are analyzed 
as one library and the results are printed on the line printer. 
(Note that recordname may not be used with the M switch.) 

LFE A DPl :M.LB (CR) 

The input file is M.LB in directory DP 1. 
All the logical records in this library file are analyzed and 
the results are printed on $LPT (default listing file). 

LFE A MATH.LB SIN COS TAN $LPT/L (CR) 

The input file is MA TH.LB. 
The logical records SIN. COS, and TAN are analyzed and 
the results are printed on the line printer. 

Output 

The following is a sample of output generated by the A 
command. 

AELLB 

T RESID 
ED K10 
ED K30 
ED LDBT 
ED STBT 
ED SAVE 
ED RTRN 
EN WRLI 
EN WRIB 
EN RUN 
EN RBIN 

U GL LOCAT 
XN OVLA1 
XN OVLA2 

U XN OVLA3 
U XN RLOC 
U XN BTAB 
U XN BEND 
U XN LOCAT 

OVL2 
OVL2 
OVL1 
OVL1 
OVL1 
OVL1 

OVL1 
OVL2 

OVL2 
OVL2 
OVL2 
OVL2 

PAGE ZERO RELOCATABLE DATA = 000166 
NORMAL RELOCATABLE DATA = 001700 
UNLABELED COMMON SIZE = 000011 

T 

EO 
P XD 
P XD 
U GD 
P XN 
P XN 
U XN 

OVL1 
OVLA1 
LDBT 
STBT 
LOCA2 
SAVE 
RTRN 
LOCA2 

RESID 
RESID 
RESID 

RESID 
RESID 

PAGE ZERO RELOCATABLE DATA = 00000o 
NORMAL RELOCATABLE DATA = 000336 

T OVL2 
CM CMAR 
ED OVLA2 RESID 

P XD K10 RESID 
P XD K30 RESID 
P XD STBT RESID 
P XD LDST RESID 
P XN SAVE RESID 
P XN RTRN RESID 

PAGE ZERO RELOCATABLE DATA = 00000o 
NORMAL RELOCATABLE DATA = 000322 

TOTAL ZREL COUNT = 000166 
TOTAL NREL COUNT = 002560 
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Delete (D) 
The D command deletes one or more logical records from 
a library. 

Format 

LFE D mputname outputnamelO recordname [recordname ... ] 

where: 

inputname is the name of the file containing the library 
whose selected logical recordname is to be deleted; outputname 
is the name of the device that produces the new library. 

Switches 
10 

Example 

Output master library file. This switch must al
ways modify the name of the output library file, 
and can appear anywhere within the command 
line. 

LFE D $TTR UL TIL.LB/O MOVE LDBYT STBYT DIV 
t (CR) 

MULT COMP(CR) 

The input file is $TTR. 

The output file is UTIL.LB. 

The logical records deleted from the input file are: 

MOVE 
LDBYT 
STBYT 
DIVI 
MULT 
COMP 
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Insert (I) 
The I command merges update files and logical records on 
an input library file to produce an output hbrary file. 

By default, update files in the order listed in the command 
will be inserted before the first logical record in the input 
file. To insert an update file or files before or after a given 
logical record, use the I A or IB switches as described below. 
A given logical record may appear only once in a command. 

No local symbols present in the update files are transferred 
to the output file. 

Format 

LFE I [inputname] outputnamelO [insenname[/F] ... ] ... 
[recordnamel A insertname[/F] ... ] ... 
[recordnamelB insertname[/F] .. . 

where: 

inputname is the name of the file from which the existing 
file is taken. 

outputname is the name of the file to contain the new library; 

insertname is the name of a file from which binaries are 
taken for insertion; 

recordname is the name of a logical record in the existing 
library before or after which insertions are to be made. 

Switches 
10 Output library file. The switch modifies the name 

of the output library file. 

IF Force-load this binary. This sets the force-load 
flag in the binary; RLDR will load this binary 
whether or not it satisfies an external reference. 

IA Inserts after. The switch is used to insert ar
guments after the logical recordname which it 
modifies. 

IB Insert before. The switch appears after a logical 
recordname, and is used to insert arguments be
fore this record name . 

Example 

LFE I $PI'R MATH.LB/O A.RB R.RB SINEIA C.RB D.RB 
COSIA X.RB Y.RB Z.RB (CR) 

The inputname is $PTR. 

The outputname is MATH.LB. 



Files A.RB and B.RB are inserted at the beginning of the 
output file. 

Files C.RB and D.RB are inserted after the program SINE 
m the output file. 

Files X.RB, Y.RB and Z.RB are IDserted after the program 
COS in the output file (Note that SINE need not precede 
COS on the input file.) 

Merge (M) 
The M command combines existlDg libranes mto one li
brary 

Format 

LFE M outputnamelO inputname (inputname ... j 

where: 

outputname is the file to receive the new library 

inputname 1S the name of a file from which a library is to 

be taken. 

Switches 
/0 

Example 

Output library file switch, nammg the file that 
is to receive the new library. 

LFE M FORT.LB/O FORTI.LB FORT2.LB FORT3.LB 
~ (CR) 

FORT4.LB(CR) 

The four FORTRAN Jibrary files are merged into a single 
FORTRAN library file called FORT.LB. 
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New (N) 

The N command creates a new library me named outputname 
from one or more relocatable binary files. 

Format 

LFE N outputname/O inputname [inputname[/F] ... ] 

where: 

outputname IS the file to receive the new library; 

inpurname is the name of the file containing a relocatable 
binary to be included in the new library. 

Switches 
10 

IF 

Example 

Output library file. This switch modifies the 
output name file. 

Force-load this binary; set the force-load flag. 
RLDR will load this binary whether or not it 
satisfies an external reference. 

LFE N LIB3.LB/0 A.RB B.RBIF C.RB (CR) 

The output is file LIB3.LB; it consists of binaries A.RB, 
B.RB, and C.RB. 

B.RB has the force-load flag set; RLDR will always load 
It when LIB3.LB appears in the RLDR command line. 
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Replace (R) 
The R command produces an output file. replacing logical 
records in the input file with relocatable binary update files. 

No local symbols present In the update files are transferred 
to the output master. 

Format 

LFE R inputname outputnamelO recordname updatename 
[IF] 

[recordname updatename[/F] ... ] 

where: 

inputname is the name of the file containing the eXisting 
library; 

outputname is the name of the file that is to receive the new 
library; 

recordname is the name of a logical record in the existIng 
library that is to be replaced; 

updatename is the name of the file from which a bInary is 
to be taken. 

Switches 
10 

IF 

Format 

Output library file. The switch always modifies 
the outputname filename. 

Force-load this binary; set the force-load flag. 
RLDR will load this binary whether or not it 
satisfies an external reference. 

LFE RMATH.LB NEWMATH.LB/O ATAN NEWATAN 
TAN TAN.RB ACOS X.RB (CR) 

The input file is MATH.LB. 

The output file is NEWMATH.LB. 

Logical record ATAN is replaced by file NEWATAN.RB. 

Logical record ACOS is replaced by file X.RB. 

Logical record TAN is replaced by file TAN.RB. 

Note that all these replacements will be made regardless of 
the order of the specified logical records on the input file. 

---- - ~ -~----



Titles (T) 
The T command produces a title CTITL) listing of logical 
records of One or more input libraries. 

Format 

LFE T inputname [ouIputname/L) [mputname) ... 

where: 

inputname IS the name of the file contaIning an input library; 

outputname is the name of the device that is to produce the 
listing. 

Switches 
IL 

Example 

indicates the listing device. The listing device 
argument may appear anywhere in the command 
lIne after the function key T. 

LFE T $LPT/L $PTR Fl.LB $TTR (CR) 

The library file is $PTR. 

Additional library files are FI.LB and $TTR. 

Titles are listed on the line printer. 

Extract (X) 

The X command extracts one or more logical records on a 
library file as separate relocatable bmary files. The relo
catable bmary files will retain the names that they had as 
logical records. 

This command cannot extract a record whose title (MAC's 
.TITL Pseudo-op) contains a penod (.) character. unless it 
is the fIrst character: then It IS changed to a dollar sign ($). 

For example •. MAIN becomes SMAIN.RB. 

Format 

!.FE X inputname recordname [recordname. .J 

where: 

inpurname is the name of the file contaimng the h brary from 
which records are to be extracted; 

recordname is the name of a record to be extracted from 
the input library file. 

Switches 

None. 

Example 

LFE X MATH.LB SINE COSIN TAN (CR) 

Library file MATH.LB is searched and the logical records 
SINE, COSIN and TAN are extracted. creating relocatable 
binary files SINE.RB, COSIN.RB, and TAN.RB. 
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Part III 

Extended Relocatable Loaders 
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Chapter 11 

Introduction to RDOS/DOS Relocatable Loader 

RLDR Overview 
The Relocatable Loader processes binary files (RBs), RB 
libraries. extended RBs. or extended RB libraries, and builds 
them mto an executable save file on disk. The following 
Data General uuhty programs create RBs: The Extended 
Assembler (ASM). any compiler. and the Macroassembler 
(MAC). Certam compilers and MACs can generate extended 
RBs. You can create Iibranes from any RBs with the Library 
FIle Editor (LFE) utilIty. 

You mvoke the Loader with the CLI command RLDR. The 
Loader then scans your command line and builds the save 
file upward, mcludmg the RB and library modules in the 
command line. Each lIbrary is searched whenever its name 
appears in the command line. The system library (SYS.LB) 
is searched at the end of the command line and whenever 
you place its name in the command line. You can direct 
RLDR not to search SYS.LB at the end of the command 
line with the global IN switch. 

NOTE: Because the system library (SYS.LB) differs for 
each type of system (unmapped or mapped), a program 
loaded under one system will probably not execute under 
another system. To load under one system for a different 
system, you must obtam the proper system library for the 
target system, and make sure that RLDR searches it, not 
the current system library, during the load. You can do this 
by perfonmng the load process from a subdirectory which 
contains both the target system library and links to RLDR.SV 
and RLDR.OL (or the RLDR files themselves). 

RLDR makes only one pass over the command line as it 
places the files specified one-by-one into the save file. It 
does not back up to re-scan files, or adjust locations already 
assigned. 

By default. RLDR mcludes an entire module when you 
include the module name. You can instruct RLDR to include 
part of a module using the macroassembler .LMIT pseudo
op. described later in this chapter. 

See the local IF SWitch for details. 

RLDR Files 
RLDR uses two files to operate: RLDR.SV and RLDR.OL. 
It also scans SYS.LB during each load and copies task
processing modules into the save file. Normally. fIles 
RLDR.SV, and RLDR.OL, and SYS.LB are In the mac;ter 
directory (which holds the operating system): thus, you can 
always issue RLDR commands while operating in the master 
directory. 

To use RLDR from another directory. get mto the other 
directory and enter the command: 

LINK RLDR.SV %MDIR%:RLDR.SV (CR) 

LINK RLDR.OL %MDIR%:RLDR.OL (CR) 

LINK SYS.LB %MDIR%:SYS.LB (CR) 

These commands create links to the original files. which 
enable you to operate RLDR from this directory. %MDIR'k 
is a CLI variable which contains the master directory name; 
if any of the files RLDR uses are not in the master directory , 
type the full directory specifier name instead of % MDIR 'k 
for this file; for example, 

LINK RLDR.SV DPl:RLDR.SV (CR) 

Command Line 
The general formats of the RLDR command are: 

RLDR binary I" • binary ., . library ... binary 

RLDR binaryl ... library ... binary lovname, ovname ... ] 
binary ... 

where: 

binary is any relocatable binary 

RLDR always builds certain system tables (User Status Ta- ... (ellipsis) means that you can repeat the preceding ar-
ble, Task Control Blocks, and so on) into the save file, gument 
starting at location 4008 unless you are building a save file 
for execution in an unmapped foreground (local IF switch). library is any RB library built with the LFE utilIty 
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[ mdlcates the start of an overlay node in memory ID Includes a debugger and symbol table in the save file 
ThiS switch places an external DEBUG ID RLDR's 
symbol table; by default. the symbolic debugger IS 

omome is the name of an RB which you want to load as loaded to the save file. it also builds a symbol table -, 
an overlay into the save file. 

The symbol table IS needed to help you debug or edit 
. (comma) separates one ovname from another withlD square the save file. Unless you include global IS. RLDR 
brackets places the symbol table Immediately above your pro-

gram. To place the symbol table in high memory. see 
global IS. 

1 indicates the end of an overlay node in memory. 
NOTE: You can include a symbol table without the 
debugger by including an .EXTN .SYM. statement 

Unless you specify another name with the local IS switch, in one of the modules to be loaded. 
RLDR names the save file binary., with the .SV extension; 
It names the overlay file (if any) binary. with the .OL ex- To copy the interrupt-disable debugger instead of the 
tension. standard debugger, use a global ID and insert the name 

xIDEB.RB somewhere in the command hne before 
SYS.LB is searched. (To find xIDEB. get into the 

Global Switches master directory and type UST - IDEB.RB. The name 
returned is the version of IDEB for your operatlDg 

Each global switch modifies RLDR's operation globally. system.) 
You append each global switch to the command word RLDR. 
Local switches, described later, modify arguments in the NOTE: Unlike the rest of the save file, RLDR builds 
RLDR command line. FOlJowlDg is a list of RLDR global the program's symbol table downward (from high ad-
switches and what they do. dresses to low) in the save file. Thus. when you are 

examining a symbol table, the normal order of sym-
bols is reversed. The symbols are three words long; , IA Produces a second, alphabetical, symbol listing. RLDR the first two words contain the symbol name (in radix 

always produces a list of global symbols as part of its 50) and the third word is the value of the symbol. 
load map; this switch tells it to produce a second, 
alphabetical list. You must also specify a device or IE Displays error messages when a listing file has been 
disk file ($LPT/L, MAPFILE/L) with the local IL specified (local IL). Normally, when you specify a 
switch to receive the listing. For example: listing file with local IL, RLDR does not send error 

messages to the console: instead, it sends these mes-
RLDRIA MYPROG MYPROG.AUL (CR) sages to the listing file. Use this switch when you 

want error messages sent to both the listing file and 
IB Uses short Task Control Blocks (words in unmapped the console. 

NOVA multitask programs only). In unmapped NOVA 
multi task programs, the last four words of each Task IG Prints labeled common warning messages whenever 
Control Block (TCB) are unused. You can specify new labeled common appears in overlays. Normally. 
short (13 word) TCBs with this switch. For single- RLDR pnnts each warning message only once for a 
task programs, RLDR ignores global/B. load. Labeled common in overlays is described later 

in this chapter. Also, see global /R. 
IC Creates this file for an RTOS environment. A save 

file created with global/C cannot execute under ROOS IH Prints all numeric output in hexadecimal. N ormall y, 
or DOS. RLDR prints this output in octal. 

When you use this switch, RLDR starts NREL code II Creates absolute data files or absolute data programs. 
at 4408 (plus the length of the RTOS overlay directory Does not create a UST, TCB, or other system tables. 
if any), inserts the program's starting address in USTSA, Starts NREL code at 4458 and ZREL code at 50s. To 
starts the file at location zero, and does not search the Start ZREL at an address other than 50s, you must use 
system library, SYS.LB. For example: the local IZ. Use the global/Z to start the save file at 

O. Programs created with II cannot execute under any 

'" RLDRIC/Z RTOSPROG PROG2 PROG3 (CR) operating system. 
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IK Keeps the special RLDR symbol table file in the disk 
file named binary I' ST. Normally, RLDR deletes thiS 
file after the load. This file is described later m this 
chapter. 

1M Suppresses all RLDR output to the console. This speeds 
Joadmg on slow systems, but you should use it care
fully smce it also suppresses error messages 

IN Does not search the system library, SYS.LB, unless 
Its name appears in the command Ime. Normally, 
RLDR searches the system library at the end of the 
command line, to try to resolve undefined symbols. 

10 Omits the program symbol table even though global 
ID is used. 

IP Prints the startmg NREL address of each RB or library 
module along With Its title as It is loaded. When you 
include this switch, and the first module loaded spec
Ifies a number of tasks in a . COMM TASK statement, 
and you omIt local IK, the starting address of the 
.COMM .TASK module is reported incorrectly (with
out adjustment for multiple tasks). 

IR Places new overlay common in the root program. If 
an overlay in this command line declares a new named 
common symbol (.COMM pseudo-op), places thiS 
common 1D the root ponion (which is always memory
resident during execution). Normally, RLDR places 
new overlay common in the overlay node, where it 
will be overwritten by the next overlay loaded into 
this node. 

NOTE: RLDR cannot load virtual overlays (local IV) 
If you use global IR. 

IS Places the program's symbol table in high memory 
(used with global ID). Normally, RLDR places the 
symbol table directly above the program. The IS switch 
instructs RLDR to place the table as high as possible 
in memory (beneath the operating system). 

IU Does not resolve undefined symbols to - 1. Nor
mally, the memory locations which reference an un
defined symbol are chained to one another. If the 
symbol is never defined, the address chain remains 
intact when you include the global IU switch. 

~~~- -----~------~ 

IX Allows up to 128 system overlays. The SYSGEt-.: 
program uses thiS SWitch when 11 mstructs RLDR to 
generate a ne\\, operating system. 

IY Allows up to 256 system overlays. See IX above. 

IZ Starts the save file at location zero. Such a file cannot 
execute under RDOS or DOS. but can execute under 
RTOS. After loadmg. you must process the save file 
with the MKABS/Z command: you can then execute 
the file With the bmary loader or BOOT (see the BOOT 
command m the RDOSIDOS Command Lme Inter
preter IDGC No. 069-400015)). 

Local Switches 
A local switch modifies an argument in the RLDR command 
line. The local switches are. 

nlC Allots n (octal) lIO channels to the program 
Each file or device the program uses must be 
opened on a channel. You can also specify 
channel (and task) information in a .COMM 
TASK statement: If there is a .COMM TASK. 
the IC specification ovemdes it. If you omit 
both IC and .COMM TASK. RLDR allots 
eight channels to the program. 

name/E 

nlF 

Sends error messages to file name when a 
listing file has been specified (local IL). You 
must also include global IE. For example: 

RLDRIE MYPROGRAM $LPT/L 
$TTOllE (CR) 

Error messages go to the second console (not 
the default console, $TTO): the load map 
goes to the line printer. 

For execution in an unmapped foreground 
only. Starts this save file's system tables at 
octal address n. You must use this sWitch. 
and local/Z, to allow this program to execute 
in an unmapped foreground. If n is not an 
integer multiple of (4008) + 16, RLDR will 
round it to the next multiple. For example: 

RLDR MYPROG 20000/F 200/Z 
MYPROGFG/S (CR) 

This command builds a save file name MY
PROGFG.SV from the binary MYPROG. 
MYPROGRJ's system table begins at 20016,. 
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II'K 

name/L 

nlN 

Allots n (octal) TeBs (tasks) to this program namelS 
during execution. You can also specify tasks 
m a eOMM TASK statement; if so, the IK 
specification overrides the .eOMM TASK. 
If you omit both .eOMM TASK and IK, 
RLDR assigns one TeB (task) and loads the 
single-task scheduler with the program. 

NOTE: You must specify multiple tasks for 
a multitask program (one which uses the 
.TASK or .QTSK task calls). 

Sends the load map and all errors to file name. 
If name IS a disk file name, RLDR creates a 
file and writes the load map and any errors 
to this file. If name exists, the map and errors 
are appended to the file. Unless you also 
specify global IE, errors are not displayed on 
the console (instead. they will go to the file 
or device). 

The load map for any program can help you 
patch it wIth the patch utilities. For example: IU 

RLDR MYPROG PROGA PROGB 
MYPROG.LM/L (CR) 

Starts loading NREL code from the next 
mod ule (in the command line) at octal ad
dress n. N onnall y, RLDR builds the save file 
upward from lower memory, placing each 
module directly above the last module loaded. 
It maintains an NREL pointer to keep track 
of the next available location in NREL space. 
Local IN moves the pointer upward. Address 
n must be greater than the current NREL 
pointer value (higher than the last location 
loaded). If n is not higher than the last address 
loaded, RLDR ignores the switch and con
tinues loading nonnally. For example: 

RLDR MYPROG 4000IN PROGA 
6OOO/N PROGB (CR) 

MYPROG's NREL code starts nonnalIy, 
above the system tables; PROGA's NREL 
starts at 40008 , and PROGB's NREL code 
starts at 60008 , 
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Gives the save filename. Nonnally. the eLi 
gives the save file the name of the fma bmaf) 
in the command line. with the .SV extenSiOn. 
deleting any existing save file with the same 
filename. The IS SWitch names the save file 
name.SV, and the overlay file (if any) 
name.OL. An existing save (and overlay) file 
with the default (first bmary) name IS left 
intact. For example: 

RLOR MYPROG [OVLYO. OVLY IJ 
MYPROGXXX/S (CR) 

ThIS produces the save file 
MYPROGXXX.SV and the overlay file 
MYPROGXXX.OL. 

NOTE: Local IS does not instruct RLOR to 
load anything: it Simply gives the save file a 
name other than that which it would have 
received normally. 

Include local (user) symbols m the save file. 
NonnalIy, symbols which are not specified 
by a . ENT pseudo-op are not retained. If you 
specify global/U to the assembler. and local 
/U to the RLDR, these symbols are placed 
in the program's symbol table. (You must 
also specify RLDR global 10 to include the 
symbol table.) Local symbols can help you 
debug or edit the program. For example: 

MAC/U (FILEA, OVL YO, OVL Y1) 

R 
RLDRID FILEAlU [OVL60/U. OVLY1/Uj 

This assembles three files separately, includ
ing user symbols; then it includes user sym
bols in the program symbol table via RLDR. 
Local overlay symbols are also included. 



IOl'f'rlays]!V Loads overlays as VirtUal overlays (mapped 
RDOS only). Vutual overlays occupy mapped 
extended address space dunng program ex
ecution: they are further described in the RDOS 
System Reference (DGC No. 093-400027). 
Virtual overlays have meaning only in a 
mapped RDOS system. although RLDR will 
build them on any system. RLDR allots node 
space for vl1tUal overlays In multiples of 1.024 
(2000.) words and aligns the beginning of 
each virtual node with a I K boundary from 
location Zero. 

niZ 

All virtual overlays must precede conven
tIOnal overlays in the RLDR command line. 
For example: 

RLDR MYPROG [OVO. OV1, OV2]!V 
[OVA. OVB. OVC] 

Start loading ZREL code from the next mod
ule (in the command line) at octal address n. 

Library Files 
You can enter the name of a library (built with the LFE 
utility) anywhere in the RLDR command line. A library 
module can be part of the save file. or it can be in an overlay, 
within [,,]. RLDR will scan the libranes you include, but 
will not load any modules from the library unless one of 
two conditions exists: either the mOdule satisfies an unre
solved symbol from another module, or you specified a force 
load when you build the library. When a module is loaded 
because of the first condition, any symbols satisfied by that 
module receive defined status. After a symbol is defined, 
it can no longer force a module to be loaded. 

Loading Overlays 
You can specify an overlay node anywhere within the save 
file. The node receives the overlays specified within the 
square brackets one-by-one when the program executes. The 
overlays (ovnames) that you specify are placed within the 
overlay file. The node in the save file is vacant dunng 
program execution, until the save file loads (with the .OVLOD 
or .TOVLD system calls) an overlay into the node. When 
the program is fmished with this overlay, it can then load 
another from the overlay file into this node. 

The square brackets established an overlay node and as
sociate a group of overlays with that node. Within the square 
brackets, you must use a comma to separate one overlay 
from another. Any overlay can consist of one or more RB 
files. For example: 

RLDR MYPROG rOVl OV2, OV3, OV4] (CR) 

---------

ThiS command line creates save file MYPROG SV anJ 
overla)' file MYPROG.OL. MYPROG.SV hal; one o\erJa) 
node to receive the overlays in MYPROG.OL one at a Hme 
The three overlays In MYPROG.OL are OV I and 0\ 2. 
OV3. and OV4 because the fIrSt overlay consl~t!> of bInane~ 
OVI and OV2. 

When RLDR encounters square brackets. It scans each b\DaT) 
within the set to determine the size of the largest overlay 
It then rounds the size of the large!>t overla~ to the next 
multiple of 256 (4008 ) words. and allots thl!> !>Ize to tim 
node. (It rounds virtual overlays-descnbed under the local 
IV switch-to the next multiple of 1.024 words) B::- thl~ 

procedure. RLDR ensures that the node Will be large enough 
for the largest overlay Then It pads each overlay with zeroe~ 
to the node size and copies the overlays to the o'<eri<l) fde 

In the precedmg command lme. If RBs OV I. OV2. OV3. 
and OV4 are 10, 15, 20. and 40 words respectively, RLDR 
uses the length of OV4 (40). and rounds It up to (he next 
multiple of 256 words: thus, 256 words I!> the size of the 
node. If the sizes were 200, 60, 290 and 90 \\-ords instead. 
RLDR would use the length of the fIrSt overlay (OV2 with 
200 words. plus OV2 with 60 words) and would round 260 
up to the next multiple of 256. This is 512: thus the node 
would be 512 words long. 

The save file can reference overlays by name if you named 
each overlay with the .ENTO pseudo-op: if you omitted 
. ENTO , the save file must access each overlay by node 
number and overlay number Consult your system reference 
manual for more on overlays. 

Overlays and Named Common 
Named common is code that you can specify with the . COMM 
pseudo-op or a higher-level language equivalent. When a 
module which is not an overlay declares named common 
for the first time, RLDR places the common in the program 
save file. During program execution, this common remains 
in memory and any module can use it. 

Overlays That Declare Named 
Common 
If you omit the global fR switch and an overlay declares 
new common, RLDR places this common in the overlay 
itself. This means that the program can use this common 
only while the overlay is resident 

If you include the global fR switch, RLDR tries to place. 
within the root program, all named common. Only the first 
overlay in each pair of square brackets can declare new 
common when you use global fR. RLDR takes the named 
common from the overlay and adds it to the root node. Thi!> 
moves the starting address of the overlay node upward. 
RLDR cannOt update the load map after moving the node 
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upward. so. If overlay~ declare new common and you In
clude global fR. the load map's node start figure wIll be 
wrong. To Indicate the Incorrect node start address. the map 
contam~ the warning message 

LABELED COMMON IS ROOTBOuND 

Summary 
When RLDR encounters a named common symbol In an 
overlay. It takes the following steps To Illustrate. we will 
call the named common symbol .COMM. and Its size SIZE. 
The command hne might be' 

RLDR PROGA [A.B.C] <CR> 

where module A declares COMM. 

If you omit global !R. RLDR checks Its symbol table for 
COMM If COMM IS new. RLDR allots space for it within 
the overlay node If COMM was declared earher (possibly 
by module PROGA), and has received a memory location, 
RLDR checks that locatIOn and other parameters as follows: 

• If the assigned memory locatIOn of COMM IS less than 
the node start location, RLDR displays the warning message 

LABELED COMMON IN NODE IS DEFINED OUTSIDE NODE 

and continues. RLDR assumes that It has already alloned 
space. It displays the message to warn you that the labeled 
common may be defmed In another overlay-outside this 
node-and thus may be unavailable to this node's overlays. 

• If COMM' s assigned memory location is the next avail
able location, RLDR increments the next available lo
catIOn by SIZE. and contInues. 

• If the assigned memory locatIOn of COMM is greater 
than the node start, and this location plus SIZE is less 
than the next available location, RLDR continues. 

• If the assigned memory location of COMM is greater 
than node start, and this location plus SIZE is greater than 
the next available location, RLDR displays the message 

ALIGNMENT ERROR 

and aborts the command. 

If you Include global /R. when RLDR encounters any new 
named common In the first module of a node, it places 
COMM in the root program (PROGA.SV) and writes the 
LABELED COMMON warning message to the load map 
Then It moves the node start upward by the SIZE of CO MM. 
The module which declares COMM must be the first within 
thiS set of square brackets (In the example, module A), 
because RLDR cannot adjust a node starting address after 
It has loaded data. 
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The Load Map 
The load map of RLDR has two parts: a memo!} map and a 
hst of symbols When you specify global! A. It has a third part· 
an alphabetical list of symbols. For example. the command Ime 

RLDRROOTO[OVLOO. OVLOI] ROOTI [OVLlO. OVLllj 

produces a load map that looks like the follOWing (RLDR 
does not pnnt the hne numbers: we have Included them for 
c1anty): 

o 
1. 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

ROOTO 

ROOT1 

TMIN 
NSAC3 

001470 
000,000 
000.001 
0002070 

002276 
001,000 
002,002 
003676 

OVLOO 
OVL01 

OVL10 
OVL11 

000004 
000004 

001006 
000775 

10 
11. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19 
20. 

NO STARTING ADDRESS FOR LOAD MODULE 
NMAX 003752 
ZMAX 000050 
CSZE 000000 
EST 000000 
SST 000000 
USTAD 000400 
START 000452 
LOV10 000453 

In this load map, lines 0 and 5 contain the program RB 
titles. If the command hne contains a user library, the titles 
of modules loaded from the library are also printed. RLDR 
prints library module names when it encounters the module's 
TITLE block. On an error. It prints an error message after 
the module title. 

Lines 1 and 4 in the map show starting and ending addresses 
for the first overlay node (node 0); lines 6 and 9 show these 
addresses for the second node (node I). Remember that 
RLDR allots node space for conventional overlays In mul
tiples of 4008 words, thus giving addresses 1470 through 
2070 to the first node, and 2276 through 3676 to the second 
node. Each node is large enough to accept the largest overlay 
associated with it. 

Lines 2, 3, 7 and 8 describe the overlays for node 0 and I. 
respectively. You can interpret line 2 as follows: 

node overlay overlay overlay 

number number title length (words) 

"- / I I 
000,000 OVLOO 000004 

Figure 11.1 Interpretation of line 2 DG·25179 



Lines 10 and II contain the names of the single-task sche
duler (TMIN) and module NSAC3. taken from SYS.LB. 
These names are explained In the Example Program section 
later In this chapter 

At this pomt In the map. RLDR gives error flags and pnnts 
other error messages If there IS an undefined or multlply
defined symbol. or named common. In the load map. one 
of the follOWing codes. followed by the symbol name. are 
displayed' 

Code 

XD 
XN 
C 
M 

Meaning 

External displacement ( EXTD) undefined. 
External normal (.EXTN) undefined. 
Named common symbol 
Multiply-defined symbol 

There are no RLDR flags In this load map, but line 12 
contams an error message. This message means that neither 
ROOTO nor ROOn specified a starting address after a 
.END pseudo-op You Will have to correct this in the source, 
then reassemble and reload the program, before the program 
runs correctly 

NMAX, In line 13. is the lowest available address dunng 
executIOn; It IS one locatIOn higher than the highest address 
used by the program ZMAX-l, line 14, is the highest page 
zero (ZREL) address used by the program; by default RLDR 
starts ZREL at location 50s. In this program there is no 
ZREL code. thus ZMAX IS 50s CZSE. line 15, is the size 
of the named common area; In this program, there IS no 
such area. EST and SST are the end and start of the program 
symbol table (global ID switch); again, In thiS program, 
there IS no symbol table. 

Line 18 describes the starting address of the program User 
Status Table; this begins the system tables described later. 
Lines 19. 20, and so on Identify symbols used in the mod
ules. 

System Tables 

Normally, RLDR builds a user status table (UST) and one 
or more task control blocks (TCBs) Into each save file. It 
also builds an overlay directory Into the save file if the 
command lme specified overlays. The UST usually extends 
from location 400s to 423s. Generally, each TCB occupies 
2ls word~. The size of the overlay directory vanes with the 
number of overlay nodes. Figure 11.2 shows the arrange
ment of these tables In the save file: 

Highest location In file 
Program symbol table 

(If loaded, global ID) 

Program NREL code, 

including overlay nodes 

Overlay directory 

TeBs 

UST 

Program ZREL code 

Figure 11.2 System tables in a save file ID'00123 

The system uses locations 0 through IS, 

User Status Table (UST) 
The user status table records execution and runtime infor
mation on the program. RLDR bUilds It upward from lo
cation 4008 to 423s. LocatIOns 400 through 437 contain the 
UST. as shown here The RDOS System Reference (DGC 
No. 093-400026) descnbes the UST further 

USTPC = 0 
USTZM = 1 
USTSS = 2 
USTES = 3 
USTNM= 4 
USTSA = 5 
USTDA = 6 
USTHU = 7 
USTCS = 10 

USTIT = 11 
USTBR = 12 
USTCH = 13 

USTCT = 14 
USTAC = 15 
USTFC = 16 
USTIN = 17 
USTOD = 20 

USTSV = 21 

USTEN = USTSV 

,ZMAX 
; START OF SYMBOL TABLE 
; END OF SYMBOL TABLE 
;NMAX 
; STARTING ADDRESS 
;DEBUGGER ADDRESS 
;HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 
; FORTRAN COMMON AREA 
; SIZE 
,INTERRUPT ADDRESS 
; BREAK ADDRESS 
; NUMBER OF CHANNELS/ 
,TASKS 
; CURRENTL Y ACTIVE TCB 
,START OF ACTIVETCB CHAIN 
,START OF FREE TCB CHAIN 
; INITIAL START OF NREL CODE 
,OVERLAY DIRECTORY 
. ADDRESS 
;FORTRAN STATE VARIABLE 
; SA VE ROUTINE 
. LAST ENTRY 

Task Control Blocks 
Each task control block (TCB) records runtime information 
on a program task. RLDR bUilds one TCB Into the program 
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for each ta~k that you specify You can compute the number 
of "vords for the TeB area with the fonnula: 

(/lumber-oj-tasks) * TLN 

Where. entry TLN is the number of words for each task 
control block; generally, this is 21 8 , The system parameter 
file. PARU .SR. describes TLN; see PARU .SR cross-reference 
III the RDOS System Reference. That manual contaInS ad
ditIOnal mfonnauon task control blocks. 

Overla), Directory 
The o"erlay directory maIntains InfonnatIon on each overlay 
node RLDR creates the overlay directory only if your com
mand Ime specifies overlays. The directory length IS: 

(4 Y Illlmbel-oJ-llodes) + I 

For more mfonnatlOn on the overlay directory, consult the 
RDOS System Reference 

Memory Map Illustration 
The folloWIng Illustration shows how file ROOT.SV looks 
m mam memory during execution. We showed the com
mand hne and load map for this file in the Load Map section 
earher A~sume that the program has loaded (.OVLOD) an 
overlay Into each node. 

.t 

I 
:t Top of Memory 

I 
Operating 
System (unmapped) 

Highest address available (HMA) 
F ree area 

nmax 83752) 
NSAC3 and TMIN 

Top of Node 1 (3676) 
Overlay OVL 1 0 

Bottom of Node 1 (2276) 
ROOT 1 

Top of Node 0 (2070) 
Overlay OVLOO 

Bottom of Node 0 (1470) 
RooTO 

Start of RooTO code (JNMAX) 
Overlay Directory 

TCB 
424 

UST 
400 

User ZREL (unused here) 
50 

16 
System POinters 

o 
Figure 11.3 Memory Map 10..Q()124 

A mapped RDOS system is not at the top of memory. 
However, you can Ignore the position of a mapped system 
because It IS logically Isolated from user space, and invisible 
to user programs. If you have a mapped system, ignore the 

positIOn shown for the system In the rest of thiS chapter 

The highest memory address available to user programs IS 
called high memory address (HMA) INMAX IS the start 
of nonnal relocatable code (NREL). (Figure 11.3 IS not to 
scale.) 

Specifying NREL Address 
As described under the local IN switch, you can Increment 
the RLDR's NREL pOInter to start loadmg a file at a given 
address. Naturally, the value you specify with local IN must 
exceed the last address loaded. For example. the command 
lme. 

RLDR MYPROG 4000/N YOURPROG 

mstructs RLDR to build MYPROG this way m memory 
before wntmg It to disk: 

,...--------- NMAX-1 
YOURPROG 

~~~rr~~~~ __ 

after RLDR sees 4000/N ) 

Space between the top J 
4000. (NREL pOinter 

of MYPROG and 4000 

1oC""':...:....::....:..~~.£....t:.:...::...::.L.f Top of MYPROG . 

t-__ M_V_P_R_O_G __ -I __ INMAX (Start of 

UST user NREL code). 

400 
ZREL o 

Figure 11.4 How RLDR builds MYPROG In memory 10-00125 

Any program can change its NMAX during executIOn with 
the .MEMI system call; this IS very important for a swap 
or a chain. In a swap, one program IS wntten to diSk, and 
another is put in its place. the first can be called back. In 
a chain, program one calls program two, and program one 
IS lost. 

The .LMIT Feature 
You can instruct RLDR to load a module partially With the 
Macroassembler's .LMIT pseudo-op. To use this pseudo
op, declare a .LMIT symbol m a module, then use the 
symbol in the module that you want partially loaded. ThiS 
module must enter the symbol. Only the fIrst module which 
enters and uses the symbol is partially loaded. If you place 
the .LMIT symbol in ZREL, all of the module's NREL code 
and its ZREL code up to the symbol IS loaded If the symbol 
is in NREL, RLDR loads all of the ZREL code, as well as 
the NREL code up to the symbol. In the RLDR command 
line, you must enter the module that establishes the .LMIT 
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symbol before entering the module that you want partially 
loaded. You cannot limn-load more than one module with 
a single .LMIT symbol. If the same .LMIT symbol occurs 
as an entry in a module which follows the partially-bound 
module. RLDR returns a multiple-definition error. 

If a module to be partially loaded defines entries after the 
.LMIT symbol, RLDR sets the value of these symbols to 
- 1. For example: 

Module A 

.TITLA 

.LMIT LIMI 

.EXTN ROUT! 

Module B 

.TITL B 

.ENT ALPHA, ROUTl 

.ENT LIM I 

LIMl:LDA .... 
ROUTl: ... . 
ALPHA: ... . 

After assembling each module. type 

RLDR ABC (CR) 

Module C 

.TITL C 

The hmlt symbol, LIMI, instructs RLDR to load module 
B partially. RLDR finds that ROUTl, which A declares 
external. is defined in B after the limit symbol; therefore. 
RLDR stores the value - I for ROUT2 in its symbol table. 
The utility then proceeds to load all of A and C, and B
up to symbol LIM I. If module C mentions ROUTl, RLDR 
inserts - I whenever each ROUTl symbol occurs; if C 
mentions ALPHA. RLDR returns the error 

UNDEFINED SYMBOL 

For the . LMIT pseudo-op to work properly, you must insert 
entnes in the proper order. Normally, you define entries in 
logical order, but since MAC reverses their order during 
assembly, you must declare them in reverse order. In the 
example above .. ENT ALPHA is not entered In the symbol 
table at all. If the entries in module B were reversed (LIM I, 
ROUT!. ALPHA), .ENT ROUTI and ALPHA would re
ceive NREL values in the symbol table before RLDR re
alized that module B was limited. 

----- ----------- ----

Symbol Tables 

RLDR creates two symbol tables for Its own use whene\ er 
it builds a .SV file. The first table reSides only In memo!} 
and contains undefined symbols. The second table. a disk 
file named savefilename.ST. contains both undefined and 
defined symbols. As RLDR resolves symbols. it removes 
them from the memory-resident table and marks them in 
savefilename.ST as defIned. As it processes the command 
line, it contmues resolving symbOlS In the memo!}'-resldent 
table and marks them in save filename .ST. The memo!}
resident table grows as RLDR encounters external symbols. 
then shnnks as it resolves them. At the end of an error-free 
load, all symbols are resolved in savefilename.ST and RLDR 
then deletes savefilename.ST (unless you used the global 
IK switch in the command line). 

If the memory-resident table grows too large for available 
memory, RLDR displays an overflow error me~~age and 
aborts the command. You can often solve the overflo\\
problem by reducing the number of symbols that are un
defined at one tIme. Do thiS by rearrangmg the order of 
files in the command line. 

There is a third symbol table which differs from the tables 
RLDR creates for its own use. This is the table you can 
have inserted in the save file by appending the global ID 
switch, which loads a debugger. For clarity. we will call 
this the program symbol table. The program symbol table 
is most useful for debugging and editing the save file, es
pecially if you included local symbols when you assembled 
and loaded the file. You can include the program symbol 
table without including a debugger by Inserting a .EXTN 
.SYM. statement in one of the program modules. 

At present, RLDR truncates any symbol of more than five 
characters to five characters before placing it in the program 
symbol table. If the program contains extended RBs (as 
generated by the MAC global rr switch and certain com
pilers), duplicate symbols may exist in the program symbol 
table. This can present debugging problems for users of 
extended RBs. 

The position of the program symbol table m the file vanes 
according to the switches you specify in the RLDR line. 
The following illustrations show how different configura
tions of a sample program (MYPROG.SV) would look in 
memory during execution. 
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RLDR MYPROG) RLDR MYPROG/U) 

MYPROG) MYPROG) 

System System 

HMA HMA 

NMAX, 

SST 
Symbol table 

EST 

Debugger 
NMAX 

MYPROG MYPROG 
INMAX INMAX 

0 0 

Figure 11.5 Program configuration in memory 

Aside from the position of the system, these diagrams apply 
to both mapped systems and background programs in un
mapped systems. 

Symbol Table Formats 
There are two symbol tables which RLDR builds for Its 
own use. The first table is the .ST file on disk, which 
contams an entry for both defined and undefined symbols. 
The second table remams in memory and contaInS only 
undefmed symbols. Formats for these RLDR tables follow. 

The third symbol table, which you can have wrinen to the 
save file by including the global/D switch (or .EXTN .SYM. 
In a program module), is described m Chapter 1, under The 
Symbol Table (Loader Map). 

Disk Table Format For Symbols 
Word 0 

Word I 

Word 2 

Word 3 to 
Word n 

Symbol type in left byte, length of name in 
words in right. 

Symbol equivalence. 

For ENTOs: overlay node/number word. 

For ENTs: node/overlay word of overlay where 
symbol is defined. 

For COMMs: named common size. 

symbol name in ASCII, packed in ASCII, 
2 character per word. 
1st In left. 2nd in right, etc. 

RLDR/D/S MYPROG/U) RLDR MYPROG/U) 
MYPROG) MYPROG) 

(MYPROG contains 

.EXTN SYM.) 

System System 
HMA, 

SST 
HMA 

Symbol table 

EST 

NMAX NMAX 

Debugger Symbol table 

MYPROG MYPROG 

INMAX INMAX 
0 0 

ID·00126 

Word I of an ENTO IS not a memory address: It IS 
the overlay node/number word (same as word 2 for 
.ENTs). 

Memory Table Format for Symbols (Undefined 
Only) 
Undefined symbols are represented in memory as well as 
on disk. 

Word 0 Block number and channel bits in left byte. 

Word I Offset in left byte, type m nght byte. 
Offset IS offset of symbol in disk symbol block. 
Type deSignations are as shown in Appendix D. 
Bit 13 is flag for extended format. 

Word 2-n Chain pointers 

Checking Save File Size 
Because RLDR loads the save file dlTectly onto the disk, 
you can load a file that IS too large to execute In user space. 
If you try to execute such a file, you will receive the message 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO EXECUTE PROGRAM 

You can check for overflow by loading a symbol table into 
high memory with the RLDR global ID and /S SWitches. 
RLDR builds the symbol table down from the highest ad
dress available. If the symbol table is gomg to overwnte 
the program code during executiOn. RLDR displays the 
message: 
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SYMBOL TABLE TOO LARGE FOR CORE STORAGE 

This does not necessarIly mean that the program will not 
fit mto memory. because the debugger and symbol table 
were also loaded. and they require significant space If you 
do not receive the error message. you can be sure thaI lhe 
program fits mto memory. and you can then Issue the RLDR 
command needed for this program 

Command Line Examples 
ThiS section shows two RLDR command hnes. and memory 
maps of the save files that they produce The first example 
loads a multltaskmg program. with program symbol table 
and debugger. the second loads a program for executiOn m 
an unmapped foreground. 

RLDRID PROGA DATAO [COMPA. COMPB. COMPC. 
COMPD} ~ (CR) 

DATAl [MULTI. MULT2. MULT4j 14/C 6/K (CR) 

ThiS command lme bUIlds a save fIle named PROGA SV 
and a correspondmg overlay file named PROGA.OL When 
PROGA executes (after It . TOVLDs COMPA mto node 0 
and MUL TIl mto node I). the memory appears as In Figure 
II 6. 

Operating System 

~ 
Symbol table 

Modules from SYS.LB 

Overlay MULTl 

DATAl 

Overlay COMP 1 

DATAO 

PROGA 

Overlay directory 

TCBs (6) 

UST 

ZI=IEL CODE 

Figure 11.6 Memory map (multitasking) 

HMA 

NMAX 

]-Node 1 

]-Node 0 

INMAX 

424 

400 

50 

16 

o 
10-00127 

In a mapped RDOS system. the operating system would not 
be at the top of memory. but it would be invisible to your 
programs. so the example is useful. nonetheless. PROGA 
would have the same structure if It ran in the foreground. 

but addresses 0 through HMA would be foreground loca
tions ThiS does not affect executlon 

RLDR MYPROG 300/Z 14000/F MYPROGFG.·S (CR) 

ThiS command Ime builds a save file named MY
PROGFG.SV for executIon m an unmapped RDOS fore
ground The ongmal background version (MYPROG S\ ) 
remams Intact and can be executed In the background al 
any time 

ThiS example assumes that the CLl contInues runnmg In the 
background after MYPROG.SV IS executed with the com
mand 

EXFG MYPROGFG (CR) 

System 

Background INMAX 

CLI overlay directory 

CLI TCB 

CLI UST 

MYPROG ZREL 

Background (CLI) ZREL 

HMA 

Foreground NMAX 

Foreground INMAX 

24042 (200164) 

24016 

Background NMAX 

424 

400 

300 

50 

o 

Figure 11.7 Memory map (unmapped foreground) 10-00128 

Sample Program (ASM and MAC) 
The following listmgs show a Simple program named ROOT. 
which uses two overlays. OVLYO. and OVLYI. An RLDR 
load map and explanation follow the assembly lIStings. The 
command Ime that assembled the source file was: 

MACIL (ROOT. OVLYO. OVLYI) 

or 

ASM/L (ROOT. OVLYO, OVLYI) 

depending upon whether you use the Assembler or the 
Macroassembler. Each produces the same result. Either 
command line assembled the three source files separately. 
producmg ROOT.RB. OVLYO.RB. and OVLYI.RB. and 
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listmg files ROOT.LS, OVL YO.LS, and OVLYl.LS. 

Although ROOT, OVLYO. and OVLYI are wntten In as
~embl) language. compiler users may note some similarities 
between their compiler commands and operating system 
calls. For example, FORTRAN commands CALL OVOPN 
and CALL OVLOD correspond roughly to system calls 

0001 OVLVO MACRO REV XX XX 

000001 

· TITL OVLVO 
.ENTO OVLVO 
. ENT PRNTS 
.EXTN ER, LOV1 

TXTM 1 

09:01:31 07/25/xx 

.OVOPN and .OVLOD. Generally. if you are using a com
piler, you will want to skip to the RLDR load map. Thl~ 
will be more familiar and instructive than the program li~t
ings. 

In the listings for OVL YO and OVL Y 1, note the .EKTO 
pseudo-op. ROOT declares each overlay external b) name. 
and .ENTO allows ROOT to access each overlay by name. 

06 
07 
0800000'020440 START: LOA 0, OFILE :Get overlay f1lename 
0900001'126400 SUB 1.1 :Default mask . 
10 00002'006017 
11 00003'012000 

.SVSTM 

.OVOPN 0 
:Open overlay file 
;on 1/0 channel O. 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

.NREL ;Use NREL for each overlay. 12 00004'000424 
13 00005'020426 

JMP ER :Error return 
LOA O,A :GET the "A-. 

08 00000 020407 P~NTS: 
09 00001' 006017 
10 00002 020000 
11 00003' 002403 
12 00004' 002401 
13 00005' 077777 
14 00006' 077777 
15 00007'000102 S: 
16 

LOA O.S ;Get the "S". 
.SVSSTM ; Print 
.PCHAR :It. 
JMP @.+3 :Jump to ER. 
JMP @.+1 :Normal return--
LOV1 ;to ROOT. 
ER ;Sack to "ER" 1n ROOT. 
"S" 

. END 

·*00000 TOTAL ERRORS, 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 

0001 OVLV1 MACRO REV 06.20 09:02:02 07/25/77 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 00000' 020407 
08 00001' 006017 
09 00002' 010000 
10 00003' 002403 
11 00004'002301 
12 00005'077777 
13 00006'077777 
14 00006'000103 C; 
15 

· TITL OVLY1 
. ENTO OVLV1 
.ENT PRNTC 
,EXTN ER, RTURN 
.NREL ;NREL for each overlay. 

PRNTC: LDA 0,0 ;Get the "Co. 
· SYSTM : Print 
.PCHAR ; it. 
JMP @.+3 ;Error goes to "ER". 
JNP @.+1 ;GO TO 
RTURN ; "RTURN" in ROOT. 
ER 
"C 
.END 

··00000 TOTAL ERRORS. 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 

0001 ROOT MACRO REV 6.20 09:02:02 07/25/77 

02 
03 
04 
05 

000001 

. TITL ROOT 

.ENT START. LOVO. LOV1. RTURN. ER 

.EXTN OVLYO, PRNTS. OYLY1. PRNTC 

. TXTM 1 

. NREL ;NREL code . 
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14 
15 00006'006017 . SVSTM : Pnnt 
16 00007'010000 .PCHAR :it. 
17 00010'000420 JMP ER :Error return. 
18 00011'020423 LOVO: LOA O,OVO :Get OVLVO addr. 
1900012'126400 SUB 1.1 :Conditional load. 
20 00013'006017 .SVSTM :Load OVLVO 
21 00014'020000 .OVLOD 0 :on channel O. 
22 00015'000413 JMP ER ; ReQu1red . 
2300016'002420 JMP @.PRS :To PRNTS code 1n OVLVO. 
24 
2500017'020416 LOV1: LDA 0, ;Get OVLV1 adar. 

SUB 1,1 ;Cond1tional load. 
.SVSTN ; Load 

26 0020 '126400 
27 00021' 006017 
28 00022' 020000 
29 00023' 000405 
30 00024' 002413 
31 

.OVLOD 0 :OVLY1 on channel O . 
JMP ER : Required. 
JMP @.PRC ;To PRNTC code in OVLY1. 

32 00025' 006017 RTURN: . SYSTM 
33 00026' 004400 
34 00027'000401 
35 

,RTN 
JMP .+1 : Reserved, never taken. 

36 00030'006017 ER: 
37 00031'006400 
38 00032'000401 
39 00033'000101 A: 
40 00034'077777 OVO; 
41 00035'077777 OV1: 

.SYSTM 

.ERTN 
JMP • 
"A 
OVLYO 
OVLY1 

42 00036'077777 .PRE: PRNTS 
43 00037'077777 .PRC: PRNTC 
44 00040'000102"OFIlE: .+1*2 

;Get CLI to 
:report problem. 
;IlIPossible. 

45 00041'051117 . TXT "ROOT.OL" 
46 
47 
48 
49 

047524 
027117 
046000 

.END START 
00-25180 
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The RLDR command line for the program IS: 

RLDR ROOT [OVLYO. OVLYl] ROOT.LM/L (CR) 

This created a save file named ROOT.SV and an overlay 
ftle named ROOT.PL. It also created a disk file named 
ROOT.LM and sent the load map to this file. File ROOT.LM 
contains the following infonnation after the load: 

ROOT.SY LOADED BY RLDR REY XX.XX AT 09:05:43 07/25/XX 
ROOT 

TMIN 
NSAC3 

NNAX 
ZMAX 
CSZE 

000517 
000.000 OYLYO 000010 
000.001 OYLY1 000010 
001117 

001213 
000050 
000000 

EST 000000 
SST 000000 

USTAD 000400 
START 000452 
LOYO 000463 
LOY1 000471 
RTURN 000477 
ER 000502 
PRNTB 000517 
PRNTC 000517 
TMIN 001120 
.SACO 020016 
.SAC1 024016 
.SAC2 030016 
.SAC3 034016 
OVLYO 000,000 
OVLY1 000,001 

Figure 11.9 File ROOT.LM after load 00·25183 

Lines in the listing have the same meanings descnbed under 
Load Map. earlier in the chapter. Below the program name 
ROOT is the starting address of the overlay node for OVL YO 
and OVL YI. This node begins at 5178 and ends at 1117" 
(Remember that RLDR rounds node size up to an even 
multiple of 4008 ,) 

The number 000,000 describes the node number (000 for 
the first node), and the overlay number (000 for the fIrSt 
overlay). We can access thiS overlay by usmg Its name 
(OVLYO) instead of ItS number, since OVLYO used .ENTO 
The node/overlay number (000,001) describes the same node 
(000) and the second overlay (DOl). The length of each 
overlay follows its name; in this case, each overlay is eight 
(0000108) words long. 

The next module, TMIN, IS the single-task scheduler. which 
RLDR copied from the system library. If thiS were a mul
titask program (specified by a .COMM TASK statement or 
local IK sWitch), RLDR would have copied the multltask 
scheduler TCBMON instead. 
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Chapter 12 

The RDOS Overlay Loader 

Any existing overlay can be replaced by one or more dif
ferent overlays. This replacement is a two-step process. 
First, the loader, named OVLDR.SV, creates the overlay 
replacement file; then the CLl command REPLACE uses 
the overlay replacement file to replace individual overlays 
In the existing overlay file. OVLDR can create a replace
ment file for up to 127 overlays. OVLDR handles standard 
RBs only, not extended RBs. 

The format of the OVLDR command is: 

OVLDR filename overlay-descriptorJ IN overlay-lzsr t (CR) 
[overla.'-descnptor2 IN + (CR) 
overlay-list ... ] [filenameIL] [filename/E] (CR) 

where: 

filename is the name of the save file associated with the 
overlay file in which overlays are to be replaced. The re
placement overlay file is named filename. OR. 

overlay-descriptor is either a I to 6 digit octal number giving 
the node number/overlay number that identifies the overlay 
or is the symbolic name of the overlay. The overlay de
scriptor must be followed by the local IN switch. If you use 
a symbolic name, it must have been declared in a .ENTO 
name In the overlay file, and a .EXTN name in the save 
file. 

overlay-list is a lIst of one or more relocatable binaries that 
are to replace the preceding overlay. 

filenames followed by IE and IL are optional error and listing 
files. 

The global switches are: 

I A Creates an alphabetical/numeric memory map of new 
symbols. You must also designate a listing file with 
10cal/L. 

IE Sends error messages to the console. (Used only when 
there is a listing file (lL) that suppresses console error 
output. 

IH Prints all numeric output in hexadecimal. By default. 
output is pnnted In octal. 

IR You must use thiS switch if global IR was specified 
to RLDR when the original overlay file was created. 
This switch instructs OVLDR to place any new labeled 
common in the root program as specified in the RLDR 
command. OVLDR cannot change the node size In 

the root program (.SV file): therefore. any new named 
common triggers an error message and aborts the 
OVLDR command. 

If you omit globai/R. OVLDR tries to place any new named 
common in the overlay node. 

The local sWitches are: 

name/E Sends error message and other messages 
to file name. The file preceding the IE is 
designated to receive error and informa
tion messages. 

name/L Sends memory map to file name. This 
includes new symbols (those declared in 
replacement overlay nodes). The map is 
numeric unless you include the global I A 
switch. 

old-overlaylN Must follow an overlay-descriptor. Cre
ates replacement for old-overlay. The old
overlay is an overlay-descriptor. 

OVLDR works only when the following conditions exist: 

1. An overlay file, filename.OL, is created by the RLDR 
command. 

2. The save file, filename.SV, contains a symbol table 
(RLDRID switch or .EXTN.SYM. in a module). 
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For example, assume that the followmg RLDR command 
was executed: 

RLDRJD PROGB [OVO. OVI OV2, OV3] ~ 
FILEA [OVlO, OVll] (CR) 

The save and overlay files In Figure 12 1 are created. 

PROGA.SV 

symbol table 

debugger 

overlay mode 

FILEA 

overlay node 0 

PROGB 

PROGA 

Figure 12.1 Save and Overlay flies 

The ID global switch loaded the symbol table, but it also 
loaded the debugger. To conserve memory space, you can 
load only the symbol table by including it as an external 
normal In one of the source modules (for example, in PROOB 
or FILEA)' 

.EXTN .SYSM. 

Next. create an overlay replacement file via OVLOR. Sup
pose that you want to replace OV3 (node 0, number 2), and 
OVIO (node 1, number 0). Substitute the binaries NEW3 
and NEW4 for 0\'3, and binary NEWIO for OVIO. If we 
identified OV3 and OV 1 0 with .ENTOL, and declared OV3 
and OV lOIn a . EXTN in the save file, you can simply type: 

OVLDRJA/E PROGA OV3/N NEW3 NEW4 OVIO/N 
NEWlO PROGA.RM/L (CR) 

If you omitted .ENTO, you must specify an octal number 
as an overlay descriptor. The number must be a 16-bit word, 
WIth the node number in the left byte and overlay number 
in the right byte. The command is: 

OVLORJA/E PROGA 000OO2/N NEW3 NEW4 00400/N 
NEWlO PROGA.RM/L (CR) 

(You can omit the leading zeroes 1D the overlay descriptor.) 
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PROGA.OL 

OV11 

OV10 

OV3 

OV2 

OVl 

OVO 

} 
{ 

./ 

overlays for 

node 1 

overlays for 

node 0 

10·00129 

Either command creates the overlay replacement file 
PROGA.OR, and the listing file PROGA.RM (the .RM 
stands for Replacement Map). The hstIng file contains a 
normal and alphabetical map of new symbols. Error mes
sages go to both the console and the hsting file. The re
placement file PROGA.OR looks like this: 

A.OR 

NEW 10 

NEW3 and NEW4 

.OR File Directory 

--
node 1, overlay 
1 replacement 

node 1, overlay 
o replacement 

start of 

file PROGA.OR 

Figure 12.2 Replacement file PROGA.OR 10-00130 



Now, assummg we received no errors, we execute the 
REPLACE step. 

REPLACE PROGA <CR) 

After this command executes, PROGA. OL appears as follows: 

A.OL 

aV11 

NEW10 

NEW4 
f-----

NEW3 

aV2 

aV1 

avo 

Figure 12.3 PROGA.OL 

,} 

1./ 

overlays 

for node 1 

overlays 

for node 0 

10-00131 
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.ARGCT 

.BLK 

COMM 

.CSIZ 

.DALC 

.DCMR 

.DEMR 

.DERA 

.DEUR 

.DFLM 

.DFLS 

.DIAC 

.DICD 

.DIMM 

Appendix A 

Extended Assembler and Macroassemble 
Pseudo-op Summary 

MAC only Number of most recent macro .DIO ASM.MAC Define an 110 Imtructlon 
arguments WIthout an Accumulator 

ASM.MAC Reserve a block of storage .DIOA ASM.MAC Define an liO InstructIon With 
Two ReqUIred Fleld~ 

ASM.MAC Reserve a Named Common 
Area .DISD MAC only Defme an InstructIon WIth 

Source and Destmatlon Ac-

ASM.MAC SpeCIfy an Unlabeled Com- cumulators 

mon Area 
.DISS MAC only Defme an InstructIon wIth 

ASM.MAC Define ALC InstructIOn Source and Destmatlon Ac-
cumulators Allowmg SkIp 

MAC only Define CommercIal Memory 
.DMR ASM.MAC Define a Memo!) Reference 

Reference InstructIOn 
Instruction wIth DIsplacement 

MAC only Dehne Extended Memory 
and Index 

Reference InstructIOn 
.DMRA ASM.MAC Define a Memory Reference 

InstructIOn wIth Two or Three 
MAC only DefIne Extended Memory FIelds 

Reference Instruction wIth 
Accumulator .DO MAC only Assemble Source Lmes Re-

MAC only Define Extended User In-
petltively 

structlOn .DUSR ASM,MAC Define User SymbOl WIthout 
Fonnatting 

MAC only Define Floating Load or Store 
Instruction . DXOP MAC only Define an InstructIon WI th 

Source, Destmatlon, and Op-
MAC only Define Floatmg Load or Store eratlOn Fields 

Instruction 

.EJEC MAC only Begm a New Llstmg Page 
ASM,MAC Define an Instruction ReqUlr-

mg an Accumulator .END ASM,MAC End~of~Program IndIcator 

MAC only Define an Instruction ReqUlr~ .ENDC ASM,MAC Specify the End of Condl~ 
ing an Accumulator and Count tional Assembly 

MAC only Define an Instruction Requir- .ENT ASM,MAC Define a Program Entry 

ing an Accumulator and an 
ImmedIate Word .ENTO ASM,MAC Define an Overlay Entry 
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.EOF.EOT MAC only Explicit End-of-File 

. EXTD ASM.MAC Define an External Displace-

.EXTN 

EXTU 

.GADD 

.GLOC 

. GOTO 

.GREF 

.IFE . .IFG. 

.IFL .. IFN 

.LMIT 

.LOC 

.MACRO 

.MCALL 

NOCON 

.NOLOC 

ment Reference 

ASM.MAC Define an External Normal 
Reference 

ASM.MAC Treat Undefined Symbols as 
External Displacements 

ASM.MAC Add an Expression Value to 
an External Symbol 

ASM,MAC Reserve an Absolute Data 
Block 

MAC only Suppress Assembly Tempo
rarily 

MAC only Add an Expression Value to 
an External Symbol (OBO) 

ASM.MAC Perform Conditional Assem
bly 

MAC only Load Part of a Binary Module 

ASM.MAC Set the Current Location 
Counter 

MAC only Name a Macro Definition 

MAC only Indicate Macro Usage 

MAC only Inhibit or Re-enable Listing 
Condition Lines 

MAC only Inhibit or Re-enable Listing 
Source Lines Without Loca
tion Fields 
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.NOMAC 

.NREL 

.PASS 

.POP 

.PUSH 

.RB 

MAC only Inhibit or Re-enable Listmg 
Macro Expansions 

ASM,MAC Specify NREL Code Reloca
tion 

MAC only Number of Assembly Pass 

MAC only Pop the Value and Relocation 
of Last Item Pushed onto Stack 

MAC only Push a Value and Its Reloca
tion Property onto a Stack 

MAC only Name a Relocatable Bmary 
File 

.RDX ASM,MAC Radix for Numeric Input Con-

.RDXO 

. REV 

.TITL 

version 

MAC only Radix for NumeriC Output 
Conversion 

MAC only Seat the ReviSiOn Level 

ASM,MAC Entitle an RB File 

.TOP MAC only Value and Relocation of Last 
Stack Expression 

. TXT, 

. TXTE , 

.TXTF, 

.TXTO 

.TXTM 

.TXTN 

.XPNG 

.ZREL 

ASM,MAC Specify a Test String 

ASM,MAC Change Text Byte Packing 

ASM,MAC Determine Text String Ter
mination 

ASM,MAC Remove all Nonpermanent 
Macro and Symbol Defini
tions 

ASM,MAC Specify Page Zero Relocation 



Extended Assembler and Macro 
Assembler 
The assemblers output two types of error messages. The 
first type consists of one or more letter codes which are 
placed beside a line of source code on the listing. These 
letter flags indicate assembly errors that do ~ot abort the 
assembler command. The second type of error occurs when 
the utility cannot contmue with the command (possibly be
cause it lacks an essential file like MACXR.SV); this is a 
fatal error. The alphabetical error codes are described first, 
followed by the fatal error messages. 

Assembly Error Codes 
Assembly error messages appear as single letter codes in 
the first three character positIOns of a listing line. The first 
error code appears in character position three of the line in 
which the error occurred. If there is a second error, the code 
is output m position two; for a third error, the code appears 
as the first character of the listing line. 

Assembly errors are output as part of the assembly listing 
as well as to the console. If the listing is suppressed, the 
error listing is still output to the console. 

The list of possible assembler error codes is as follows: 

A Address error (ASM, MAC) 
B Bad character (ASM, MAC) 
C Macro error (MAC) 
C Colon error (ASM) 
D Radix error (ASM, MAC) 
E Equivalence error (ASM, MAC) 
F Format error (ASM, MAC) 
G Global symbol error (ASM, MAC) 
I Panty error on input (ASM, MAC) 
K Conditional or repetitive assembly error (ASM, MAC) 
L Location counter error (ASM, MAC) 
M Multiply-defined symbol error (ASM, MAC) 
N Number error (ASM, MAC) 
o Overflow error (ASM. MAC) 
P Phase error (ASM, MAC) 
Q Questionable line (ASM, MAC) 
R Relocation error (ASM, MAC) 
S Symhol table overflow error (ASM) 

Appendix B 

Error Messages 

T Symbol table pseudo-op error (ASM) 
U Undefined symbol error (ASM. MAC) 
V Variable label error (MAC) 
X Text errOr (ASM. MAC) 
Z Expression contains illegal operand (ASM) 

Address Error (A) 

Flags an error that appears in a memory reference instruction 
(MR), and indicates an illegal address. 

Bad Character (B) 

Indicates an illegal character in a symbol. The line con
taining a symbol that has an erroneous character will be 
flagged with a B. A bad character error often leads to other 
errOrs. 

Macro Error (C) 
Occurs under the following circumstances: 

1. You attempted to continue the definition of a macro that 
is not the last macro defined. 

2. A macro has exhausted assembler working space. How
ever, this should occur only if the macro definition causes 
endless recursion. 

3. You specified more than 6310 arguments. 

Radix Error (D) 

Occurs on a .RDX or .RDXO psuedo-op when .RDX con
tains an expression that is not in the range of 2 through 20. 
when .RDXO contains an expression that is not in the range 
of 8 through 20. or when you use a digit that is not wlthm 
the current input radix. 

Equivalence Error (E) 
Occurs when an equivalence line contains an undefined 
symbol on the right-hand side of the equal sign. ThiS may 
occur on pass one before the symbol on the nght-hand Side 
has been defined, or on pass two if the symbol is not defined 
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Format Error (F) 
Happens as a result of any attempt to use a fonnat that is 
not legal for the type of line. Often occurs in conjunction 
with other errors. 

When a fonnat error occurs in an instruction, the code 
generated by the instruction reflects only those fields which 
have been assembled before the errOr is detected. 

Global Symbol Error (G) 
Occurs when there is an error in the declaration of an ex
ternal or entry symbol. 

Parity Error on Input (I) 
Occurs when an input character does not have even parity. 
The assembler substitutes a backs lash ( ) for any incorrect 
character and flags the line containing the error with an 1. 

Conditional or Repetitive Assembly Error (K) 
Occurs when an .ENDC pseudo-op does not have a pre
ceding .DO or .IFn pseudo-op. 

Location Counter Error (L) 
Occurs when an error is detected in a line that affects the 
location counter. 

Multiply-Defined Symbol Error (M) 
Flags a multiply-defined symbol. Within an assembly pro
gram a symbol appearing, for example. as a label cannot 
be redefined as another unique label. Any multiply-defined 
symbol is flagged with the letter M at each appearance of 
the symbol. 

Number Error (N) 
Given when a number exceeds the proper storage limitations 
for the type of number; the N error occurs under the fol
lowing conditions: 

I. An integer is greater than or equal to 216. The number 
is evaluated modulo 216. 

2. A double-precision integer is greater than or equal to 
2:11. The number is evaluated modulo 232 • 

3. A floating-point number is larger than 7.2* 107s. 
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Overflow Error (0) 
A field overflow error occurs when an) of these conditions 
eXist: 

• Variable stack space is exceeded. 

• A .TOP or .POP is given with no previous .PUSH. 

• An mstruction operand is not within the required hmits. 
for example. 0 through 3 for an accumulator. or 0 through 
7 for a skip field. 

When overflow occurs in an instructIOn field. such as an 
accumulator field. the field will remain unchanged. 

Phase Error (P) 
A phase error is caused when the assembler detects on pass 
2 some unexpected difference from the source program scan 
on pass I. For example. a symbol defmed on the first pass 
which has a different value on the second pass will cause 
a phase error. If a symbol IS multIply-defined, the M error 
flags each statement contaimng the symbol. while the phase 
error flags the second (and any subsequent) attempt to re
define the symbol. 

Questionable Line (Q) 
Occurs when you have used a # or @ atom improperly. a 
ZREL value where an absolute value is expected. or an 
instruction that may cause a skip immediately before a two
word instruction. 

Relocation Error (R) 
Indicates that an expression cannot be evaluated as a legal 
relocation type (absolute. relocatable. or byte relocatable) 
or that the expression mixes ZREL and NREL symbols. 

Symbol Table Overflow Error (S) 
Indicates that the symbol table capacity has been reached. 

Symbol Table Pseudo-op Error (T) 
Indicates that a symbol table pseudo-op has been specified 
incorrectly. 

Undefined Symbol Error (U) 

Occurs on pass 2 when the assembler encounters a symbol 
whose value was never known on pass 1. The error occurs 
on pass I when the definition of a symbol (by equivalence) 
depends upon another symbol whose value is unknown at 
that point. 

Variable Label Error (V) 
Occurs if anything other than a symbol follows the pseudo- ~ 
op .GOTO. 



Text Error (X) 
Occurs when an error m a string is flagged as a text error 
(X). A text error Occurs If the expression delimiters (and) 
withm a string do not enclose a recogmzable anthmetlc or 
logical expre~sion (Relational expressions cannot be used 
withm text stnngs.) 

Expression Contains Illegal Operand (Z) 

Indicates that an expression contains an Illegal operand such 
as an extemal symbol. instruction mnemonic. double-precision 
number. or floatmg-polOt number. 

Fatal Errors 
The followmg error messages abort the assembler com
mands and return the control to the CLI. 

ATTEMPT TO POP LINKED ELEMENT WHEN NONE EXISTS 

Internal assembler error. An internal stack contaming link
age mformation has become too small. When it tries to pop 
a link from the stack. MAC does not find any hnk. This 
error produces a BREAK.SY file (FBREAK.SY if MAC is 
running in the foreground). Please send a copy of your 
command line. source file(s), and (F)BREAK.SY to your 
local Data General Software Engineer. 

COMMAND FILE ERROR 

The ClI's command file (COM.CM or FCOM.CM), which 
it uses to communicate with MAC, has the wrong format. 
See the CLl manual for (F)COM.CM formats. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY 

The minimum configuration of MAC is too large to run in 
available memory. 

LINKAGE STACK OVERFLOW 

An internal stack containing linkage information has become 
too large for its allotted memory space. 

MACRO DEFINITION OVERFLOW 

Macro definitions have overflowed the maximum address
able size of the MAC.ST file. This is approximately a half
million bytes: see Chapter 6. 

MACXR.SV DOES NOT EXIST 

File MACXR.SY generates the cross-reference listing; it is 
required. You can either MOYE it to the current directory 
or LINK to it from the current directory. 

SYMBOL TABLE OVERFLOW 

MAC can handle a maximum of about 8.000 symbob If 
the filets) m your command contam more than this number. 
you receive this message. Try assembling files m smaller 
groups 

Library File Editor 
Error Messages 
The Library File Editor (lFE) generate!> two t) pe~ 01 fatal 
error messages. one indlcatmg error~ m the command stnng. 
and the other warmng of errors occurrmg dunng the proc
essing of files. 

Command String Errors 
The following messages mdicate fatal errors in the lFE 
command string. The system Will return to the CLl without 
processmg any files 

ILLEGAL HEADER IN INPUT LIBRARY 

Header omitted or Incorrect header block entered In the 
library file. 

INVALID SWITCH FOR. strmg 

You have submitted an invalid switch. 

NOT A LFE COMMAND: key 

Command key is unrecognized by the lFE: any letter key 
other than A. D. I. M, N. R, T, or X. 

NOT ENOUGH ARGUMENTS 

Insufficient number of arguments, such as unpaired argu
ments to the Replace (R) command. 

TOO MANY ARGUMENTS 

The argument string is too long for the allocated storage 
(currently, 500 characters). 

UNEXPECTED ARGUMENT AT OR FOLLOWING. stnng 

You have supplied an argument to a string that does not 
require an argument. 

When there is no string following the colon in the error 
message, the error occurred at the end of the command line. 

Processing Errors 
The following messages indicate fatal errors while pro
cessing files. When these errors occur, the output files are 
terminated with a binary end block before tlie system returns 
to the CLl. 

CHECKSUM ERROR IN LOGICAL RECORD: recordname 
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Bad record. If the checksum occurs within a title block itself, 
recordllame is the name of the previous logical record. If 
no previous record exists, recordname is the name of the 
library ItSelf. 

CHECKSUM ERROR IN UPDATE FILE: filename 

Bad record within filename. 

ILLEGAL BLOCK IN LOGICAL RECORD: recoraname 

A logical record contains a bad block. If the expected title 
is missing, the record name will be the name of the previous 
logical record withm the library. 

ILLEGAL BLOCK UPDATE FILE: filename 

For example, if a source file is specified as input instead 
of a binary file, illegal blocks will be encountered. 

System Errors 
The following message indicates a fatal enor detected by 
the system rather than the LFE. 

FILE DOES NOT EXIST, FILE. f,lename 

Occurs when no input library file is found for the command. 

Other fatal errors from the system refer to the LFE.SV file. 

Caution Messages 
The following messages result from nonfatal errors. Pro
cessing continues as indicated for each enor. 

DEFAUL T OUTPUT IN FILE· filename 

An output file specification is expected and is not found. 
Filename is used instead as the output file. 

FILE DOES NOT EXIST, FILE: filename 

An update file cannot be found. A search is made for flIe
name and filename.RB. When they cannot be found, the 
file IS omitted in processing. 

FILE ALREADY EXISTS· filename 

On an Extract (X) command there is already a file on the 
output device with the same name as the logical record to 
be extracted. The logical record is omitted in processing. 

LOGICAL RECORD NOT FOUND· recordname 

The input master does not contain recordname. The record 
(and any corresponding argument) are passed in processing. 

UPDATE FILE MATCHES INPUT MASTER: filename 

The result is nonfatal as long as there exists at least one 
valid update file argument. In this case. the matching update 
file is ignored. 

Extended Relocatable Loader 
Error Messages 
The Extended Relocatable Loader (RLDR) outputs error 
messages for both nonfatal and fatal errors. By default. 
messages go to the console; you can speCify another file 
with local /L, or global and local/E. 

Nonfatal Errors 
Nonfatal errors do not abort the RLDR command. but they 
may produce an erroneous or useless save file. The nonfatal 
error messages are: 

BINARY WITHOUT END BLOCK 

The binary file has no end block. The file is loaded up to 
the point where the error is discovered. 

DISPLACEMENT OVERFLOW n(lnn1)" (OOOOOO] 

The displacement is too large when the loader attempts to 
resolve an external displacement. The followmg conditions 
cause the displacement to be too large: 

1. The index = 00 and the unsigned displacement is ) 377. 

2. The index #- 00 and the displacement is outside the 
range of - 200 ( displacement ( + 200. 

3. nnnnnn is the absolute address where overflow occurred. 
The displacement is left unresolved with a value of 000. 

4. 00000o is the node number/overlay number if an over
flow occurs in an overlay. 

EXTERNAL UNDEFINED IN EXTERNAL EXPRESSION sssss 

A .GADD block is encountered that references an undefined 
symbol, sssss. Zero is stored in the memory cell. 

ILLEGAL BLOCK TYPE nnnnnn 

The input is not a relocatable binary or library file. The file 
in error is not loaded. Octal number nnnnnn is the illegal 
block. 

ILLEGAL NMAX VALUE nnnnnn 

You have attempted to force the value of NMAX to a value 
lower than the current value of NMAX, for example, if the 
octal value following a IN local switch is lower than the 
current value ofNMAX. nnnnnn is the illegal value. NMAX 
is unchanged. 
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LABELED COMMON IN NODE DEFINED OUTSIDE NODE 

When an overlay declares labeled common. and you omit 
the global IR switch. RLDR gives this message If the com
mon's address IS olltside the node. See global IG for message 
control 

LABELED COMMON IS ROOT BOUND 

RLDR inserts this message in the load map for each load 
which includes the global IR switch. The load map's starting 
node address and the starting address of the first overlay 
may be wrong by the amount of common allocated from 
that node's first overlay. See global IG for message control. 

MULTIPLY DEFINED ENTRY sssss nnnnnn 

You have entered an entry symbol or named common 
(.COMM) symbol, sssss, having the same name as one 
already defined. nnnnnn is the absolute address at which 
the symbol was onginally defined. Of course, two or more 
named commons with the same name can occur, but an 
attempt to redefine an ENT as a COMM or a COMM as a 
.ENT results In an error. 

NO SCHEDULER STARTING ADDRESS 

Occurs in a standalone load (global IC) if the start block 
does not contain a starting address. The starting address can 
be patched into the starting address of the task scheduler 
(USTSA). 

NO STARTING ADDRESS FOR LOAD MODULE 

At assembly time, you have failed to terminate at least one 
of the programs to be loaded with a .END pseudo-op, fol
lowed by a starting address for the save file. 

The starting address can be patched into word 0 of the task 
control block (TCB) pointed to by the current TCB pointer 
(USTCT). It must be stored as the starting address multiplied 
by 2. 

SYSTEM LIBRARY NOT FOUND 

The system library (SYS.LB) cannot be found on the current 
directory. 

TASKS OR CHANNELS SPECIFIED = 0 

There is a .COMM task block with the left or right byte of 
its eqUivalence word = O. or when O/K or O/C appears in 
the COM.eM file. 

WARNING ••• ZERO LENGTH OVERLA Y 

You have attempted to load an overlay that contains nothing. 

Fatal Errors 
If an error is fatal. the error message and the location at 
which it was discovered are followed on the next line tl~ 

the following message: 

•• FATAL LOAD ERROR" 

For example: 

LOAD OVERWRITE 001700 
•• FATAL LOAD ERROR'· 

The message is output to the error file, and control IS re
turned to the CLI, which pnnts the message. 

FATAL SYSTEM UTILITY ERROR 

The fatal errors are: 

ALIGNMENT ERROR IN NODE ASSIGNMENT OF LABELED COM· 
MON 

This errOr can occur when you omit global IR and overlays 
declare named common. When RLDR sees common de
clared within an overlay module, it checks whether thiS 
symbol has been previously defined as labeled common. If 
so, RLDR checks to see that the symbol was defined withm 
this node. Then RLDR checks to make sure that It filS 
correctly. If the common has been defined within this node. 
and does not fit correctly, RLDR displays this error mes
sage. 

CHECKSUM ERROR nnnnnn 

A checksum that is computed on some block differs from 
zero. nnnnnn is the incorrect checksum. 

EXTERNAL LOCATION UNDEFINED sssss 

A .GLOC block is encountered with data to be loaded at 
the address of a symbol, sssss. that is still undefined. 

ILLEGAL LOAD ADDRESS 

You have attempted to load into locations 0 through 15. 

LOAD OVERWRITE nnnnnn 

The loader does not permit save or overlay file locations to 
be overwritten by subsequent data once they are loaded. 
This error occurs if you attempt to overwrite these file lo
cations. The absolute address where the overwrite was at
tempted is given by nnnnnn. 

NAMED COMMON ERROR sssss nnnnnn 

Two programs have different sizes for a given area of labeled 
COMMON (defined by .COMM statements) and the second 
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I~ larger. sssss gives the symbol name of the labeled 
COMMON and nnnnnn indicates the size of labeled 
COMMON requested by the present .COMM. 

NEGATIVE ADDRESS nnnnnn 

Bit 0 of an address word is set to 1. The assembler restricts 
addresses to the range: 0 < address < 2 15 ; however. the error 
can be caused by a reader error. nnnnnn represents the 
negative address. 

NODE .COMM DEFINITION OUTSIDE FIRST MODULE 

You have tried to declare new common with an incorrect 
overlay. If an overlay declares new common, and you use 
the global IR switch. only the first overlay withm the square 
brackets can declare new common. 

OVERLA Y DIRECTORY OVERFLOW 

The number of nodes exceeds 128. orthe number of overlays 
at a given node exceeds 256. 

PAGE ZERO OVERFLOW nnnnnn 

Occurs in loading page zero relocatable data if the data 
overflows the page zero boundary (3778), The absolute ad
dress of the first word of the data block that caused the 
overflow is given by nnnnnn. 

RDOSERROR 

The loader issued a system call that could not be completed 
and resulted in an exceptional return. See the ROOS System 
Reference for system calls and possible error returns. 

SYMBOL TABLE OVERFLOW 

Occurs during loading when the size of the symbol table 
becomes so large that it would overwrite the loader in core. 

SYMBOL TABLE TOO LARGE FOR CORE IMAGE 

A global switch IS is given in the RLDR command line and 
the symbol table is gOing to overwrite loaded programs in 
the save file built by the loader. 

TASK MONITOR ERROR (USTCH) 

A .COMM block with symbol TASK has been encountered 
at a point when NMAX differs from the initial value of 
NMAX. This happens if .COMM TASK occurs in some 
module after the first module is loaded. 

TCB OVERLAY TABLE OUTSIDE FIRST MAP PAGE BOUNDARY 

The system tables (TCBs, overlay directory, etc.) extend 
above 20008 • causing the program to run incorrectly in a 
mapped system. 
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VIRTUAL OVERLAYS AND GLOBAL fR DO NOT MIX 

You cannot load virtual overlays and Include the global/R 
switch. The remedy is to omit the global IR switch from 
the command line. 

OVLDR Error Messages 
These error messages may occur in executing an OVLDR 
command. They are all fatal errors. 

COMMON SIZE ERROR 

An overlay defines blank COMMON area to be larger than 
that in the save file. 

EXTERNAL LOCATION UNDEFINED OR NOT WITHIN OVERLAY 

Either a symbol IS not defined withm the save file or the 
symbol value is not legal for the overlay ~rea. 

ILLEGAL LOAD ADDRESS 

You have attempted to load into an address outside the 
overlay node. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY 

OVLDR cannot execute in the available memory. 

NEW .COMM CANNOT BE DECLARED IN NEW OVERLAY 

You have used global IR, and a replacement overlay to 
declare new labeled common OVLDR cannot change the 
node size in the root program, and it cannot assign new 
labeled common outside the node. 

NO OVERLA Y DIRECTORY 

The save file does not contain the overlay directory, OLDlR. 

NO SYMBOL TABLE 

The symbol table was not created when the save and overlay 
files were loaded. 

.SV FILE SYMBOL IS EXTDfN FOR LABELED COMMON 

A .SV file common symbol is .EXTN or .EXTD. RLDR 
normally resolves all references to undefined .EXTNs or 
.EXTDs to - 1. Therefore, no new overlay can define such 
undefined common symbols. 

.SV FILE SYMBOL IS OTHER THAN COMM, EXTN, EXTD 

When it analyzes labeled common, OVLDR displays this 
message if a .SV file symbol is not a COMM, .EXTN. or 
.EXTD. This means that the symbol has already been de
fined, and cannot be redefined. 



K;:V 

DECIMA ocrJ..~ HEx SVM80. MNEMONIC 

o \ 000 00 \ t @' \ NUL \ 

1 I 001 01 II A I SOH I 
2 I 002 02 i t B I STX I 
3 \ 003 031 tel ETX 1 

4 I 0041 04 \ t 0 I EaT I 
5 1 005\ 05 i tEl ENO I 
6 1 0061 06 II FlACK I 
7 \ 0071 07 I t G 1 BEL I 
B i 010 I 08 \1 H I. .. ,~~.'"I 
91011\ 09 I tJ I TAB 1 

110 10121 OA I II I ~,~';' I 
I 11 I 0131 OB II K I ... ~, .. I 
I 1 2 I 0141 OC I t L I ~~6"' I 

11310151 OD I tMI~~1 
1 1 4 I 0161 OE I t N 1 SO 1 

1 151017 OF j to I SI 1 

1 1 6 \ 020 10 1 t p IDLE 1 

1 17 \ 021 11 I t Q \ DCl 1 

1 18 I 022 12 II R I DC2 1 

1 1 9 I 0231 1 3 j t S I OC3 

I 20 \ 024\ 14 \ IT \ DC4 

1 21 ! 025\ 15 \ t u 1 NAK 

22\026\16\ tv I SYN 

23 I 0271 17 I I w I ETB I 
24 \ 030 I 18 \1 X 1 CAN 1 

25 I 0311 19 ] I Y \ EM 1 

26 \ 0321 1 A II Z \ SUB 1 

27 \ 033\ 1 B \ ESC I ESCAPE 1 

28 \ 0341 1 cit \ \ FS 

29 I 0351 1 D I tl I GS 

30 \ 036\lE \11 \ RS 

31 10371 lF I I-I US 

", 
DfCIMA, OCTAL ~E)( SYMBOL 

1 32 ! 040 I 20 \ ... " 1 

33 I 041 I 21 I I I 

34 I 042 1 22 I'Q~~"l 
35 \ 043\ 23 \ # I 
36 I 044 1 24 i $ \ 

1 37 I 0451 25 I 0,1, I 
1 38 I 0461 26 \ & 1 

1 39 \047\27\,.;",1 

1 40 I 050 I 28 I ( 
1 41 \ 051 1 29 I ) 

I 42 I 0521 2A I * 
1 43 I 053\ 2B II + 1 

1 44 \ 0541 2C I,,~.,I 

I 45 \ 0551 2D 1 - I 

I 46 I 0561 2E 1'":'00,1 

I 47 ! 057 2F! I I 
148\060 30\ 0 I 

49 1061 31 I 1 1 

50 I 062 32 I 2 1 

51 I 063 33 I 3 I 
52 '0641 34 I 4 I 

I 53 ! 0651 35 I 5 I 
54 \066\ 36 \ 6 1 

55 1 067' 37 I 7 I 
56 \ 070 I 38 \ 8 

57 10711 39 \ 9 

58 1 on 1 3A 1 : 

59 \ 073\ 3B I ; 
60 1074\ 3C \ < 
611075\30 1-

62 \ 076\ 3E I > 
63 Ion! 2F I ? 

64 1,001 40 I II 

Appendix C 

ASCII Character Set 

", 
DeCIMAl OCTAL HEx SYMBOL 

I 65 l' 01 \ 41 A I 
I 66 l' 02\ 42 B I 
I 67 " 03' 43 C I 
I 68 \ 1041 44 0 I 
I 69 l' 05 i 45 I E I 

I 70 l' 06\ 46 \ F I 
I 71 ]1071 47 [ G I 

1 72\110 \ 48 I H I 

I 73 \111 \ 49 \ I \ 

I 74 1112' 4A I J I 

I 75 1,131 4B I K I 

1 76 \1141 4C \ L \ 

]77I"514DIM\ 

] 78111614E IN \ 
I 79 11171 4F 0 I 

1 80 1120 \ 50 P I 

1 81 \121\ 51 Q I 
1 82 1122\ 52 R I 

I 83 11231 53 I s I 
! 84 \1241 54 \ T I 
I 85 1125\ 55 I U 

\86\126156\ V 

871,271 57 I w 

88 \130 I 58 1 X 

89 \1311 59 I Y 

90 11321 5A I Z 

91 1133 5B \ [ 

921134 5C \ \ 

93 135 50 \ ) 

94 136 5E 1,""/\ I 

95 137 5F 1;;- 1 

96 1401 60 \, •• : .. ,1 

", 
OECItv'AL OCTAL I-If)( SYMBO, 

197 i 141 \ 61 \ a I 

198 11421 62 1 b I 
199 1143\ 63 [ c \ 

1001'441641 d I 

101 11451 65 i e I 
1021'461661 f I 

10311471 67 1 g I 
11041'50 I 68 I h I 
11051151 I 69 I i I 
11061'521 6A I I I 
11071'5316B I k I 

1081'541 6C I I I 
10911551 6D I m \ 

110 \1561 6E I n 1 

111 1'571 6F I 0 I 
1"21,60170 \ P ] 

11131,6, \ 71 I q I 

1114 1621 72 I r I 
111 5 1631 73 I 5 I 
1"6 164\ 741 t I 
1'17 1651 75 I u I 
)11 B 11&61 76 \ \I 

1"91'67177 w 

\12011701 78 x 

112111711 79 Y 

11221'n17A Z 

1'2311731 7B \ 

1
'
24\1741 7c II 

\12511751 70 1 1 
1'2611761 7E I ,~, I 
11271'771 7F I~"l 

Figure C.1 ASCII character set DG·05495 
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Appendix D 

Miscellaneous Relocatable Binary Information 

This appendix begins by describing radix 50 representa
tion. which is used by MAC, ASM. and compilers that 
use ASM, to condense five-character symbols. It then 
describes the block types that MAC and ASM create and 
use for conventional relocatable binaries. The next section 
illustrates block types in a real RB file; the final section 
briefly describes extended RBs. 

Radix 50 Representation 
MAC and ASM use radix 50 representation to condense 
symbols of five characters mto two words of storage using 
only 27 bus. Each symbol consists of from I to 5 characters; 
a symbol havmg five characters may be represented as: 

where each a may be one of the folloWIng characters: 

A through Z (one of 26 characters) 

o through 9 (one of 10 characters) 

. or ? (one of 2 characters) 

All symbols are padded, if necessary. with nulls. Each char
acter IS translated into octal representatlon as follows: 

Character a 

null 
o to 9 
A to Z 

? 

Translation b 

o 
1 to 128 
138 to 448 

458 

468 

If any a IS translated to b. the bits required to represent the 
ongmal a can be computed as follows: 

N I maXImum = (50, - 1 = 174777. which can be represented 
m 16 bus (one word) 

N2 maxImum = (50)2 - 1 
m 11 bIts. 

3077. whIch can be represented 

Thus. any symbol a can be represented m 27 bits of storage. 
as shown below In the binary output block formats 

Relocatable Binary Block Types 
MAC. ASM, and any other language code generator divides 
binary output mto a senes of blocks The order In which 
blocks appear. If each type of block IS present. IS as follows: 

TItle Block 

Labeled COMMON Blocks 

Entry Blocks 

Unlabeled COMMON Blocks ( CSIZ) 

External DIsplacement Blocks 

Relocatable Data Blocks 
Global Addition and Reference Blocks 

Global Start and End Blocks 

Normal External Blocks 

Local Symbol Blocks 

Start Block 

Figure D.1 Binary block order SO·00646 

The relocatable binary output must con tam at least a tltle 
block and a start block. The presence of one or more of the 
other types of blocks will depend upon source mput The 
pages following describe each block. in the order shown m 
Figure 0.1. 

Bytes are always swapped m the word; thUS. 003400 means 
00 000 111/00 000 000; and. after swappmg. 7 The fITSt 
word of each block contains a number mdicating the type 
of block. The number IS 10 the range of 2 through 20. 

The second word of each block IS the word count. It IS 

always in two's complement format. Where the word IS a 
constant for every block of the particular type. the word 
count constant IS shown m parentheses m the format 
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Words 3 through 5 are reserved for relocation flags. Some 
block types contam these flags. others do not. The relocatIOn 
property of each address. datum. or symbol IS defmed m 
three bits. For example. for a relocatable data block, bits 0 
through 2 of word 3 apply to the address, bits 3 through 5 
apply to the first data word. bits 6 through 8 apply to the 
second data word. and so on. The meanmg of the bit settmgs 
IS given In Table D I. 

Bits 

000 
001 
010 
011 
100 
101 
111 

Meaning 

Illegal 
Absolute 
Normal Relocatable 
Normal Byte Relocatable 
Page Zero Relocatable 
Page Zero Byte Relocatable 
Illegal 

Table 0.1 Bit settings 

All other blocks use bits of word 3 only and set words 4 
and 5 to zero 

Word 6 contains a checksum, so the sum of all words In 

the block is O. 

For those blocks contammg user symbols, each symbol entry 
IS three words long. 

The first 27 bits of the three-word entry contain the user 
symbol name in radix 50 form. The last five bits of the 
second word are used as a symbol type flag, where the 
currently defined types are: 

Bit 

00000 
00001 
00010 
00011 
10100 
00100 
01000 

Meaning 

Entry Symbol 
Normal Extemal Symbol 
Labeled Common 
Extemal Displacement Symbol 
Title Symbol 
Overlay Symbol 
Local Symbol 

Table 0.2 Symbol types 
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Block Formats 
The settmg of the thlrd word allocated for each user symbol 
entry vanes with the type of block and IS descnbed m the 
format wnteups of each block. 

Title Block (. TITL) 

7 

word count (-3) 

0 

0 

0 

checksum 

title In radiX 50 

I 
equivalence 

Figure 0.2 .ML 

flags 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

SO·00647 

The third word of the user symbol entry for a tltle IS set to 
O. 

Labeled Common Block (.COMM) 

13 

word count (_4) 

relocatIOn flags 1 

0 

0 

checksum 

symbol In radiX 50 

I flags 

0 

expression value 

Figure 0.3 .COMM 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

SO-00648 

Bits 0 through 2 of the relocation flags (word 3) apply to 
the expression (expr followmg .COMM). All other bits of 
the word are set to zero_ 

--



Entry Block (.ENT) 

3 

word count 

relocation flags 1 

relocation flags 2 

relocation flags 3 

checksum 

symbol In radix 50 

I flags 

eq u Ivalence 

• 
• 
• 

symbol In radix 50 
I flags 

Word 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

• 
• 
• 

Unlabeled Common Size Block (. CSIZ) 

15 

word cou"t (_1) 

relocation flags 1 

0 

0 

checksum 

expression value 

Figure 0.5 Unlabeled commmon size block (.CSIZ) 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

SD·00650 

Bits 0 through 2 of the relocatIon nags (word 3) apply to 
expressIon (expr following . CSIZ). All other bIt!> of v. ord 

equivalence word count 3 are zeroed. 
+6 

Figure 0.4 .ENT 50·00649 

Note that the relocatIOn nags for the entry block are as 
prevIOusly described. except that they apply to the thIrd 
word of every user symbol entry. (For entry block user 
symbols, the thIrd word of the user symbol is used to eqUIv
alence entry symbols.) Because each eqUIvalence requIres 
relocation nags. and there are only three words for nags, 
there IS a limit of 15 10 symbols for each block. 

Overlay entry .ENTO IS the same as .ENT, except for the 
nags in the last five bIts of the nag word(s) 
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External Displacement Block (.EXTD) 

4 

word count 

6 

6 

6 

checksum 

symbol In radix 50 

I flags 

077777 

· · · 
symbol In radix 50 

I flags 

077777 

FIgure 0.6 External displacement block (.EXTD) 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

word count 
+6 

S[).00651 

The third word of each user symbol entry in the external 
displacement block is set to 077777. 

Relocatable Data Block 

2 

word count 

relocation flags 1 

relocation flags 2 

relocation flags 3 

checksum 

address 

data 

data 

· · · 
data 

FIgure 0.7 Relocatable data block 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

word count 
+6 

SO·00652 

Contents of the relocatlon flag words (words 3 through 5) 
are as described prevIOusly. Because of relocauon flag re
qUirements, there IS a limit of 14 10 data words per block. 
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Global Addition Block (.GADD) And Global 
Reference Block (.GREF) 

14 for GADD, 20 for GREF 

word count (-5) 

relocation flags 1 

0 

0 

CheCKsum 

address 

symbol In radix 50 

I 00000 

0 

expresSion value 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Figure 0.8 Global addition and global reference blocks 
(.GADD and .GREF) SO·00653 

Bits 0 through 2 of the relocatIOn flags (word 3) apply to 
the address, and bits 3 through 5 apply to the expres~lOn 
All other bits of word 3 are zeroed. 



Global Location Start And End Blocks (.GLOC) 

Start Block 

16 

-3 

0 

0 

0 

checksum 

symbol In radiX 50 
I 00000 

0 

Figure 0_9 Global location start and end blocks (.GLOe) 

Normal External Block (.EXTN) 

5 

word count 

relocation flags 1 

relocation flags 2 

relocation flags 3 

cneCKsum 

symbolm radiX 50 

I flags 

address of last reference 

· · · 
symbol In radiX 50 

I flags 

address of last reference 

Figure 0.10 Normal external block (.EXTN) 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

word count 

+6 

S0-00655 

The thIrd word of each user symbol entry In the normal 
external block contams the address of the last reference_ 
Relocation flags are used as in _ENT blocks. There is a 
limit of 15 10 symbols per block because of space required 
for relocation flags_ 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

End Block 

17 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-17 

SD-00654 
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Local Symbol Block 

10 

word count 

relocation flags 1 

relocation flags 2 

relocation flags 3 

checksum 

symbol In radix 50 

I 
equivalence 

• 
• 
• 

symbol In radix 50 

I 
equivalence 

Figure 0.11 Local symbol block 

flags 

flags 

Word 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

• 
• 
• 

word count 

-+-6 

SO-00656 

The third word of every symbol entry IS used for the equi
valence of local symbols. Relocation flags are used as m 
.ENT blocks. There can be only 15 10 local symbols per 
block because of relocatIOn flag space requirements. 

Library Start And End Blocks 

LIbrary Start Block 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-11 

Figure 0.13 Library start and end blocks 

",ord 

3 

4 

5 

6 

SO-00658 

These blocks mark the beginning and end of a senes of 
bmary blocks which make up a lIbrary file. They are created 
by the Library File Editor utility, not MAC or ASM; hence, 
their format differs from the format of other relocatable 
binary blocks. 

Start Block 
Word 

6 

word count (-1) 2 

relocation flags 1 3 

0 4 

0 5 

cnecksum 6 

address 7 

Figure 0.12 Start block SO-00657 

Bits 0 through 2 of the fIrst relocation flag word are used 
for address relocatablhty; other bits of word 3 are O. 

LIbrary End Block 

12 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-12 

RB File Illustration 
Having described each RB block structure. we can now 
examine a sample RB file, and see the structures of some 
actual blocks. We will use the source program ROOT. shown 
in Chapter 3. For clarity, we have repeated the hsting, 
without comments, below. 
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. TITL ROOT 
02 .ENT START. LOYD. LOV1. RTURN ER 
03 .EXTN OYLYO. PRNTB. OVLY1, PRNTC 
04 000001 .TXTt.! 1 
05 NREL 
06 
07 
08 00000'020440 START LOA O. OFILE 
09 00001'126400 SUB 1,1 
10 00002'006017 .SYSTM 
11 00003'012000 ,OYOPN 0 
12 00004'000424 JMP ER 
13 00005'020426 LOA O.A 
14 
15 00006'006017 ,SYSTM 
16 00007' 010000 .PCHAR 
17 00010'000420 JMP ER 
18 00011'020423 LOVO: LOA O,OYO 
19 00012'126400 SUB 1,1 
20 00013 006017 SYSTM 
21 00014'020000 .OVLOO 0 
22 00015'000413 JMP ER 
23 00016'002420 JMP @,PRB 
24 
25 00017'020416 LOV1 LOA O. 
26 00020'126400 SUB 1,1 
27 00021'006017 .SYSTM 
28 00022'020000 .OVLOO 0 
29 00023'000405 JMP ER 

/--
30 00024'002413 JMP @.PRC 
31 
32 00025'006017 RTURN. .SYSTM 
33 00026'004400 .RTN 
34 00027'000401 JMP .+1 
35 
36 00030'006017 ER: .SYSTM 
37 00031'006400 .ERTN 
38 00032'000401 JMP. 
39 00033'000101 A: "A 

40 00034'077777 OVO· OVLYO 
41 00035'077777 OV1: OVLY1 
42 00036'077777 ,PRE: PRNTB 
43 00037'077777 ,PRC: PRNTC 
44 00040'OO0102"OFILE: .+1*2 
45 00041'051117 . TXT "ROOT. OL" 
46 047524 
47 027117 
48 046000 
49 ,ENO START 

Figure 0,14 Sample RB File DG·2518, 

The RB file built by MAC (not ASM) from source file 
ROOT appears below. We used the command FPRlNT Z 
/L to get it the addresses of the words are sho\\n In the left 
column. and the ASCII values in each 20-word series (if 
any) are shown In the nght column (For the rest of thl~ 
appendix. all numbers will be octal. unles~ we speCify other
Wise,) ROOT,RB containS a tille block. an entry block. a 
data block. an external normal (.EXTN) block. and a start 
block, We have drawn square brackets to delimil each block 
in the RB, 
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o [003400 176777 000000 000000 000000 163666 000663 012226 
......... 6.3 .. 

10 000000][001400 170777 022111 000000 000000 164635 020142 
...... $I. ... 

20 000000 014000 147663 000217 012400 104215 000012 007400 
.... 03 ........ 

30 104215 000005 004400 175671 140217 000000][001000 170777 
•••• 9@ ••••• 

40 111104 111044 111044 131111 000000 020041 000255 007414 
.0.$.$21 1 -

50 000024 012001 013041 007414 000020 010001 011441 000255 
••••• 1 •• I -

60 007414 000040 005401 001000 170777 111104 111044 111044 
.0.$.$ 

70 125474 007000 010005 007041 000255 007414 000040 002401 
T < ... 1 -

100 005405 007414 000011 000401 997414 000015 000401 040400 
... A. 

110 001000 173377 111104 111144 000000 114072 016000 177577 
.... 0 ... • 0 •• 

120 177577 177577 177577 041000 047522 052117 047456 000114] 
...... B.ORTOO .. L 

130 [002400 172377 020111 000000 000000 050630 174246 120627 
.... I. ... G .. &1. 

140 017400 053241 040657 016400 174246 100627 017000 053241 
. . VIA/ .. • & ••• VI 

150 020657 016000][003000 177777 000100 000000 000000 175677 

160 000000] ----

Figure D.15 RB file built by MAC 

Words 0 through 10 comprise the title block (words 1 through 
8 in . TITL figure). Word 0 is 7 when we swap bytes, and 
this corresponds to block type 7, as described under title 
block. The second word, 176777, is a - 3 after we swap, 
as it should be for the second word in the title block. The 
next three words are 0, as they should be. Word 5, 163666, 
is the checksum. The title, ROOT, is placed in radix 50 in 
word 6 and in bits 0 through 11 of word 7. The last 5 bits 
in word 7 evaluate to 00100, meanmg title symbol. 

Word II starts the entry block; swapped, 001400 is 3, which 
starts an entry block. Word 12 specifies the word count in 
two's complement; words 13, 14 and 15 contain relocation 
flags. and word 16 is the checksum. Then five three-word 
groups follow, one for each .ENT symbol in ROOT. The 
entry block ends at word 35. 

A data block begins at word 36, with 001000 (or 2 after 
swapping); number 2 identifies the block. The next word, 
at 37. is the word count in two's complement; words 40, 
41. and 42 are relocation flags; word 43 (131111) is the 
checksum; and word 44 (000000) is the address of the first 
datum. The three data blocks extend from 45 (020041) to 
127 (000114). 
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Word 130 starts an external normal (.EXTN) block. It con
tains 5 (swapped) as a numeric identifier, is followed by 
the word count in two's complement, then by three words 
containing relocation flags. Following the flags, in word 
135, is the checksum; then four three-word descriptors. one 
descriptor for each symbol declared in .EXTN. in ROOT. 

Finally, words 152 through 160 comprise the start block. 
The block type, 6 (swapped) is in the first word, - 1 is in 
the second word, relocation flags are in word 154, 0 is in 
the next two words, the checksum is in 157, and the start 
address (000000) is in word 160. 

Extended RBs 
Certain Data General compilers produce Extended RBs. 
which allow for the recognition of eight-character symbols. 
The Macroassembler, MAC, also produces an Extended RB 
if you include the global rr switch in the MAC command. 

In terms of program development, there are no functional 
differences between Extended and conventional RBs: but 
there are differences In block words, as follows: 



I. Withm extended RBs, all bytes are m their proper order 
(not swapped as m standard RBs), except for the fIrSt 
word of the TITLE block. The TITLE block's first word 

/---. is 0036008 (as opposed to 0034008 for a standard block), 
and the extra bit tells RLDR to expect extended format 
blocks. Library START/END blocks are in standard RB 
format. 

2 Each three-word symbol in standard RB format (radix 
50 words and equivalence word) has the following format 
in an RB block: 

Word 0 Right byte contains the number of characters 
in the symbol name. 

Left byte contains the symbol type. This is 
specified only in a .ENT or .ENTO block, 
where RLDR uses 11 to distmguish between 
the two. For all other block types, RLDR 
needs only the first (header) word ID the block 
to derive the block type. 

Word 1 to n Contains the symbol in ASCII representa
tion, two characters per word, with any odd 
character zeroed. The number of characters 
cannot exceed 32'0' 

Word n + I Contains the symbol equivalence, as follows: 

TITLE and GLOC Start 
EXTD 
EXTN 
COMM 
GADD and GRED 
ENT and ENTO 

= O. 
= 0777778, 

= address of last reference. 
= common size. 
= expression. 
= equiValence. 

The relocation flags have the same meaning as in standard 
RBs, and each block has the same size restrictions (15'0 for 
ENT, 1410 for a data block, etc.). 
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.00 loops and conditionals 87 

.LMIT pseudo-op 124 
ASCII character set 143 

A 

ASM command switches 97 
commands 97 

ASM, see Extended Assembler 
Assembler files 99 

input, types of 4 
output, types of 4 
operation of 8 

Assemblers, relocatability of 7 
restart procedures 9 

Assembly language processing 3 
Atoms 23 

B 

Bit alignment operator 32 
Break characters 24 
Character input 23 

input, normal mode 23 
input, string mode 23 
sets 17 

Command line 19 
error messages 20 
input file name switches 20 
output file name switches 20 

Commercial MR instructions 44 
Conditional assembly 3 

pseudo-ops 49 
Core, determining amount available 12 

E 

ECLIPSE instructions 43 
Error detection (Assemblers) 12 

fatal errors 13 
CS (checksum) 14 
MO (memory overflow) 14 
NA (negative address) 14 
NC (named common) 14 
OW (overwrite) 14 

Index 

XL (external location 
ZO (zero overflow) 14 

nonfatal errors 13 
DO (displacement 
IB (illegal block) 13 
IN (illegal NMAX) 13 
ME (multiply defined 
TO (time out) 13 
XE (external error) 13 

Error detection (source programs) 21 
fatal errors 21 
non-fatal errors 21 

Error listing 7 
Error messages (Extended Assembler) 97 
assembly error codes 137 
Extended Assembler, Macro Assembler 137 

Relocatable Loader 140 
Ofatal errors 141 
Ononfatal errors 140 

Library File Editor 139 
caution messages 140 
command string errors 139 
processing errors 139 
system errors 140 

OVLDR 142 
Executing loaded programs 11 
starting address 11 

Expressions, examples of 32 
relocation properties of 32 

Extended Assembler, operating procedures of 97 
MR instructions 43 
relocatable loaders 115 

F 

File name searches 97 
Floating-point instructions 45 

G 

Generated labels 93 
numbers and symbols 94 
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I 

Instructions 36 
arithmetic and logical (ALC) 37 
commercial MR 44 
ECLIPSE 43 
extended MR 43 
floating-point 45 
I/O 
with accumulator 39 
without accumulator 38 

Oargument fields 40 
Odevice code 39 

Instructions, memory reference (MR) 40 
Intermodule communication 3 

pseudo-ops 48 

L 

Library file editor (LFE) 107 
commands 107 

Analzye (A) 107 
Delete (D) 110 
Extract (X) 113 
Insert (I) 110 
Merge (M) III 
New (N) 112 
Replace (R) 112 
structure of 107 
switches 107 

Oletter 108 
Onumeric 108 

Titles (T) 113 
operation of 107 

Library tapes, loading of II 
Listing pseudo-ops and values 49 
Literals 94 
LITMACS.SR 99 
Load map 122 
Loaded programs. execution of 11 
Loading library tapes 11 
local symbols 12 
overlays 121 
title symbols 12 
reinitialization of 12 

Local sym boIs, loading of 12 
Location counter pseudo-ops 48 

M 

MAC, see Macroassembler 
Macro calls 84 
definition 83 
definition pseudo-op and values 49 
expansions 86 
facility 3 
facility 83 

Macroassembler, advanced features 83 
global switches 100 

1S6 

local switches 101 
operating procedures of 99 
symbol table files 101 

Memory reference instructions (MR) 40 
extended 43 
with accumulator 42 
without accumulator 40 

N 

Named common 121 
NMAX9 
determining current value of 9 
forcing value of 9 

Number representations 24 
Numbers 24 

o 
Operators 23, 31 
Overlays and named common 121 

that declare named common 121 
OVLDR, see RDOS overlay loader 
OVLDR, see RDOS overlay loader 

p 

Pseudo-ops, dictionary of 50 
Extended Assembler, Macroassembler, summary of 

135 
intermodule communication 48 
listing 49 
location counter 48 

Pseudo-ops 
macro definition 49 
miscellaneous 50 
repetition 49 
stack 49 
text string 49 
conditional 49 

R 

RDOS overlay loader 131 
RDOS/DOS relocatable loader (RLDR) 
command line 117 
global switches 118 
local switches 119 

files 117 
library files 121 
overview 117 

Relocatable binary block formats 146 
file, definition of 4 
information, miscellaneous 145 

Repetition pseudo-ops 49 
RLDR, see RDOS /DOS relocatable loader 
RTOS operation 98 



s 
Save file, checking size of 126 
Source lines 17 

comments 18 
data lines 17 
equivalence lines 18 
formatting 18 
instruction lines 18 
labels 18 
pseudo-op lines 18 

Source program, listing 4 
cross-reference listing 6 

Source program, operation of 19 
restart procedure 20 

Special characters, asterisks (*) 36 
commercial AT sign (@) 35 
indirect addressing 36 
number sign (II) 36 
setting no-load bit 36 

Stack pseudo-ops and values 49 
Stand-alone loader 9 
Symbol table 19 
Symbol table (loader map) 10 

formats 126 
disk table 126 
memory table 126 

pseudo-ops 47 
format of 47 

Symbol tables 125 
Symbols 28 

@ (commercial AT sign) 28 
ASCII character conversion 35 
asterisks 29 
number sign 29 
permanent 34 
semipermanent 35 
special characters 28 
user 35 

System tables 123 
overlay directory 124 
task control blocks 123 
user status table (UST) 123 

T 

Text string pseudo-ops 49 
Title symbols, loading of 12 

u 
User Status Table (UST) 19 

Loading Information 14 

Z 

ZMAX9 
determining current value of 9 
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